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Process Algebra with 

Interleaving Probabilistic Parallel Composition 

Abstract. In this paper we present a probabilistic version of the axiom system A CP ap

propriate for the (algebraic) formal description of pIobabilisti.c processes. The proposed 

formalism is built in a modular way, first Basic Process Algebra (prBPA) is constructed 

which afterwards is extended by parallel composition (prACP). Probabilities are intro

duced by an operator for internal probabilistic choice. In this way prACP contains both 

non-deterministic and probabilistic choice operators. Combining these two operators leads 

to the situation where the idem potency law with respect to the alternative composition 

does not hold anymore, so the axiom x + x = x is weakened to hold only for atomic actions. 

In defining the operational semantics for prBPA and prACP, we use the alternating ap

proach, where two types of transitions are allowed, probabilistic and action transitions. In 

order to construct a complete term model for our process algebras we use a term deduc

tion system over a larger signature than the signature of prBPA and p1A CP, respectively. 

We show that probabilistic (strong) bisimulation as proposed by Larsen and Skou is a 

congruence and prove the soundness and completeness of the presented term model. 

As an example of the application of prA CP we consider the Alternating Bit Protocol with 

unreliable communication channels. 

1 Introduction 

By the ll1creasing complexity and the number of components of real-life parallel systems, the 

probability that a system or some of its components will be subject to failure during the work 

is increased, as well. This means that very often it is desirable or even necessary to "predict" 

chances of failure occurring in the system. In these cases, it is insufficient to assume that the 

system is reliable and to specify it under this assumption. But there is a need to describe the 

probabilistic behaviour of the components and the system as a whole. For the last ten years 

various traditional specification formalisms have been extended with a notion of probabilistic 

behaviour for different models of probabilistic processes. 

Besides this new, probabilistic approach in modelling concurrent systems, non-determinism 

still has an essential role specially due to interleaving of activities of independent components 

of a. system. In the sense of treating non-determinism mainly two different approaches have 

been proposed, one approach which allows both non-deterministic and probabilistic choices (e.g. 

concurrent Markov chain [21J, the alternating model [11]), and one where only probabilistic choice 

is allowed ([17, g, 10, 15, 5, 8]). 
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The objective of this paper is to introduce a probabilistic version of ACF ([6, 2]) where nOll

determinism and probability are combined. We bring structure in our theory in a modular way. 

That is, first we construct a basic theory which contains operators for sequential composition. 

non-deterministic choice (alternative composition) and probabilistic choice, called Basic Process 

Algebra with probabilistic choice, and then we add new operators for parallel composition and 

communication. A starting point for the construction of our probabilistic process algebras is 

the setting of [4]. There, the authors described a version of process algebra (BFAtJ- as well as 

A CF tJ-) with three different forms of choice: the usual, dynamic alternative composition (+), a 

collecting alternative composition (U), and finally, the partial or static alternative composition 

(t::!-) in between the previous two. Also, it was noted that the partial choice operator might. be 

a good basis for obtaining ~ probabilistic choice operator. Thus we introduce probability into 

BPA t::!- by replacing the part.ial choice operator with a probabilistic counterpart. In this way 

we have two different choices in our algebra (in contrast to [5]): the standard non-deterministic 

choice (+) and the probabilistic choice (tJ-" for each probability 1r E (0,1)). This combination of 

two different kinds of choice allows us to distinguish situations where quantitative (probabilist.ic) 

information about the outcome of the choice is known from situations where the choice is nOI1-

deterministic. For example, when specifying an unreliable communication channel preferably the 

probabilistic choice operator is used to express for the two possible events, a message is lost and 

a message is successfully transmitted, the probability of occurrence of each of these two events. 

[n the interleaving model which is essential to ACP-like process algebras, parallel compo

sition clearly is modeled using non-deterministic choice. Preserving our intuition behind nOll

deterministic choice and the interleaving approach to parallel composition we propose a new 

model for parallel composition of probabilistic processes (Example 3, p. 12). That is, the choice 

of the process which executes the next action is considered to be non-deterministic choice. As 

communication is included in parallel composition, the non-deterministic choice occurs bet.ween 

three processes (axiom eMl, pg. 37). 

Besides the axiom system in this paper we investigate the operational semantics of prob

abilistic processes, based on probabilistic bisimulation equivalence as proposed by Larsen and 

Skou ([17]) and the alternating model ([11]). The operational semantics consists of two types 

of transition rules, probabilistic transitions which are unlabelled and action transitions which 

are labelled with atomic actions. This will entail that each process in our model may make ei

ther a probabilistic or a non-deterministic step, but not. both. Therefore, we have to distinguish 

processes that may execute only probabilistic steps, called static processes, from those that may 

execute only action transitions, called dynamic processes. We achieve this by using a term de

duction system over a larger signature than the signature of prBPA and prACP, respectively. 

Namely, for each constant a we add a new constant a which denotes the process that call suc

cessfully terminate by executing atomic action a. For reasons of clearer representat.ion of process 

behaviour we use strict alternation between these two possibilities. We give a detailed proof of 
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the soundness and completeness properties of the proposed term models. Later, we extend the 

model with the projection operator and by approximation of infinite processes with their finite 

projections we prove that each guarded recursive specification has an unique solution in the term 

model (by proving that RDP and RSP hold). 

As an example of the application of prACP we consider the Alternating Bit Protocol with 

unreliable communication channels. The sender sends a message to the receiver via a commu

nication channel. After having received a message the receiver sends an acknowledgment to the 

sender via another channel. A channel may transmit a message correctly or it may corrupt it. Un

reliability of each channel is specified by a probabilistic choice tt-1r between correct transmission 

of a message with probability Jr and corruption of a message with probability 1 - Jr. 

rvIoreover! using standard Markov chain analysis techniques we may prove liveness of the 

protocol and compute the average performance of the system, like the mean number of times a 

message has to be sent by the sender, needed for its correct transmission via the channel. 

1.1 Related work 

Vardi in (21J underlines that non-determinism is unavoidable in concurrent systems and intro

duces concurrent Markov chains as model for probabilistic concurrent programs. He proposes a 

technique to resolve non-determinism by a fair scheduler and gives an algorithm for the verifica

tion of probabilistic concurrent finite-state automata. 

Tn his thesis [11], Hansson defines a probabilistic version PCCS of CCS with both, proba

bilistic and non-deterministic choice. pces, like ces, does not have general multiplication " 

but only prefix multiplication which allows two types of processes in theory to be distinguished: 

probabilistic and non-deterministic processes (different from our theory where we have only 

probabilistic processes). He introduces an alternating model where each process can execute a 

probabilistic or an action transition, but not both. 

D' Argenio, Hermanns and Katoen in [8] consider asynchronous generative processes and dis

cuss the resolution of non-determinism in that setting. They define bundle transition systems, 

where a certain set of non-deterministic alternatives is chosen with certain probability. 

Based on the generative model, in [5J Baeten, Bergstra and Smolka propose ACP with gen

erative probabilities. In this process algebra only probabilistic choice is allowed and parallel 

composition is parametrized by two probabilistic parameters which determine the probabilistic 

dist.ribution for the next action. 

2 Basic Process Algebra 

The signature of Basic Process Algebra with Probabilistic Choice, prBPA, consists of a (finite) 

set of constants A = {a, b, c, ... }, a special constant 5 ct A (we usually denote A, = A U {5}) 
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and the binary operators: + (non-deterministic choice, alternative composition), (sequential 

composition) and uJr (probabilistic choice) for each 7r E (0,1). The axioms for + and arc 

standard axioms of BPA, ([2]) (Table I, a E A), except that axiom A3 (x + x = x) is restricted 

to atomic actions. A3 is restricted, because it does not hold anymore for processes involving the 

new choice operator (see Example I). 

x+y =y+x Al 

(x + y) + z = x + (y + z) A2 

a+a =a AA3 

(x+y)·z =x-z+y . z A4 

(x·y)·z =x·(y·z) A5 

x+5 =x A6 

5·x =5 A7 

Table 1. BPA{) with restricted A3. 

Intuitively, process xtl-rry behaves like x with probability 7r and behaves like y with probability 

1- 7r. The axioms for the new operators are shown in Table 2 (7r E (0, I}). 

PrACI 

xtr.(yttpz) = (xtt_,_y)tr.+p_.pz PrAC2 
:rr+P_1rP 

x~x =x P~~ 

(xt:t;y)· z = x· ztrrrY' Z 

(xtr.y)+z = (x+z)tr.(y+z) 

PrAC4 

PrAC5 

Table 2. Additional axioms for prBPA. 

Axiom Pr AC2 also has a variant, as follows: 

(x tl-rry)tl-pz = xtl-rrp(ytl-U=£z) PrAC2'. 
l_,,-p 

We introduce abbreviations in order to deal with probabilistic sums of several arguments: 

This notation clearly presents the probability that a process behaves as one of its components. 

For example, process Xl tt-7J"1 X2 tt-"If2 X3 tt-7l"3 X4 behaves as process Xi, i == 1,2,3 with probability 

7ri and as process X4 with probability 1 - 7rl - 71"2 - 'iT3-
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From now on) we have that the operators bind in the following order: . binds stronger than 

all other operators) and tf-1r binds the weakest. 

8.1:ample 1. By this example we show the interpretation of non-determinism when it has been 

mixed with probabilistic choice. In Figure 1 a) the graph representation of the following processes 

are shown: 

prBPA I- (atl:ib) + (C tI:i d) = (a + c) tI:i (a + d)tI:i(b + c)tI:i(b + d). 
:I J 6 J 6 

An example in Figure 1 b) shows that the idempotency law with respect to alternative com-

position does not hold in prBPA. We have the equation: 

prBPA I- (athb) + (atl:ib) = atTl(a + b) tI:i b, 
:I :I 4 :I 

but 

prBPA I- atl:ib *' atTl(a + b)tl:ib. 
:I 4 :I 

a) 

b) 

1 , 
b 

o 

Fig. 1. Examples of non-deterministic choice between probabilistic processes. 

Proposition!. If prBPA I- p = ptT.q and p > 7r then prBPA I- p = ptTpq. 

Proof. In prBPA the following equations hold for each" EO (0,1): 

ptJpq = (ptTop)tTpq = ptTop(ptTp-q), q). 
I-up 

Using the assumption p > 1T we can choose (J' ::::::: 

obtain: ptJpq = ptTop(ptTd) = ptTopP = p. 

~,-1r such that 
p(1-1r) (~=~1p ::::::: 1T. Therefore we 

o 
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In [4] the authors propose a method for verification which is based on a partial ordering of 

processes. They introduce the realization axiom: x ::; x t:f-y, which says that x has less staLic 

non-determinism than x thJ. By the following proposition we show that. this approach ca.nnot 

be followed in the framework of prBPA because such a partial ordering cannot be defined in a 

non-trivial way if probabilisties are involved. 

Proposition2. If prBPA I- p = qtt,p for some probability 7f E (0,1), then prBPA I- p '" '1, 

where p '" q denotes the probability alp being equal to q has a limit oj 1 .. 

Proof. In prBPA the following equations hold: 

p = qtt,p = qtt,(qtt,p) = (qtt.,,:.) q)tt,(2_')P = qtt,(2-,)(qtt,(2-')P) = qtt,,(2_,,)P, 

where ?TI = ?T(2 - ?T). In such a way after n repetitions of this procedure we obtain: p = IJ t::t-1rn+1 p, 

where "iTn+1 = ?Tn (2 - ?Tn). A solution of this recurrent equation is ?Tn = 1 - (1 - ?T)2n and as 

1-7f< 1 we obtain lim 1- (1_71")'" = 1. 0 
"_00 

Proposition 3. The following equations hold in prBPA: 

l. Xl tJ-1r1 X2 t::t-1r2 .•. tJ-1ri _ 1 Xi tJ-1r ; ... Xj tJ-1rj Xj+l ... tJ-1rn _ 1 Xu 

= Xl tJ-1r1 X2 tJ-1r2 ... t::t-1r ;_1 Xj tJ-1rj ... Xi t::t-lr , Xj+l ... t::t-lrn _ 1 X n , 

Jor each i,jl 1::; i::; n -I, 1::; j::; n -I, i < j and n 2: 3; 

ZZ. Xl tJ-1r1 X2 tJ-1r2 ... t::t-1r '_1 Xi tJ-1r , Xi+l ... t::t-lrn _ 1 xn 

= Xl t:l-lrl X2 tJ-1r2 ... tJ-lri _ 1 Xn t::t-
1

_ '\""'n-l
lr

, Xi+l ... -I::::l-lrn _ 1 Xi, 
Wj=l J 

for each 1 :s i :s n - 1 and n 2: 2. 

Proof. i. The proof is given by induction on n: 

For n = 3 we have 

Xl t::t-1r1 X2 tJ-1r2 X3 == Xl tJ-1r1 (X2 tJ-~ X3) :::;:: (Xl t:t-~ X2) t::t-1r1 +11'2 X3 
1- ""I 11"1 +11"2 

= (X2tJ-~xdt:l-lrl+1r2X3:::;:: X2tt1r2 (Xl tJ-~X3) == X2tJ-1r2XI tJ-1r1X3. 
"1+11"2 1-""2 

Suppose n 2: 4 and i,j 2: 2, i < j. We obtain: 

Xl i::tlrlX2t::t-1r2 ... tJ-1ri_IXitJ-lri" ,Xjt::t-lrj Xj+I ... i::tlrn _ 1 x n 

(let Uk = ,::~" for 2 :s k :s n - 1) 

:::;:: Xl -I::::l-1r1 (X2 tf-a2 ... -I::::l-ai_1 Xi tta; ... Xj tf-aj Xj+l ... tJ-an _ 1 xn) (by IH) 

:::;:: Xl tJ-1r1 (X2 tJ-a2 ... tJ-a,_1 Xj tJ-aj ... Xi U a , Xj+l ... tJ-an _ 1 :1: n ) 

:::;:: X I i.:t'1r1 X2 i.:t'1r2 ... tJ-1r i_I X j tJ-1r i ... Xi tJ-1r ; X j +1 ... tJ-1r n-I X n · 

Now, suppose n 2: 4 and i = l,j 2: 2. We obtain: 
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Xl U 7r } X2 U 7r2 ... U 7ri _ 1 Xi tr7ri ... Xj U 7rj Xj+l ... t:J-7rn _ 1 Xn 

(let ITk = l."~" for 2::; k ::; n - 1) 

= Xl tI-" (X2t1-a, ... Xj tl-aiXj+l ... tl-on _, xn) (by IH) 
== Xl U 7r1 (Xj U Oj ... U Oj _ 1 X2 U o2 Xj+1 ... U On _ 1 Xn) 

== Xl tt-7rl (Xj rrOj (xa tt-P3 ... tlpj-l X2 tt-p2 Xj+1 ... rrpn _ 1 Xn)) 

(where Pk = l~~' for 3::; k::; n-l,k ij) , 
== (Xl tt- "j Xj) U7J"I+O"j-1flOj (Xatlp3 ... tlpj_1X2tt-p2Xj+l ... tt-pn _ 1 Xn ) 

11"1 +.,. J ""I u"j 

== (Xl tt-~ Xj) tl1f1 + 1f · (X3 rrp3 ... tip '-1 X2 tt-P2 Xj+l ... tlp -1 Xn) 
II"l+7rj J J n 

== (Xj tf-l _ ~ Xl) tf-1I"1 +71"' (Xa -Hp3 ... tfpj-l X2 tip2 Xj+l ... tf-pn _ 1 Xn) 
"1+1I"j J 

== (X j t:t---..":L xI) rr1l"1 +11" j (X3 -t:t-P3 ... t:fpj_l X2 -t:t-P2 X j +1 ... t:fpn-l Xn) 
1I"1+""j 

== X j tf-1fj (Xl tf-~ (Xa tf-P3 ... tt-Pj _ 1 X2 -t::t-P2 Xj+l ... tf-pn _ 1 Xn)) 
l_"j 

(having Pk = ~ = (....!!..k.-)/(1 - --"'-)) 
I-Oj l-1I"j 1-1I"j 

= Xj tI-, (Xl tI---",- X3 tI--",-- ... -H X, tI---"'- Xj+l ... tI-·n _, xn) (by IH) 
J 1-1I"j 1-1I"j I_"j 1-1I"j 1_1I"j 

== Xjt:t-7I".(X2-t::t-~X3tt-~ . . -t:::J-.-j_l Xl tf-~Xj+l'" -t:::J-.-n_l Xn) 
J l_"j 1_"j I-"j I-"j l_"j 

== Xj rr1l" j X2 tt-1I"2 Xa rr1l"3 ... tt-1I" j-I Xl tt-1I"I Xj + 1 ... rr7l" n-l Xn · 

7 

ll. The proof of this equation is similar to the previous one. D 

2.1 Basic terms 

Next, we define basic terms, which are useful for technical purposes in proofs. Because of the 

I~limination theorem, if we want to prove some statement valid for all closed terms, it is sufficient 

to prove it valid for all basic terms using structural induction as a proof method. 

Definition 4. We define the set of basic terms B inductively, with the help of an intermediary 

set 6+. In B \ B+ the outermost operator is a probabilistic choice operator. Elements of B+ are 

all constants and terms that have as the outermost operator a non-deterministic choice operator 

or a sequential composition. 

1. A U {O} <; B+ c B 

2. a E A, t E B =} a . t E B+ 

:). t,sEB+ =}t+sEB+ 

4. t,s E B =} ttl-,s E B for each 1r E (0,1). 

Remark. If we consider terms that only differ in the order of the summands to be identical (i.e. 

we work modulo axioms AI, A2, PrACI and PrAC2) we see that the basic terms are exactly 

the terms of the form 

(1 ) 
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(2) 

where Xi :;::: L aijiij + L bik for certain atomic actions aij and bik , basic terms 1.ij aud 
i<l,. k<m,: 

n, mi, Ii E IN. We have the convention that: L Sj = D. 
1<0 

Further, by SP (called the set of static processes) we will denote the set of all closed terms 

over the signature of prBPA, EprBPA' 

Definition 5, We define' an' auxiliary set of closed termsD C'SP as follo\v8:' 

1. A, ~ D; 

2. sED, t E SP => s· tED; 

3. t,sED=>t+sED. 

Remark. The closed terms from D are exactly of the form: L Si' ii + L aj for some 11, HI E IN I 

i<m i<n 
ai E A" closed D terms Si and closed prBPA terms ti. We have that B+ CD. 

Proposition 6. If sED then prBPA I-- s = S + s. 

Proof. We prove this result by induction of the structure of s. 

1. if sEA, then the result follows from axiom AA3. 

2. if s ::::: s' . t for some 8' E D and t E SP then by the induction hypothesis we have that 

prBPA I-- s' = s' +s' from which we obtain: prBPA I-- s+s = s' ·t+s'·t = (s' +s').t = s'·t = s. 

3. if,s == Sf +S" for some 8', S" E D then by the induction hypothesis we have that prBPA f- s' = 

s' +s' and prBPA I-- S" = S" +S" from which we obtain: prBPA I-- s+s = (s' +5")+(S' +5") = 

(s' + 5') + (S" + Slf) = s' + Slf = s. 0 

Lelnma 7. The term rewrite system shown in Table 3 (lr E (O, 1») is strongly normalizing. 

(x+y).z ~x·z+y·z RA4 

(x-y).z ~x'(Y'z) RA5 

5·x ~5 RA7 

(xtrrry)·z ~x·ztrrrY·z RPAC4 

(xtrrrY)+z ~ (x+z)tr,(y+z) RPAC5 

x+(yt!;.z) ~ (x +y)trrr(x+ z) RPAC5' 

Table 3. Term rewrite system of prBPA. 
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Proof- In order to prove this proposition we use the method of the lexicographical variant of the 

recursive path ordering ([3]). Suppose that we have the following ordering on the signature of 

l'rBPA: . > + > u, and we give the symbol· the lexicographical status for the first argument. 

T'hen for each rewrite rule p -+ q in Table 3 we can easily prove that p >/po q. From Theorem 

2.2.18 in [3] we obtain that the given term rewrite system is strongly normalizing. 0 

Lellllna 8. The normal forms of closed prBPA terms arc basic prBPA terms. 

Proof. Suppose that p is a normal form of some closed prBPA term and suppose that p is not 

a. basic term. Let pI denote the smallest sub-term of p which is not a basic term. Then we can 

prove that p is not a normal form. We use the fact that each sub-term of pI is a basic term. We 

distinguish all possible cases: 

1. pI E Ali: then pI is a basic term, which is in a contradiction with the assumption. So this 

case does not occur. 

2. pI == PI . P2 for some basic terms PI and P2: by case analysis on the structure of the basic 

term PI we have: 

2.1 PI E Ali: in this case pI would be a basic term, which contradicts the assumption that 

pI is not a basic term; 

2.2 PI == a . P; for some a E A and some basic term P;: then rewriting rule RA5 can be 

applied. So, P is not a normal form; 

2.3 PI == p~ + p~' for some basic terms p~ and P~: then rewriting rule RA4 can be applied. 

So, P is not a normal form; 

2.4 PI == p~ -t:t-1TP~ for some basic terms p~ and p~: then rewriting rule RPAC4 can be applied. 

So, p is Hot a normal form. 

~~. pi == PI + P2 for some basic terms PI and pz: by case analysis on the structure of both terms 

PI and P2 we obtain: 

8.1 if both PI and pz are basic terms from B+ then pi would be a basic term, which contradicts 

the assumption that pI is not a basic term; 

3.2 if PI == p~ -t:t-1TP~ or pz == p~ -t:t-u p~ then rewriting rule RP AC5 or RP AC5' is applicable. 

So p is not a normal form. 

4. pi == PI -t:t-1T P2 for some basic terms PI and P2 and 7r E (0,1): in this case pi would be a basic 

term which is in contradiction with the assumption that p' is not a basic term. 0 

As a corollary of the previous two lemmas we obtain the following theorem: 

Theorem 9. (Elimination theorem) Let P be a closed prBPA term. Then there is a basic prBPA 

ter1Jl. q such that prBPA I- p = q. 0 

Rernnrk. If s is a closed D term, then the associated basic term which exists by the Elimination 

t.heorem is a term from the set B+. 
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2.2 Structured operational selnantics of prBPA 

The operational semantics consists of two types of transition rules, rules for probabilistic tran

sitions: "'-+ (which are unlabelled) and rules for action transitions: ~ (which are labelled with 

atomic actions a E A). Different from other proposed operational semantics, we do not use la

belled probabilistic transition and we define a probability distribution function with as domain 

the set of all processes, but which can easily be extended to the power set of the set of processes. 

Besides the fact that a function only can b~ considered as a probability di~tribution function if 

it is defined on the set of all processes (in other words only in that case it fulfils the conditions 

for probability distribution [20]), we follow this approach because it gives a easier way to \vork 

with the operational semantics. 

As we have mentioned each process in our model may make either a probabilistic or an action 

transition, but not both. This entail that two types of "processes have to be considered in the 

model. For this reason we consider a term deduction system with a signature different from the 

signature of prBPA by the addition of new constants. If A is the set of atomic actions of prBPA 

then we define the set of dynamic atomic actions A, = {ii : a E A,}. By a symbol ii, (a oF 8) 

we denote a process that can successfully terminate by executing Q. By '6 we denote a process 

that cannot execute any action. 

Further we will denote EprBPA = (A, U A, ,+, " ti-,). 

Definition 10. We define the set of dynamic processes VP in the following way: 

l. A, <;; VP; 

2. sEVP,tESP=>s·tEVP; 

3. t,sEVP=>t+sEVP. 

We define a map <p : D --+ VP as follows: 

J. <pta) = Ii for each a E A,; 

2. <p(s· t) = <p(s) . t; 

3. <p(s +t) = <p(s) + <p(t). 

If sED then <p( s) will be denoted by S. 

Proposition11. The map 'P is a bijection. o 

By PR we denote the set of all static and dynamic processes, that is PR = SP U VP. 

The semantics of prBPA is given by the term deduction system T = (EprBPA' D) induced 

by the deduction rules shown in Table 4. In these deduction rules Q is a variable that ranges over 

the set A. 

We use the notation p "--+ X to denote that (static) process p may execute a probabilistic step 

to (dynamic) process x, with other words there exists a nonzero probability with which p may 
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behave as x. A value of this probability is defined by the probability distribution function p(p, x) 

(Definition 12). 

Following the notation in other A CF-like process algebras by x -'" p we denote that (dynamic) 

process x can do an a-transition to (static) process p and by x ~ V we denote that x can do an 

a-transition and then terminate. 

a~a 

p~ x,q~ y 

a 
x~p 

X + y ~ p, y + X ~ P X + Y ~ y', y + X ~ y' 

Table 4. Deduction rules of p,·BPA. 

p~x 

a x, y --+ y 

Definition 12. (Probability distribution function) We define a probability distribution function 

p : PR x PR --+ [0, 1J inductively as follows: 

p(a, il) 

p(8,5) 
p(p. q, x' . q) 

= 1, 

= 1, 

= /l(V, x'), 

p(p + q, x' + x") = p(v, x')/l(q, x"), 

!l(pi:J-,q, xl = "!l(p, x) + (1- ,,)p(q, xl, 
/l(p, x) = 0 otherwise. 

The definition of the probability distribution function for processes containing the proba

bilistic choice operator as the top operator shows that the probability to behave like x depends 

on the probabilities of both processes in the probabilistic choice to behave like x. Namely, the 

probability that ptJ-,g behaves like x is obtained as a total probability of both processes p and 

'1 to behave as X, that is, as the sum of independent probabilities for each process. 
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In order to have clearer presentation of probabilistic transitions we will use transition systems 

where each probabilistic transition p"-'+ ::1: is labelled by the associated probability I-t(PI x). 

Because in the construction of the term model we use the Larsen-Skou probabilistic bisim

ulation relation (Definition 17) we need to extend the probability distribution function to the 

power set of PR. 

Definition13. We define the map Jl' : PR x 2'PR ~ [0,1] in the following way: 

Jl'(p, M) = L. Jl(p, x) for each M <;; PR. 
xEM 

Proposition 14. The map J},* is well deTned. 

Proof. We just need to prove that for each P E PR and M <;; PR, Jl'(p, M) E [0,1]. 

1. If pEA, then 

Jl'(p, M) = L Jl(p, x) =' . {
I pE M 

xEM 0, otherwzse 

2. If P '" q . s for some q, s E PR then 

1,'(q·s,M)= L Jl(q·s,x)= L Jl(q.s,x)= L Jl(q,x')= 
xEM x:xE1H&3x l :x=::.x ' ·s XI:x'·sEM 

Jl'(q, {x' : x'· s EM}) E [0,1] by the induction hypothesis. 

3. If P '" q + s for some q, s E PR then 

Jl'(q + s, M) = L Jl(q + s, x) = L Jl(q, x')Jl(s, x") <: 
xEM x:xEAl&3x' ,x":x=::.x l +x ll 

Jl'(q, {x' : 3x": x' + x" E M})Jl'(s, {x" : 3x': x' + x" EM}) E [0,1] by the induction 

hypothesis. 

4. Ifp '" qtt-,s for some q,s E PR and 7r E (0, I) then 

Jl'(qtt-,s, M) = L Jl(qtt-,s, x} = L (7rJl(q, x) + (1- 7r)Jl(s, x)) = 
xEM xEM 

7r L Jl(q,x) + (1- 7r) L Jl(s,x) = 7rJl'(q,M) + (1-7r)I"(s,M) E [0,1] by the induction 
xEM xEM 

hypothesis. D 

From now on we will denote Jl'(p, M) simply by Jl(p, M). 

COl'olial'y15. Jl(ptt-,q, M) = 7rJl(p, M) + (1-7r)Jl(q, M) 

COl'olial'y16. Let us denole M, . M2 = {m, . m2 : m, EM, & m, E M2 }. Then 

Jl(p. q, M, . M,) = Jl(p, M,). 

D 

D 

Definition 17. Let R be an equivalence relation on the set of processes PR .. R is a probabilistic 

bisimulation if: 

1. If pRq and p"-'+ s then there is a term t such that q "-'+ t and sRt; 

2. If sRt and s ~ p for some a E A, then there is a term q such that t ~ q and pRq; 

3. If sRt and s -", .,J, then t -", .,J; 
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4. If pRq, then pep, M) = p(q, M) for each M E PRj R. 

\'Ve say that p is probabilistically bisimilar to q) denote p i-+ q, if there is a probabilistic 

bisimulation R such that pRq. 

From the definition of the operational semantics and the definition of the probability distri

bution function we obtain the following properties: 

Proposition18. Let p,X E PR. Then p(p, x) # 0 iffp-v, x. o 

Proposition 19. Let p E PR and M s:; PR. Then pep, M) # 0 iff 3x EM: p -v, x. o 

Different from a bisimulation relation used in the construction of a term model of other A CP

like process algebras, here we have an extra requirement that a probabilistic bisimulation has to 

be an equivalence relation. This requirement is related with the fourth clause in Definition 17 

which says that besides a simulation of probabilistic and action transitions between two processes 

considered as bisimilar, the probability of both processes to pass to elements of one equivalence 

dass must be equal. For example, the processes presented by the transition systems a) and b) in 

li'igure 2 are not bisimilar and the processes a) and c) are bisimilar. 

a) b) c) 

Fig. 2. An example for probabilistic bisimulation. 

Next we give some properties of the probability distribution function which are used in proofs 

that a given equivalence relation is a probabilistic bisimulation relation. 

Proposition20. If p E PR and M
" 

M2 s:; PR such that M, n M, = 0, then 

pep, M, U M2) = pcp, M , ) + pep, M,). 

Proof. Using the properties of the sum operator (for real numbers) we obtain easily: 

I'(P. M, U M 2) = I: I'(P, x) = I: pep, x) + I: pcp, x) = pcp, M,) + pep, M2)' 0 
xEM1uM:;;l xEMI xEM:;;l 
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Corollary21. Let p E pn and Mi ~ P1?, i E I for some J=nite or countable inFnite indc'J: sei 

I, such that Mi n M j = 0 Jor each i, j E I, i of j. Then 

I'(P, U Mi) = 2:: p(p, M;). 
iEf iEI 

D 

Proposition22. Let p, q E PR. and M <;; PR. IJ M" M, <;; PR are such that: 

M, + M, = {m, + m, : Tn, EM, & m, EM,} <;; M 

then: 

p(p + q, M) = p(p, M,)p(q, M2) + p(p + q, M \ (M, + M,)). 

Proof. It is sufficient to prove that p(p + q, M, + M,) = p(p, M,)p(q, M2)' Using the properties 

of the sum operator of real numbers and the following property: 

'1m, E M, : '1m, E M, : m, + m, E M, + M2 

we obtain: 

D 

One can note that in these proofs non assumption about the structure of p or the elements of 

equivalence classes are made and the given equalities depend on the 'definition of the probabilit.y 

distribution function. As in the following models (Section 3.2 and Section 4) we extend the 

probability distribution function keeping the part for the operators from prBPA, in the later 

sections we use these properties freely. 

Here follow some useful properties of transitions. 

Proposition23. IJp is a SP term and p~ x, then x E 'DP (that is x == I: Yi ·ti + I: lij Jar 
i<m j<n 

some n , mE IN 1 aj E A6 I VP terms Yi and SP terms til· 

Proof. The proof is given by induction on the structure of p. 

1. p == 6: then 6'"'-"+ ;5 is the only possible probabilistic transition and ;5 E VP; 

2. p == a: then a'"'-"+ a is the only possible probabilistic transition and a E VP; 
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:3. P == PI' P2 for some SP terms PI and P2: then by the assumption PI· P2 ~ X we have that 

PI ~ x' with x == x' . P2. By the induction hypothesis we have x' E VP from which we obtain 

x E'DP; 

4. P == PI + P2 for some SP terms PI and P2: then by the assumption PI + P2 ~ X we have that 

PI ~ x', P2 ~ x" for some x' and X'I such that x == Xl + x". By the induction hypothesis we 

have Xl E VP and x" E VP from which we obtain x E VP; 

5. P == PI rraP2 for some SP terms PI and P2: then by the assumption PI rraP2 ~ x we have 

PI '""'-"+ X or P2 ~ x. But in both cases we have by the induction hypothesis that x E VP. 0 

Proposition 24, If x is a VP term and x -". p for some a E A, then p E SP. 

Proof. It follows from the definition of the deduction rules and Definition 10. o 

Remark. From Proposition 23 and 24 it follows easily that we can reduce our investigation as 

following: 

1. ~<; SP x VP, 

2. -".<; VP x SP, 

:J -". J <; VP, 

4. for every probabilistic bisimulation R we have R <; SP x SP UVP x VP. 

Using this result, we consider in later proofs probabilistic transitions for static processes only 

and action transitions for dynamic processes only. Very often we construct a bisimulation relation 

as an union of relations. If one of these relations is a bisimulation relation then we do not consider 

t,ransitions for pairs belonging to that relation. If one of these relations is a subset of SP x SP, 

we consider only probabilistic transitions for pairs belonging to that relation. If one of these 

relations is a subset of VP x VP, we consider only action transitions for pairs belonging to that 

relation. Moreover, in proofs concerning the fourth clause of Definition 17, we suppose that an 

equivalence class is a subset of VP. And if investigate the value P.(PI M) often we assume that 

i.here is element u E M such that P ~ U, in other words we assume that M is a reachable from 

p. By Proposition 19 if M is an unreachable class from p we conclude that p(p, M) = O. 

Proposition 25. If x is a D term, then the only possible probabilistic transition of x is x ~ X 

(Ind I,(x,ii,) = 1. 

Proof. The proof is given by induction on the structure of x. 

1. x E As: then the conclusion follows from the definition of the operational rules and the 

distribution function 1-1; 
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2. x == y . t for some y E D and t ESP: then by the induction hypothesis we have that y ~ !I 
is the only possible probabilistic transition of y. Using the definition of the operational rules 

it follows that a: ~ y . t. But then we have x == y . t from which we obtain that x'"'-'" x is the 

only possible probabilistic transition of x. Moreover, p(x, x) = p(y. t, y. t) = pry, y) = 1; 

3. x == YI + Y2 for some YI) Y2 E D: then by the induction hypothesis we have that YI "-"'" VI 

is the only possible probabilistic transition of YI and Y2 .......". ih of Y'2 and JL(Vl) iJI) = 1 and 

P(Y2, y,) = 1. From the definition of the operational rules it follows that x ~ jh + ih. Bul 

then' we,-have x == 111 + i12 from' which We obtain that x ~-x 'is'the 'only'possible probabilistic 

transition of x. Moreover, p(x, x) = p(y, + Y', y, + )/2) = p(y" iii )p(yz, Y2) = 1. 0 

As a corollary of the previous proposition and the definition of the operational rules ,ve have 

the following results: 

Corollary 26. IIx" x, are D terms then Xl --;.. X2 iff Xl "t x,. o 

Corollary 27. If x is a basic prBPA term and x ~ x, for some x' E 1)P then x' is a basic 

prBPA term. Moreover x' E B+. o 

Proposition28. II R, and R, are probabilistic bisimulation relations then also R = Eq(RloR,) 

is a probabilistic bisimulation relation. 

Proof. Suppose that pRr for some p, r ESP. It follows that there exists q E SP such that pR, Q 

and qR,r. 

Let p ~ u for some u E 1)P. Then there exists v E 1)P such that q ~ v and URI v from 

which it follows that there exists w E DP such that r"" wand vR,w. We obtain the following: 

if p ~ u for some u E 1)P, then there ,exists w E 1)P such that l' ~ wand uRw. In a similar 

way we can prove that if r ~ w for some w E 1)P, then there exists u E 1)P such that p ~ u 

and wRu. 

Suppose that uRw for some u, w E DP. It follows that there exists v E DP such that uRI II 

and vR2w. 

Let u ~ s for some a E A and s E SP. Then there exists t E SP such that v ..::. t and 

SRI t from which it follows that there exists 0 E ST such that w ~ 0 and tR20. ',Ve obtain the 

following: if u ~ s for some a E A and s E SP, then there exists 0 E SP such that w ~ 0 and 

sRo. In a similar way we can prove that if w ~ 0 for some 0 E SP! then there exists f; E ST 

such that u ~ sand sRo. 

If u ~ J for some a E A then v ~ V and also w ~ V, and vice versa. 

Suppose that pRr for somep,r E SP and M E PRjR, M <; DP. It follows that there exists 

q ESP such that pR,q and qRz'·' (6) 

Moreover we have that M = U Md = U Mj' (h i= 0, 1, i= 0) for some equivalence classes 
iE!l jEI2 

AliI E pn/ R1, i E It and fvfj2 E Tn/ R2, j E h, because R, RI and R2 are equivalence relations 

defined on the same set and Rl <; Rand Rz <; R. From Corollary 21 and (6) we obtain: 
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I'(p, M) = I'(p, U M;d = I: I'(p, M;l) = I: I'(q, Md) = I'(q, U Md ) = I'(q, M) = 
iEh iEll iEll iEll 

I'(q, U Mj2) = I: I'(q, Mj2) = I: I'(r, Mj2) = I'(r, U Mj2) = I'(r, M). 0 
jEl2 jEf2 jEl2 jEl2 

Proposition29 . ....--.+ is a probabilistic bisinwlation relation. 

Proof. First, we prove that f--+ is an equivalence relation. The result that f-+ is a reflexive and 

symmetric relation is trivial and from Proposition 28 it follows easily that f-+ is a transitive 

relation. 

Second, we need to prove that the four clauses from Definition 17 hold for ~. 

Suppose that p ~ q for some p, q E SP. From the definition of <::!: it follows that there exists 

a bisimulation relation R such that pRq. If p ""-'+ U for some u E VP, then q ""-'+ V for some v E VP 

slich that uRv from which u f-+ v. 

Suppose that u ....--.+ V for some u, v E VP. From the definition of f--+ it follows that there exists 

a bisimulation relation R such that uRv. If tt ~ P for some a E A and p E SP, then v ~ q for 

some q E SP such that pRq which implies that p ~ q. If u ~ ,;, then v ~ ,; as well. 

Suppose t.hat p ~ q for some p, q E SP and M E PRj ~ . It implies that there exists 

a. bisimulation relation R such that pRq. Note that R ~ f-+. Moreover) as Rand +--+ are 

equivalence relations defined on the same set and R ~ +--+ we have that M = U MiR for some 
iEf 

M;n E PRj R, i E I, I oF 0. Then we obtain: 

I'(p, M) = I'(p, U M;R) = I: I'(p, M;R) = I: I'(q, M;R) = I'(q, U M;R) = I'(q, M) 0 
iEf iEl iEf iEI 

Remark. From Definition 17 and Proposition 29 it follows that +--+ is the maximal probabilistic 

bisirnulation relation. 

Theorem 30. f--+ is a congruence relation on prBPA. 

Proof. From Proposition 29 we have that f--+ is an equivalence relation. We only need to prove 

that f--+ is preserved by the operators: +,' and tt-'IJ"7I' E {O, 1]. 

With respect to . : Let x, y, z and w be P'R. terms such that x f--+ y and z f--+ W. SO, there 

exist probabilistic bisimulations RI and R2 such that xR1y and ZR2W. We define a relation R in 

t.he following way: 

R=Eq(aU(3UR2 ), 

where 

cy = {(p. S, q. t) : p, q, s, t E SP,pR,q, sR2t}, 

(3 = {(u· s, v . t) u, v E DP, s, t ESP, uR,v, sR2t} 

and where Eq means the equivalence closure of the given relation. 

Note that the relations a and (3 are equivalence relations and a <; SP x SP and (3 <; DP x DP. 

Suppose (p. s)R(q . t) for some p, q, s, t E SP where pR,q and sR2t and p. S ~ u for some 

'If. E VP. Then from the definition of the operational rules it follows that p ......... u' for some u' E VP 
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and 'u =: u' . s. Then q"""" v' for some VI E VP such that u' Rl v' and also q . t .-........ v' . t and by the 

definition of R we have that (u'. s)R(v' . t). 

Suppose (u. s)R(v . t) for some u, v E VP and 8, t ESP, where 1J.R1v, SR2t and u· s ~ p 

for some a E A and p E SP. Then from the definition of the operational rules the following two 

caSes can occur: 

1. u ~ pi for p' E SP such that p =:: pI . s: then v ~ q' for some q' E SP and p' R1q'. Then 

v . t ~ q' . i and by the definition of R We ha~e that (p' . s)!l(q' . i); 

2. U ~ v' and p == s: then v ~ v' and we obtain that v . t ~ t and by the definition of R we 

have that sRi. 

Transitions of the ~orm u . s ~ .J cannot occur. 

Suppose 1'Rr, for some 1',1', E SP and M E PRj R, (M c; VP). We have that for each 

class M E PRj R, M = U M; for some Mi E PRj R2 (I # 0) and also M ~ U Kj for some 
iEf jEJ 

J(j E PRj (J (J # 0). This result follows from the fact that (J and R, are equivalence relations 

defined on the same set as R, and both R, c; Rand (J c; R. (We consider equivalence classes 

of f3 because from the previous discussion for probabilistic transitions of p . sand q . t it follows 

that if p. s "" U then there exists v such that q . t "" v and u(Jv.) 

As R is defined as an union of three relations, but only two of them R2 and 0:, contain pairs 

of static processes, we discuss two possibilities: 

1. If 1'R,1'" then M = U M; and 
iE! 

1'(1', M) = 1'(1', U M;) = = 1'(1', M;) = = I'(T" M;) = I'(T" U M;) = 1'(1'" M) (*) 
iE! iEI iEf iEi 

2. If rar" then l' == p. S, 1', == q. t, for some p, q, s, t E SP such that pR,q and SR2t. If /'j is 

an equivalence class reachable from p . s then it must be an element Uj . S E Kj such that 

p . S ........... Uj . sand p'""---+ 'Ilj. Therefore, J(j = [Uj . s]J3. Then from the definition of (J we have 

J(j = [Uj . s]p = [Uj]R, . [S]R, and using Corollary 16 we obtain: 

I'(p. s, Kj) = I'(p. S, [Uj]R, . [S]R,) = I'(p, [Uj]R,) = I'(q, [Uj]R,) = I'(q . t, [Uj]R, . [i]R,) 

I'(q. t, [Uj' t]p) = I'(q. t,I{j) 

and [Uj . t]p = [Uj . s]p because tR2 s, which implies (Uj . t)(J(Uj . s). 

In conclusion we obtain 1'(1', M) = I'(p . s, M) = I'(p . s, U Hj) = = 1'( q . t, J{j) = 

I'(q ·i, U Kj) = I'(q 'i,M) = l'(r"M). 
iEJ 

iEJ iEJ 

With respect to + : Let X, y, z and w be pn terms such that x +---). y and z ~ w. So, there 

exist probabilistic bisimulations Rl and R2 such that xR1y and ZR2W. We define a relation R ill 

the following way: 

R=Eq(aU(JUR,UR,), 

where 

,,= {(p+s,q+t) : p,q,s,t E SP,pR,q,sR,t}, 
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and where Eq means the equivalence closure of the given relation. 

Suppose (p+ s)R(q + t) for some p, q, s, t E SP such that pR,q, sR,t and p+ s ~ u for some 

u E VP. Then from the definition of the operational rules it follows that p '""'--+ u' and s --......,. U'I 

for certain u l 
J U" E VP such that u == u l + u". It implies that q '""'--+ VI and t '""'--+ v" for some 

u' J v" E 'DP such that u l Rl VI and u" R 2v". Then q + t '""'--+ v' + v" and by the definition of R we 

have that (u' + u")R(v' + v"). 

Suppose (u + I)R(v + m) for some u, v, I, mE 1YP such that uR, v, lR,m and u + I ~ p for 

some a E A and p E SP. Then according to the definition of the operational rules the following 

two cases can occur: 

1. H ~ p: then v ~ q [or some q E SP such that pRlq. Then v + m ~ q and by the definition 

of R we have that pRq. 

2. I ~ p: this case is treated analogously to the previous case. 

Suppose (u + I)R(v + m) for some u, v, I, m E 1YP such that uR, v and IR2m and u + I ~ ..; 
for some a E A. Then from the definition of the operational rules we have U ~ ..; or I ~ ..; which 

implies v ~ vor m ~ V. But in each of these cases it holds v + m ~ V. 
Suppose rRr, for some r, 1", E SP and M E P1l/ R, (M <;: 1YP). As R is defined as an union 

of relat,ions, but only three of them, R 1 ) R2 and (x, contain pairs of static processes, we discuss 

t.he following possibilities: 

I. If rR,:1", , k = 1,2, t.hen because R, <;: Rand R2 <;: R we have that M = U Mik (h =1= 0) for 
iEh 

some equivalence classes Mi' E P1l/ R,. Then the equality ,,(1", M) = "('"" M) in the both 

cases can be obtained easily in a similar way as in (*). (**) 

2. If ,"ar" then," == p + sand 1", == q + t for some p, q, s, t E SP such that pR,q and sR,t. As 

(3 <;: R it follows that M = U Mi for some Mi E P1l/(3 (I =1= 0). (We consider equivalence 
iEI 

classes of f3 because from the previous discussion for probabilistic transitions of p + sand 

q + t it follows that if p + s -v, U then there exists v such that q + t "" v and u(3v.) 

Note that if Mi is reachable from p + s then there exists an element Ui + Ii E Mi) Ui, Ii E 'DP 

snch that p'""'--+ lli and s '""'--+ Ii. Moreover J from the definition of R (more precisely from the 

definition of (3) it follows that Mi = [U;]R, + [liJR,. Then from Proposition 22 we have: 

11(1' + s, Mi ) = ,,(p + s, [Ui + l;]~) = 11(1', [U;]R,)"( s, [I;] R,) = ,,( q, [u;]R,)"( t, [liJ R,) = 

p(q + t, [Ui + l;]~) = ,,(q +t, Mi) 

and from Corollary 21: 

I'(P + s, M) = L ,,(p + S, Mi) = L ,,(q + t, Mi) = p(q + t, M). 
iEI iEI 

With respect to tt-1J" : Let x, y, z and w be P'R. terms such that x +-+ y and z +-+ w. So 

t.hcre exist probabilistic bisimulations Rl and R2 such that xR1y and ZR2W. We define a relation 

R in t.he following way: 
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R = Eq(Ci U R, U R 2 ), 

where 

Ci = {(ptJ-,s,qtJ-,t) : p,q,s,t E SP,pR,q,sR2t}. 

Suppose (ptJ-,s)R(qtJ-,t) for some p,q,s,t E SP such that pR,q, sR2t and ptJ-,s ~ 1I for 

some u E VP. Then from the definition of the operational rules it follows that either p ~ u 

or s .-.......t u. In the first case we obtain that q "'vi- V for some v E DP such that URI v and a.lso 

q tJ-1T t '""-'+ V and uRv. In the second case it follows that t "'--+ V for some v E VP such that uR2 'U 

and also q-tt-7J"t.-....:.t V and uRv. 

We proved that whenever pt:t-1[ S .-......+ U for some u E VP there exists v E VP such that 

q ij-1f t "-"t V and uRv. 

Suppose rRr, for some 1',1', E SP and M E PRj R, (M <; VP). We have to consider the 

following cases: 

1. If rRkT1J k = 1,2, then in a similar way as in (**) the property can be proved. 

2. If rar}, then r == ptt-1f s and Tl == qt::t-Jrt for some p, q, 5, t E SP such that pRIq and sR'21. 

From Corollary 15 we have: 

l'(ptJ-,s, M) = 7r1'(p, M) + (1 - 7r)I'(s, M) (3) 

and M = U Mi' = U Mj2 (I, oF 0, h oft 0) for some equivalence classes M;, E PRj HI 
iEh jEJ'J 

and Mj2 E PRj R 2 . Using Corollary 21 we obtain: 

(4) 

From (3) and (4) we get: 

1'(1', M) = 7r1'(p, M) + (1 - 7r)I'(s, M) = 7r1'(q, M) + (1 - 7r)I'(t, M) = 1'(1'" M). o 

In the proof of soundness we are faced again with the problem of equal values of the distrib

ution function for both processes occurring in an axiom (the left side process and the right side 

process). Considering the bisimulation relations defined for axioms we note that in most of the 

cases at the same time they define a bijection on the set of processes and moreover (that is very 

important) if M is an equivalence class and x E M then the image of x is in M, as well. The 

following property gives us a possibilities to deal with the distribution function considering only 

the existence of such a bijection. 

Proposition31. Let p, q ESP and M <; 1JP and let' : M ~ M be a bijection slIch thai for 

each m E M, I'(p, m) = I'(q, m'). Then I'(p, M) = I'(q, M). 
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Proof. Using the assumption that' : M ---+ M is a bijection such that for each m E M, pep, m) = 
p(q, m') we obtain: 

pep, M) = L pep, m) = L p(q, m') = p(g, U {m'}) = p(q, M). 
mEM 

o 

Theorem 32. (Soundness) Let x and y be pn terms. If prBPA I- x = y then x <-+ y. 

Proof. Al: We define a relation R in the following way: 

R=Eq({(p+g,g+p) p,gESP}U{(u+v,v+u): U,VEVP}). 

Suppose (p + q)R(g + p) for some p, q E SP and p + g "-' u for some u E VP. Then from the 

definition of the operational rules it follows that p""""'" u', q .........,. v', for some U', v' E VP such that 

11 '" U' + v'. Then also g + p "-' v' + u' and by the definition of R we have that (u' + v')R( v' + u'). 

Suppose (u + v)R(v + u) for some u, v E VP and u + v ~ p for some a E A and p ESP. 

Then from the definition of the operational rules it follows that u ~ p or v ~ p. But in each of 

these cases we have that v + u ~ p. Moreover pRp. 

The other direction follows from symmetry. 

If (u + v )R( v + u) and a E A then u + v ~ J iff u ~ J or v ~ J iff v + u ~ J. 
Suppose (p + q)R( q + p) for some p, q E SP and M E pn/ R, M <; VP. We have the following 

results: It(P+ g, u+ v) = !,(p, u)!,(q, v) = p(g, v)!,(p, u) = !,(g + p, v+ u) and moreover u + v E M 

iff v + " E M. From Proposition 31 we obtain that p(p + g, M) = !,(g + p, M). 

A2: We define a relation R in the following way: 

R= Eq({((p+g)+s,p+(g+s)) : P,q,sESP}U (((u+v)+w,u+(v+w)) : U,V,WEVP}). 

Suppose ((p+q)+s)R(p+ (q+s)) for some p,g,s E SP and (p+ q) + s "-' 11 for some 

tI E VP. Then from the definition of the operational rules it follows that for some U', w" E VP 1 

p+q .........,. u' J S.........,. wI! and u ::::: u' + w lf
. It follows also that p""""'" Ufl and q .........,. v fl for some uff 

1 V" E VP 

sl1ch that 11' '" u" + v". Then q + s "" v" + w" and also p + (g + s) "" u" + (v" + w"). By the 

definition of R we have that ((u" + u") + w")R(u" + (v" + w")). 

Suppose ((u + v) + w)R(u + (v + w)) for some u, v, wE VP and (u + v) + w ~ p for some 

(/. E A and p E SP. Then from the definition of the operational rules it follows that u ~ p or 

·U ~ P or w ~ p. But from that it follows that u ~ p or v + w ~ p and also u + (v + w) ~ p. 

Moreover pRp. 

III a similar way we can prove the other direction. 

For action termination for some a E A we have: (u + v) + w ~ V iff u + v ~ vor w ~ V iff 
" ~ J or v ~ J or tv ~ J iff u ~ J or v + w ~ J iff u + (v + w) ~ J. 

Suppose ((p+q)+s)R(p+(q+s)) for somep,q,s E SP and M E pn/R,M <; VP. For 

(,he probabilit.y distributiou function we have the following result: p((p + g) + s, (u + v) + w) = 
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!l(p+q, u+v)!l(s, w) = !lip, u)!l(q, V)!l(8, tv) and !l(p+(q+s), v+(v+w)) = !lip, u)p(q+s, v+w) = 
!lip, v)!l(q, v)p(s, w) and moreover (v + v) + w E M iff v + (v + w) E M. From Proposition ;ll 

we obtain that p((p + q) + s, M) = !l(p + (q + s), M). 

AA3: We define a relation R in the following way: 

We look at the transitions of both sides at the same time. Ob.serve. that they can .only do 

a + a "'-"t a + a and a "'-"t a, respectively and (a + a, a) E R. Furthermore, an a-transition is the 

only possible action transition of a + a and a. 
In order to prove that !l(a + a, M) = Ilia, M) for each M E PRj R we only need to notice 

that !l(a + a, [ii]R) = 1 = pia; [ii]R)' and p(a + a, M) = 0 = Ilia, M) for any other equivalence 

class M. 

A4: We define a relation R in the following way: 

R = Eq ((((p+q) ·s,p·s+q ·s)) : p, q, s E SP}U (((v+v) ·s, v·s+v .s)) : v, v E DP, 8 ESP}). 

Suppose ((p + q) . s) R(p· 8 + q . s) for p, q, s E SP and (p + q) . 8 ~ v for some v E DP. 

Then from the definition of the operational rules it follows that for some u' E 'DP, p + q ~ ul 

and u == u' . s. It follows also that there exist u", v" E 'DP such that p .......... u fl
, q ~ v" and 

u' == u" + v". Therefore, p . s .......... u" . sand q . s "'-+ v" . s and also p . s + q . S ""'-'7 u" . s + 'v" . s. 

Moreover ((v" + v") . s)R(v" . 8 + v" . s). 

Suppose p. s + q. s ~ U for some u E DP. Then from the definition of the operational rules 

it follows that p . S"'-"t u/, q . S "'-+ tt" for some tt', u" E 'DP such that u == tt' + u". From this we 

obtain that p "'-+ v', q "'-"t VII for some Vi, v" E VP such that u l 
::;:: VI . sand tt" ::;:: v" . s. Then 

p + q ~ v' + v" from which (p + q). s ~ (v' + v")· 8. Moreover ((v' + v")· 8)R(v' . s + v" . s). 

Suppose ((u + v) . 8)R(u· 8 + V • s) for v, v E DP and s ESP, and (u + v)· s -". p for some 

a E A and p E SP. Then one of the following situations occurs: 

1. u + v ~ p' for some p' E SP such that.p == pI . s: this means that tt ~ pI or v ~ p'. So, 

u . s ~ p' . s or v . s .::..... p' . s. Therefore u . s + v . s .::..... p. Moreover pRp. 

2. u + v ~ V and p == s: this means that u ~ Vor v ~ V. SO, u· s ~ s or v . s ~ s. Therefore 
a 

U • S + v . s --+ p. Moreover pRp. 

Suppose u . s + v . s ~ p for some a E A and p E SP. Then either u . s ~ p or v . s ~ p. Til 

the first case the following situations can occur: 

1. u ~ p' for some p' E SP such that p ::;:: pI . s: then u + v ~ p' and also (u + v) . s ~ p. 

Moreover pRp. 

2. U -". .j and p == 8: then v + v -". .j from which (u + v). s -". p. Moreover pRp. 
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The second case can be proved in a similar way. 

Transitions of the form (u + v) . s .."., V and u . s + v . s .."., V are not possible. 

Suppose ((p + q) . s)R(p· 8 + q . s) for some p, q, s ESP and ME PRj R, M ~ VP. Then we 

have p((p + q) . s, (u + v) . s) = p(p + g, U + v) = pep, u)p(q, v) and p(p' 8 + q. S, u· s + v· s) = 

1'(1" s, U' 8)/,(q· 8, v· s) = I'(P, u)p(q, v) and moreover (11 + v) . S E M ill u· s + V· s E M. From 

Proposition 31 we obtain that p((p + q). 8, M) = p(p. 8 + q. s, M). 

A5: We define a relation R in the following way: 

R=Eq({((p.q).s,p.(q.S)) : p,q,sESP}U (((1I.q).s,u·(q·s)) : uEVP, q,SESP}). 

Suppose ((p. q) . s)R(p· (q . s)) for some p, q, s E SP and (p. q). s "" u for some u E VP. 

Then from the definition of the operational rules it follows that p . q -v, u' for some u' E VP 

such that u == ul 
. s and also that p"""""" u" for some ul! E DP such that ul == u" . q. Then we have 

p. (q. s) "" u" . (q. s). By the definition of R we have that ((u" . q) . s)R(1I". (q. s)). 

Suppose p. (q. s) "" 11 for some u E VP. Then from the definition of the operational rules it 

follows that P"" u' for some u' E VP such that 11 == u'· (q. s). Then we have p. q "-+ u'· q and 

also (p. q). S "-+ (u'. q). 8. By the definition of R we have that ((u'. q). s)R(1I'· (q. s)). 

Suppose ((u. q). s)R(u· (q. s)) for some u E VP and q, s E SP and (u· q) . s.."., p for some 

a. E A and p ESP. Then from the definition of the operational rules it follows that U· q .."., p' for 

some pI E SP such that p == p'. s. One of the following situations occurs: 

1. u ~ p" for some p" E SP such that pI == pl!. q. Therefore, U· (q. s) ~ p" . (q. s). Moreover 

((1'''. q) . s)R(p'" (q. s)). 

2. 11..."., V, then rI == q and p == q. s. We have u· (q. s) .."., p and moreover pRp. 

Suppose u· (q. s) .."., 1', for some a E A and p ESP. One of the following situations occurs: 

l. 11.."., p' for some p' E SP such that p == p' ·(q·s). Then u·q .."., P"q and also (u·q)·s .."., (p' ·q)·s. 

Moreover ((p' . q). s)R(p' . (q. s)). 

2. u ~ V, then p == q. s. We have u· q ~ q and also (u. q). s ~ p. Moreover pRp. 

Transitions of the form (u· q). s.."., V and u· (q. s) .."., V cannot occur. 

Suppose ((1" q). 8)R(p· (q. s)) for some 1', q, s E SP and M E PRj R, M ~ VP. Then we have 

1'((1" q) . S, (11' q). s) = p(p. q, u· q) = pep, u) and p(p. (q. s), u· (q. s)) = pep, u) and moreover 

(11' q). s E M iff U· (q.s) EM. From Proposition 31 we obtain that p((p. q). s, M) = pcp· (q.s), M). 

A6: We define a relation R in the following way: 

\Ve look at the transitions of the both sides at the same time using the fact that the only 

possible transition of 6 is 6 ..........,. 6. From the definition of the operational semantics we obtain 

l' + 6 "-+ U + 6 iff l' "-+ U and moreover (u + 6)Ru. 
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And also p(p+6, u+.5) = pep, u)p(6, 8) = pep, u) and as u+.5 E 111 iff u E 111 from Proposition 

31 it follows that I'(p + 6,111) = It(P, 111) for each 111 E PRj R. 

A7: We define a relation R in the following way: 

We look at the transitions of the both sides at the same time. Observe that 6 . p and fJ 

can only do a probabilistic transition to :5 . p and 8, respectively, and (6 . p, 6) E R. Moreover, 

1'(6· p, 6· p) = 1'(6,6) = 1. Then we obtain 1'(8 . p, [6]R) = 1'(6, [6]R)=' l' and for'any other 

111 E PRj R p(D' p, 111) = I'(D, 111) = O. 

PrACl: We define a relation R in the following way: 

Supp'ose (ptrd)R(qtl]_,p) for some p,q E SP and ptr,q ~ u for some u E VP. Then 

from the definition of the operational rules it follows that either p"""""" u or q '"'-"1- u. In each of these 

cases we have q-t:::h-1rP~ u and moreover uRu. 

Suppose (ptr,q)R(qtl]_,p) for some p, q E SP and 111 E PRj R, 111 ~ VP. From Corollary 

15 we obtain I'(ptr, q, 111) = 71'p(p, 111)+ (1- 71')p(q, 111) = (1-71' )p(q, 111) + (1- (1- 71') )I'(p, 111) = 
l'(qtl]-,p,1I1). 

PrAC2: We define a relation R in the following way: 

R = Eq ({(Ptr, (q trps), (ptr.+:_., q) tr,+p_,p s) : p, q, S ESP}). 

Suppose (ptr, (q trps)) R ((Ptl
d

:_., q) tr,+p_,p s) for some p, q, s E SP and 

ptt-,/!"(qrrps) "'-"l- u for some tt E VP. From the definition of the operational semantics it follows 

that p ............ u or q -t::Jp s .......... u and also p ............ u or q'"'-"' 11 or s .......... u. In each of these cases we have that 

( PBc_"_q)tr,+p_,ps) ~ u. 
".+p~".p 

In a similar way it can be proved that if (ptT_"_q)tr,+p_,ps "" u for some u E VP thea 
"'+p-"'P 

ptr,(qtrps) ~ u. 

Suppose M E PRJ R., 111 ~ VP. From Corollary 15 we obtain: 

I'(ptr,(qtrp s), 111) = 71'1'(p, 111) + (1 - 71')I'(qtrp s, M) 

= "p(p, 111) + (1- 71')(PI'(q, M) + (1 - p)l'(s, 111)) 

= 71'1'(p, 111) + (1 - 71')pp(q, 111) + (1 - 71')(1 - P)lt(s, M) 

and 

I' ((Ptl.+,'_" q) tr,+p_,ps, 111) = (71' + P - 71'p)p (Ptl,+:_., q, 111) + (1 - (71' + P - 71'p))I'(s, M) 

= 71'1'(p, 111) + (I - 71')PI'(q, 111) + (1- ".)(1 - p)l'(s, 111). 

PrAC3: We define a relation R in the following way: 
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From the definition of the deduction rules it follows that ptt-7f p .........,. u for some u E DP iff 

p ~ H. Moreover uRu. 

From Corollary 15 for each M E PR/ R, M <:; VP we obtain 

1'(]ltI-,]I, M) = "p(p, M) + (1 - ,,)p(p, M) = pep, M). 

PrAC4: We define a relation R in the following way: 

R= Eq({((]ltI-,q) 's,P'stl-,q .s) : p,q,s ESP}). 

Suppose ((ptl-.q) .s)R(p.stl-.q·s) for some p,q,s E SP and (ptl-.q). s ~ u for some 

u E DP. Then from the definition of the operational rules we have ptt-7r q ........... u' for some u' E DP 

such that H :;::: H' . s which implies either p ........... u' or q .........,. u' . In the first case it follows p . S ........... U , 

in t.he second q. s ........... U , and in both cases we obtain that p. srr7r q· s""""'" u. 

Suppose p. st:t-7f q . S ........... u for some u E DP. Then either p' s ........... u or q. s ........... u. From the 

definition of the operational rules it follows that for some u ' E DP such that u:;::: H' . S, p ........... u ' 

or q ........... '//. In each of these cases using the deduction rules we obtain (ptt-7rq). s ........... u. 

Suppose M E PR/ R, M <:; VP. From the definition of the probability distribution function 

we obtain: 

p((Ptl-,q) . s, u'· s) = p(ptl-.q, u') = "p(p, u') + (1 - ,,)p(q, u') and 

I'(P . stl-,q . S, u' . s) = "p(p' s, u' . s) + (1 - ,,)p(q. s, u' . s) = "p(p, u') + (1 - ,,)p(q, u'). 

Then from Proposition 31 we obtain p((Ptl-,q) . s, M) = p(p. stl-,q' s, M). 

PrAC5: We define a relation R in the following way: 

R=Eq({((ptl-.q)+s,p+Stl-,q+s) : P,q,SESP}). 

Suppose ((ptl-,q) + s) R (p + stl-,q + s) for some p, q, s E SP and (ptl-.q) + S ~ u for some 

'If. E VP. Then from the definition of the operational rules we have ptt-7fq ........... u' and s ........... u" 

for some U', u" E DP such that u :::::: u' + U" and also p ........... u' or q ........... u'. Then we obtain 

p + S ........... '11.' + u" or q + s ........... u' + u" from which using the definition of the operational semantics 

we obtain p + stt-7f Q + s ........... u. 

Suppose (p + s)tI-,(q + s) ~ u for some u E VP. From the definition of the operational 

semantics we have that either p + s ........... u or q + S ........... u. In the first case it follows that p ........... u' 

and s ........... 'It II for some U', U" E DP such that u::;: u' + u". Then ptt-7fq ........... u' and (ptt-7fq) + s ........... 'It. 

Moreover uRu. In the second case we obtain q ........... u' and s ........... u" for some U', u" E DP such that 

/I.:;::: u' + u". Then ptt-7fq ........... u' and (pt::t-7fq) + s ........... u and uRu. 

Suppose M E PR/ R, M <:; VP. Then from the definition of the probability distribution 

function we obtain: 

P.((Ptl-d) + s, u + w) = p.(ptl-.q, u)p(s, w) = (TCp(p, u) + (1 - ,,)p(q, u))p(s, w) and 

p(p + s tI-, q + s, u + w) = "p(p + s, u + w) + (1 - ,,)p(q + s, u + w) 

= TCp(p, u)p(s, w) + (1 - ,,)p(q, u)p(s, w). 

From Proposition 31 we obtain p((ptl-,q) + s, M) = p(p + stl-d + s, M). o 
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2.3 Completeness of prBPA 

To prove completeness for prBPA with respect to presented term model, we use the direct method. 

In order to do this, we first derive some results which relate a certain transition in the model 'with 

a certain equality in the algebra. As the Completeness theorem is proved by induction on the 

number of symbols in closed terms, the following propositions give a way of handling it. Further 

by op(x) we denote the number of operators of closed term x, defined in the standard way. 

Proposition33; Let' x' be a closed prBPA term and a E -A. Then: 

I. if x ~ X, and IT = J1(x, x') then IT = 1 and x = x' and Op(X') < op(x) or IT < 1 a1ld 

x = x't:J-1f y JOT some y ESP; 

ii. if x ~ V then x = a + Xi 

HI. if x ~ x' then x = a . x' + x. 

Proof. i. Let x be a closed prBPA term and X"-'" x' for some x' E DP and iT = J1(x, x'). The 

proof is given by case distinction on the structure of x. 

1. x = fJ or x = a: then x "-'" it is the only possible transition and J-l(x, x) = 1. Therefore the 

conclusion holds; 

2. x:=: y . z for some closed terms y and z: the assumption y . z "-'" x' implies y"-'" y' for some 

f}' E VP such that x' == y' . z. By the induction hypothesis we have either: 

2.1 y = y' and J1(y, ii') = 1 and Op(y') :S op(y) from which x = y·z = y'·Z = x' and J1(x, x') = 
J1(Y' z,[/· z) = J1(y, iJ') = 1 and op(x' ) = op(y) + op(z) + 1 :S op(y) + op(z) + 1 = 0p(x), 

or 

2.2 J1(Y, iJ') < 1 and y = y' tr"(y,y')Y' for some y" E SP from which J1(x, x') = J1(y, iJ') < 1 

and x = V· z = (y' tT/-'Cy,yl)yll). Z = v'· z-t::fj~Cy,yl)V"· Z = x't:I-/-'Cx,£I)X"; 

3. X :=: y + ;; for certain closed terms y and z: by the assumption y + z "-'" x' we have y ~ I/, 
z "-'" ,£' for some Il, ,£' E DP sllch "that x' :.::: y' + Z'. From the definition of the probability 

distribution function we obtain J1(x, x') = J1(Y + z, Ii + i') = J1(y, Y')J1(z, Z'). (*) 

By the induction hypothesis we have: 

3.1 y = y', J1(Y,Y') = 1 and op(y):S op(y) and z = Zl and J1(Z, "I) = 1 and Op(Z'):S op(z): 

then from (*) we have J1(x, x') = 1 and Op(X') = Op(y') + Op(Z') + 1 :S op(y) + op( z) + 1 = 
op(x) and x = y+z =y' +z' =;);1, or 

3.2 y = y', J1(Y,Y') = 1, op(y) :S op(y) and J1(z,z') < 1 and z = z'tJ-"("r')z" for some 

Zll ESP: then from (*) we obtain J1(x, x') = J1(z, i'l < 1 and 

x:::: y + z = V' + (z'tTI-/Cz,'zl)Z") = (yl + z') t:t-I-/CZ,ZI) (v'-+ E") = X'-t::t;tCZ,zI) (V' + ;/') = 

x'-I::::I-/--I(x,xl)(y' + Zll), or 

3.3 J1(y, y') < 1 and y = y' tr"(Y,!J')Y" and z = Zl, J1(z, i'l = 1 and Op(Z') :S op(z) for some 

y" E SP: this case is similar to the previous one, or 
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:l.4 It(y, in < 1 and y = y'tI-"(y,iI')Y" and I1(Z, Z') < 1 and z 

y", z" ESP: then I1(X, x') = I1(Y, i)')I1(Z, E') < 1 and 

x = y + Z = (y' tI-"(y ,iI') y") + (z' tI-"(, ,,') z") 

= (y' + (z'tI-"(z",)Z"))tr,,(y,iI')(Y" + (z'tI-"(z,i')Z")) 

= ((y' + z') tI-"(z,f') (y' + z")) tI-"CY,ii')(Y" + (z' tI-"CZ,f')Z")) 

= (y' + z') tI-"CY,ii'Mz,>') ((y' + z") tl-a(Y" + (z' tI-"(z,>')Z"))) = x'tI-"(x,x')X" 

27 

with 0' E (0,1) determined by axiom PrAC2' and x" =0 (y'+z")tl-a(y"+(Z'tI-"V,f')Z")); 

4. x == y-t::t-O'z for certain closed terms y and z and (Y E (0,1): for the probability distribution 

function we have ,,(x, x') = O'I1(Y, x') + (1- O:)I1(Z, x'). (.6) 

From the assumption y-t::t-o,z ............ x' using the definition of the operational semantics we obtain 

that one of the following cases can occur: 

4.1 Y ~ x' and .(z ~ x') which implies I1(Z, x') = O. Then by the induction hypothesis we 

have: 

(a) Y = x' and I1(Y, x') = 1 and op(x'):O; op(y): then from (.6) we have I1(X, x') = 0' < 1 

and x = ytl-az = x' tr,,(x,x')Z and op(x') :0; op(y) < op(x), or 

(b) l1(y, x') < 1 and y = x' tI-"(y,x')Y' for some y' ESP: then I1(X, x') = O'I1(Y, x') < 1 

and x:::: y-t::t-O'z:::: (x'-t::t-tl(y,l:l)y')-t::t-az:::: x'-t::t-a,u(y,xl)(Y'~Z):::: x'-t::t-tl(x,xl)X" where 

x":::: y' i:ft:z and ( is determined by axiom PrAC2'; 

4.2 z ............ x' and -,(y ............ x'). This case is similar to the previous one; 

4.3 y ............ x' and z ~ x'. Then by the induction hypothesis we have: 

(a) Y = x', I'(Y, x') = 1 and op(x') :0; op(y) and z = x' and I1(Z, x') = 1 and op(x') :0; 

0p(z): then from (.6) it follows I1(X, x') = 1 and op(x') :0; op(y) + op(z) + 1 = op(x) 

and x:::: ytt-O'z:::: x'tt-ax':::: x', or 

(b) Y = x', l1(y,x') = 1 and op(x') :0; op(y) and I1(Z,X') < 1 and z = x'tI-"(z,x')Z' 

for some z' ESP: then from (.6) we have I1(X, x') = 0' + (1 - O')I1(Z, x') < 1 and 

x:::: ytt-O'z:::: x'tt-O'(x'tt,(zxl)Z') = (x't::/': <¥ x')-t::t-a+ll(zxl)_a,,(zxl)Z':::: 
,.. ) O+I'(z,xi) C>1'(z,xi) ,.., f"") 

x' tt-tt(x ,Xl) z', or 

(c) l1(y,x') < 1 and Y = x'tI-"CY,x')y' for some 11' ESP and z = x' and I1(Z, x') = 1 and 

op(x') :0; op(z): then from (.6) we obtain I1(X, x') = O'I1(Y, x') + (1- a) < 1 and if we 

denote shortly f3 = I1(Y, x') we have 

x:::: ytt-az = (x'-t::f]3y')-t::t-O'x' = x'tt-a!3 (X'tt-I-O y,) = 
I-cdl 

'-\:± )"tt.' '-t::r. ' x (afi+L-","'~-a!3tl_-oO!~ y = x O'fi+(l-a)Y:::: X /1-(x,xl)Y, or 

(d) I1(Y,X') < 1 and Y = x'tI-"(y,x')Y' and I1(Z, x') < 1 and z = x'tI-"(z,x')Z' for some 

V', z' ESP: then we have I1(X, x') = O:I1(Y, x') + (1 - a)l1(z, x') < 1 and if we denote 

shortly f3 = I1(Y, x') and ( = 11( z, x') we obtain 

x = ytl-az = (x'tI-~y')tl-a(x'tI-(Z') = x'tl-a~ [Y'tl-t:=~J," (x'tI-(Z')] = 
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Xl rrCt'j3 [(Xl tt- (1-,,<)< y') tf-V-,B)uHl-a)< z'] ::::: Xl ~ (y' tt-r Zl) 
o{l P)+«l c.) 1 nfj 

for some T E (0 1) and where I) = <>/1(Y x') + "("x')(1~Q) _ ""(y,X'M"x)\l-a) 
, '1 U/.l(y,x') 1 QIl-(Y,x' 

<>/1(Y, x') + (1- <»/1(Z, x'). So, we have: 

x ::: x' ~ (y' tt-r z') ::::: Xl t:f(: a~(y ,x')+I-'(z ,XI)(1- 0:)) (y' rrT Z') ::::: Xl tt-/-I(x ,Xl) (y' rrT z'). 

ll. Let us suppose that x ~ ,j. The proof is given by induction on x. 

1. x == 6: this case is not possible; 

2. x == a: then x ::::: a + a ::::: a + x; 

3. x == x'· x" for some closed prBPA terms x' and x": then an a-transition to J is not possible: 

4. x == x' + x" for some closed prBPA terms x, and x": then from the assumption x ~ J we 

have that x, ...::,. J or ,5:0 ~ ,j. By the induction hypothesis we have that x' ::::: a + x' or 

x" ::::: a + x" but in each of these cases we have x ::::: x', + x" ::::: a + x' + x" = a-+ x. 

iii. Let us suppose that x ~ y for some y ESP. The proof is given by induction on x. 

1. x == 6 or x == a: these cases are not possible; 

2. x == x' . x" for some closed prBPA terms x' and x": then one of the following situations is 

possible: 

2.1 x' ~ y' for some y ESP such that y == y'. x": then by the induction hypothesis we have 

that x' = a· y' + x' from which x = (a· y + x')· x" = a· y' . x" + x' . x" = a· y + x; 

2.2 x' ~ V and y == x": then by ii. we have that x' = a + x' from which we obtain: 

x = (a + x') . x" = a . x" + x' . x" = a . y + x; 

3. x == x' + x" for some closed prBPA terms x' and x": then from the assumption x .!::. y we 

have that x' ~ y or x" ~ y. By the induction hypothesis _we have that x' = a . y + :e' oj' 

x" = a . y + x" but in each case we have x = x' + x" = a . y + x' + x" = a . y + x. D 

Proposition34. Let x and y be D terms. Then the following equivalence holds: 

Proof This result follows from Proposition 25. o 

The next proposition particularises a relation between a probabilistic transitions of a basic 

term and its form as it was considered in Section 2.1. Here we are faced with the following 

situation. If a process, say p, can do a probabilistic transition to a dynamic process x with 

certain probability J1(p, x) = 7r, then the associated process term x may appear more than once 

as a sub-term of process term p in such a way that the sum of all probabilities related to a: is 

equal to 7r. According to the forms of basic terms in the remark on p. 8 we use an auxiliary set 

Qx which contains all indexes of sub-terms of p that are syntactically equal to x. It is clear that 

the set {Qx : x is a sub-term of p} is a partition of the set {t, 2, ... , n} as it is given in that 

remark. 
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Proposition35. If p is a basic prBPA term in the form (2) (Remark p. 8). then p"-+ x with 

It(p, x) = P iff x == Xl and p = L "j for some i, 1::: i ::: n. where Qx; = {j : 1::: j ::: n, Xl == 
jEQ:c; 

n-1 
;l:j} and 71"n = 1 - L: 71"j. 

j=l 

Proof. Let. p be a basic term in the form p ~ Xl i:::J-:rr1 X';l i:::J-:rr2X3 ... Xn_l i:::J-:rrn_l X n , for n 2: 2. The 

proof is given by induction on n. Instead of Qx; we shortly write Qi. 

({=) Let n = 2, that is p == X, tt-" x,. Then by Proposition 25 we have that the only possible 

probabilistic transition of Xl and X2 is xl .......... Xl and X2 .......... X2, respectively, with J.L(XI,Xl) = 1 

allcll,(x2, x,) = 1. From Corollary 26 and the definition of the operational rules we obtain 

I. if X, t x, then p"-+ X, and p "-+ X, with pip, Xl) = "1 and pip, x,) = 1 - "1 and the result 

holds because Q, = {l} and Q, = {2}; 

2. if Xl == X, then Q1 = Q2 = {l,2} and L "j 1 and we obtain p "-+ x, with pip, x,J = 
jEQI 

71" + (1 - 71") = 1. 

Let p= Xl i:::J-7r1 x 2 i:::J-:rr2 ... i:::J-:rrn_IXn:::: Xli:::J-7rl(X2i:::J-~X3 ... Xn_l-t::J-,rn-l xn) for n 2: 3. From 
1-><1 1-><1 

Proposition 25 it follows that the only possible probabilistic transition of Xl is Xl .......... Xl and 

V(X1' Xl) = 1 and from the induction hypothesis we have that for k, 2 ::: k ::: n, q "" Xk 

ane! p(q, x,) = Pk where Pk = L ,~:" and Qk = {j 2 ::: j ::: n, Xk == Xj} and q == 
jEQ~ 

X2i:::J-~X3 ... Xn-l i::::t----n-l X n . Combining these two results we obtain the following: 
1-><1 1-11'1 

I. if there exists k, 2 ::: k ::: n, such that x, == Xk then Q, = Qk U {I} and p "" x, and 

p,(p, Xl) = 7fl + (1- 71"l)p~ = Pk, where Pk = L 71"j. Moreover for all I, 2 :S l :S n, such that 
jEQI 

;l:1 ;t. Xl we have that QI = Qi and from the definition of the operational rules we obtain 

I' "" XI and p(l', ii,,) = (1 - ",jp: = PI where PI = L 7rj; 
jEQ, 

2. if Xl t Xk for each k, 2 ::: k ::: n, then Qk = Qk and Q, = {I}. From the definition of the 

operational rules we have I' "-+ X, and p "-+ Xk with pip, Xl) = "1 and pip, Xk) = (1- 7r1)Pk = 

Pk where Pk = L 7fj. 
jEQk 

(co}) Let n = 2, that is p == X, tt-., X2 and p ""' Xfor someX E "DP which implies pip, x) E (0,1]. 
From the definition of the operational rules we have that one of the following cases occurs: 

1. ";, ~ X and ,(x, "-+ x) which implies I'(x" x) = 0 and pip, x) = 7r1p(X1' x). Then by 

Proposition 25 we have that p(X1' x) = 1 and x, == x. Using Corollary 26 we obtain x, t X2. 

This means that Q, = {l} and p(p, x) = L "j; 
jEQI 

2. '"' ~ ii: and ,(Xl ~ x) which implies p(X1'X) = 0 and pip, x) = (1-"dp(x" x). In a similar 

way as in the first case we obtain that p(X2' x) = 1 and X2 == x and pip, x) = L 7rj. 

jEQ2 
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3. Xl ""' X and X2 ""' X and then J.l(p, x) = 7rlJ.l(Xl' x) + (I ~ 7rdJ.l(:C2, x). By Proposition 

25 it. follows J.l(Xl,X) = 1, :c = Xl and J.l(X2,X) = 1 and x = X2 from which we obtain 

Ql = Q2 = {1,2} and J.l(p,x) = L 7rj = l. 
jEQl 

Let p == Xl t:t-1Tl X2 t:J-7r2 ... t:f-7rn _ 1 Xn == Xl tt-1l"1 (X2 tt-......!:..;L x3 .. . Xn_l tt-""n_l Xn) for n 2: :3 alld 
1-11"1 1-'''"1 

P""' x for some x E DP which implies J.l(p, x) E (0,1]. From t.he definition of operational rnles 

one of the following situations can occur: 

1. Xl ~ X and -'(X2 tf-~x3 ... Xn-l t:J-1I"n_l Xn '"'-'l" x) which implies p(p, x) ::: 7r1l1(Xl' if). Then 
1-71"1 1-"'1 

from Proposition 25 it follows that J-L(Xl, x) ::: 1 and x ::::: Xl_ Moreover from the definitioll 

of t.he deduction rules it follows easily t.hat ,(Xk ""' x) which implies Xl ;to Xk, for each k. 

2 <; k <; n. Then we obtain that Ql = {I} and J.l(p, x) = L 7rj. 
jEQl 

2. X2tt-~X3 ... Xn_ltt-"'n_l xn"""""'x alld--,(xl..........r x) which impliesJ-l(xl,X)::: 0 and f.1(p,X)::: 
1-""1 1-11"1 

(1 ~ 7rdJ.l(Y, x) where Y = X2 tt---"'-. X3 ... Xn_l tt-'n_' X n. By the induct.ion hypothesis it 
1-"1 1-"-1 

follows that. there exists k, 2 <; k <; n such t.hat x = Xk and J.l(y, x) = L l:~' where 
jEQ~ 

Q~ = {j : 2 <; j <; n, Xk = Xj}. From '(Xl ~ x) using Corollary 26 we have that. Xl ;to Xk. 

which implies Qk = {j 1 <; j <; n, Xk = Xj} = Q~ and J.l(p, x) = (1 ~ 7rdp(y, x) = 

(1 ~ 7rd L l:j" = L 7rj; 
jEQ~ jEQk 

3. Xl ~ X and X,tt---"'-.X3" .Xn_l tt-'n_' Xn ~ x and J.l(p, x) = 7rlJ.l(Xl, x) + (1 ~ 7rl)J1(Y, :t), 
1-"1 1-"1 

where y :::::: X2 -I::::l-~ X3 ___ Xn-l tf-...n-l Xn _ From Proposition 25 it follows that P(Xl1 x) = 1 
1-"1 1-7<1 

and x :::::: Xl- Moreover from the induction hypothesis it follows that there exists k, 2 ::; k ::; TJ 

such that X = Xk and J.l(y, x) = L 1:'" where Q~ = {j 2 <; j <; n, Xk = Xj}. 
jEQ~ 

Then we obtain Xl = Xk and also Qk = {j 1 <; j <; n, Xk = Xj} = Q~ U {l} and 

J.l(p,X)=7rlJ.l(Xl,X)+(I~7rdJ1(y,x)=7rd(I~7rl) L l:~, = 7rl+ L 7rj= L 7rj. D 
jEQ~ jEQ~ jEQk 

Corollary 36. Let x be a basic prBPA term and M E PRj ~ . If x ~ Xi, 1 <; i <; n, arc all 

passible probabilistic transitions of x to elements of the equivalence class M with J.l(x, Xi) = (Ji. 

for some n E IN, O'i E (0, 1], then either n 2: 2 and 

m-l 

for some mE IN,m 2: nand Pk E (0,1), 1 <; k <; m, (Pm = 1 ~ L Pj), and for some 
j=l 

partition Ql,Q" ... ,Qn of the set {1,2, ... ,m} such thatQi = {j : 1 ~j ~ m,Xi == xj} and 

E Pj =Ui, or 
)EQ, 

for some m E IN, m 2: 1 and Pk E (0,1), 1 ~ k <; m and for SOme partition Ql, Q" ... , Qn of 

the set {1,2, ... ,m} such that Qi = {j 1 <; j <; m,Xi = xj} and L Pj = O'i and for some 
jEQ; 
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basic term Y, Y tI:. M 

01' 

/I =] and 0"1 = 1 and 

m-l 

for some m E IN, m::o: 1 and Pk E (0,1]' 1 ~ k ~ m, (Pm = 1- L Pj). 
j=1 

31 

Lemma 37. If p, q and l' are PR. terms and" E (0, 1) such that ptJ-,q <-+ ptJ-, 1', then q <-+ 1'. 

Proof. Suppose ptJ-,q <-+ ptJ-,r. Then there exists a bisimulation R such that (ptJ-,q)R(ptJ-,r). 

\'Ve consider the following relation: 

R' = Eq(R U {(q, r)}). 

In order to prove that R' is a bisimulation we only need to prove that the four clauses in Definition 

17 are satisfied by the pair (q, r). 

At first we have the following property: for each equivalent class M E PR.! R, p(q, M) = 
1'(1', M). It follows from the fact: p(ptJ-,q, M) = p(ptJ-,r, M), that is "p(p, M)+(1-,,)p(q, M) = 
"p(p, M) + (1 - ,,)p(r, M). It implies that 

p(q, M) cf 0 iff per, M) cf O. (5) 

Suppose q ~ x for some x E VP, which means that p(q, [xlR) cf O. By (5) we have that 

p(1', [xl R ) cf 0, t.hat is there exists y E VP such that l' ~ Y and xRy, which implies xR!y. In a 

similar way we obtain that if r ~ y for some y E VP then there exists x E VP such that q ~ x 

ane! x R'y. Moreover, for the relation R' we have that (R' \ R) n (VP x VP) = ~ which implies 

VP / R' = VP / R. As we only consider equivalence classes M ~ VP from these results we obtain 

t.hat if M' E VP! R' then M' E VP! R which implies p(q, M') = per, M'). 0 

Lemma 38. Let y be a D term and a E A. Then we have: 

L y~6::::}y=6; 

l/. Y : , a==> y = a. 

Proof. i. The proof is given by induction on the structure of y. 

1. Y = 8: this case is trivial; 

2. Y = a for some a E A: then a~ 8 and this case cannot occur; 

3. Y == Yl . y, for terms Yl E D and Y2 E SP: then we have that Yl <-+ 8 (this can be proved 

by showing that the relation R' = Eq(R U {(Yl, 8), (Yl, ,I)}) is a bisimulation, where R is 

a bisimulation between y and 8). Then by the induction hypothesis we have that Yl = 8 

from which we obtain: y = YI . Y2 = 8 . Y2 = 8; 
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4. Y == Yl + Y2 for some terms Yl, Y2 ED: then we have that Yl .....,. 0 and Y2 t--t 0 (these 

can be proved by showing that the relation R' = Eq(R U {(YI, Ii), (Yz, Ii), (iii, 6), (:Q2, ,I)}) 

is a bisimulation, where R is a bisimulation between Y and 0). Then by the induction 

hypothesis we have that YI = Ii and y, = Ii from which we obtain: Y = YI + Y2 = Ii + Ii = Ii. 
ii. The proof is given by induction on the structure of y. 

1. Y == 0: then o-J:,. a and this case cannot occur; 

2. y == b for some b E A: it is clear that b == a; 

3. Y == Yl . Y2 for some-terms'Yl ED and Y2 ESP': this· case cannot·6tcur'; 

4. Y == Yl + Y2 for some terms Yl, Y2 ED: then we have that Yl .....,. a and Y2 .....,. a (these 

can be proved by showing that the relation R' = Eq( R U {(YI, a), (YZ, a), (iii, il), (ii2, i'i)} ) 

is a bisimulation, where R is a bisimulation between Y and a). Then by the induction 

hypothesis we have that Yl = a and Y2 = a from which we obtain: Y = Yl +Y2 = a+a = a. 

o 

Theorem 39. (Completeness) If z and u are closed prBPA terms, then z ~ u =} prBPA ~ z = tt. 

Proof Let us suppose that z and u are basic prBPA terms such that z .....,. u. We give the proof 

using induction on the structure of z. 

1. z == 8: then from the assumption z .....,. u it follows that there exists it' E VP such that U'"'-'"" ii,' 

and it' +-+ 8. According to Proposition 33 we have to consider two possible situations: 

1.1 Il(U, iY) = 1 and u = u' and op(u') -0; op(u): then as u' E D by Proposition 34 and 

Lemma 38 we have that u l = 0, from which it follows that u = 0 = z; 

1.2 !J(u, it') < 1 and u = u'ttCu,ul)U" for some U" ESP: as !J(u, itl) < 1 we obtain that tl 

can make more than one probabilistic transitions. Then by Corollary 36 we have thai. 

for some n E IN, n ~ 2, O"i E (0,1) and Ui E B+ and where for each i, 1 ::; i ::; n, u~ ~ 8. 
If we suppose that there exists j, 1 -0; j -0; n, such that iii 'i:. ii, then it implies" de Ii 
which contradicts the given assumption. This provides us with considering one form 

only from Corollary 36. From Proposition 34 and Lemma 38 we have that for each 

i, 1::; i ::; n, u~ = 0 from which we obtain u = 8 = z. 

2. z:::::: a: then from the assumption z ~ u it follows that there exists ill E VP such tha.t ll ......... ·ii l 

and 11' ~u. According to Proposition 33 we have to distinguish two possible situations: 

2.1 !J(u, ill) = 1 and u = u' and op(u') ::; op(u): then as u l E D from Proposition :34 and 

Lemma 38 we have that u' = a from which it follows "(t = a = z; 

2.2 p(u,it') < 1 and u = UItr,.ICU,UI)U" for some u" ESP: as !J(u,u') < 1 we obtain tha.t. 1/. 

can make more than one probabilistic transitions. Then from Corollary 36 vve have 
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for some n 2 2, (Ti E (0,1) and u~ E B+ and where for each i, 1 ::; i ::; n, iii t-+ a. 
ff we suppose that there exists j,l :::; j :::; n, such that ilj '::/! a, then it implies u '::/! a 

which contradicts the given assumption. This provides llS with considering one form 

only from Corollary 36. From Proposition 34 and Lemma 38 we have that for each 

I., 1::; i ::; n, ui = a from which we obtain u = a = z. 

:~. z == a· t for some basic term t: then from the assumption u t-+ a· t it follows that there exists 

ii' E VP such that u '"'--+ ill and ii' ::: a . t. According to Proposition 33 we have to consider 

two possible situations: 

:.1.1 1'(11, u') = 1 and u = u' and opCu') :S op(u): then from Corollary 27 we have that u' E B+. 

By case distinction on the structure of u' we prove that u' = z. By the assumption a·t +-+ ut 

it is clear that ut ¢ Ao. If u/ =::: a . s for a basic term s, we obtain t t-+ s, from which by 

the induction hypothesis (which is applicable because op(t) < z and oPts) < op(u)) we 

have t = s. Therefore we have 1/,'::::::: a· s::::::: a· t = z, from which it follows u::::::: u' = z. 

If u' == Ut + U2 for some terms Ul) U2 E E+, we can prove that either 

(a) 11, +-+ 6 and "2 +-+ a· tor 

(b) 11, +-+ 6 and '" +-+ a . t or 

(c) lil ':-ta·t and U2 f---ta ·t. 

Suppose that u, ti:. a ·t. From Proposition 34 we have that u, ti:. Ii· t, which implies u, J. 
or 11.1 ~ v, but v ,::/!t for some v ESP. 

In the second case we have that il' ~ v and by assumption u' f---t Ul + U2 we obtain that 

·V +-+ t, which is a contradiction. 

In the first case we obtain that U2 ~ w, for some w ESP, because by the assumption 

it, has to be that u' ~ w. Moreover w +-+ t. By this we proved that U2 +-+ a . t from 

which, using Proposition 34 we have U2 +-+ a . t. Then from the induction hypothesis we 

obtain U2 = a· t. Moreover, if we suppose that there exist b E A, b :/= a and v E SP 

such that Ul ~ v then this implies that ii' ~ v, as well, but a . t -l-+ which contradicts 

to the assumption u' +-+ a . t. So, we get that UI can not perform any action transition, 

which implies that Ul +-+ 8. Because U1 E B+ ~ D using Proposition 34 and Lemma 38 

we obtain that u, = 6. 

In a similar way we prove the case where U2 ti::. a . t. 

In the third case Ul t-+ a . t and U2 t-+ a . t by the induction hypothesis we have UI ::::::: a . t 

and U2 = a . t. 

The assumption Ul ti::. a . t and U2 ti::. a . t leads to a contradiction with the assumption 

t.hat HI + U2 t-+ a . t. 

With this we prove that exactly one of the cases (a), (b) or (c) is possible. 

In each of these cases we obtain u' = U1 + U2 ::::::: a· t ::::::: z) from which it follows u ::::::: u' ::::::: z; 
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3.2 ft(u, it') < 1 and u = u' ti-1'l(u,u')U" for some u" ESP: as p(u, tt') < 1 it implies that '(l. 

can make more than one probabilistic transitions. Then using Corollary 36 we have t.hat 

for some n ?:: 2, (Ti E (0,1) and ui E B+ and where for each i, 1 ~ i ::; n, iti +-+ a . t. If 

we suppose that there exists j, 1 :S j :::: n, such that uj ti::. a . t, then it. implies lt ti:.. a . t 

which contradicts the given assumption. This provides us with :onsider~n$ one f~rm ol~ly 

from Corollary 36. By Proposition 34 and the induction hypothesis we have that for each 

i, 1:S i :S n, u~ = a . t from which we obtain 1t = a . t = z. 

4. Z =: Z1 + Z2 for some basic terms ZI , Z2 E B+: then from the assumption z +-+ U it follows 

that there exists il' E VP such that u'"'-'+ it' and u' +-+ Zl + Z2. By Proposition 33 we have to 

consider two possible situations: 

4.1 1'( u, u') = 1 and u = u' and op( u') S opt u): then by Corollary 27 we have that u' E B+. 

By case distinction on the structure of u' we prove that u' = z. If u' is a basic B+ term 

of the form a or a· t for some a E Ali and t E B, then the result follows from cases 1, 

2 and 3. So, we only need to consider the case where u' == Ul + U2 for some basic B+ 

terms Ul and U2. From Theorem 30 (Congruence theorem) and the assumption z . : U' 

we obtain: z +-+ u' + z and u' +-+ u' + z. We will prove that assumption z +-+ 'ttl + 1/'2 + .:
implies z +-+ 'ttl + z and z +-+ U2 + z. In order to prove the first property we consider the 

following relation: 

R' = Eq(R U {(z, u, + z), (E, U1 + E)}), 

where R is a bisimulation relation such that ZR(U1 + U2). 

As Z, UI E B+ C D we obtain from Proposition 25 that z ,......,. z and UI ..-......;. iit is the 

only possible probabilistic transition of z and UI, respectively, with t-t(z, z) 1 and 

1'( U1, u,) = 1, from which we have that the only possible probabilistic transition of 

UI + z is Ul + Z ..-......;. iit + z and f1( Ul + z, ill + z) = 1: Moreover by the definition of R' we 

have (E, U1 + z) E R'. 

Let Z ~ x for some a E A and x ESP. Then also ih + z'::"" x and moreover xR'x. 

Let ill ~ y for some a E A and y ESP. Then from u' :::: Ul + U2 and il' == ill + 'U'2 it 

follows that il' ~ y and using the assumption ill +-+ z we obtain there exists x E SP such 

that z ~ x and xRy which implies xR'y. 

By this we prove that R' is a bisimulation relation such that (z, U1 + z) E R' which means 

that z +-+ Ul + z. In a similar way we can prove the relation between z and 112 + z. 

In conclusion we ,have: z +---:- u' + z {:::} z -T UI + 112 + z {:::} z +-+ Ul + z and z <-+ 112 + z. By 

the induction hypothesis we have that;: = Ul + z and z = U2 + z, and using Proposition 

6 we obtain 

z = ;; + z == 'Ul + 112 + z = u' + z. (0) 
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Moreover ~l' f-+ Z + u' ¢::} u' f-+ Zl + Z2 + U' ¢::} u' f-+ ZI + u' and u' :::= Z2 + u' which can 

be proved as the case above. By the induction hypothesis we have that u' :::::= ZI + u' and 

u' :::::= Z2 + u', from which using Proposition 6 we obtain 

~/ :::::= u' + ~t' :::::= ZI + Z2 + u' :::::= Z + u'. (7) 

Finally, from (6) and (7) we obtain z = u', from which it follows u = z . 

.(1.2 I-t(Ul, ·i:h) < 1 and u :::::= u' -t:l-p u" for some u" ESP: as ft( ul, Ul) < 1 we obtain that u can 

make more than one probabilistic transitions. Then using Corollary 36 we have that 

for some 11. ~ 2 and (Ti E {O, l}, ui E B+ and where for each i, 1::; i::; n, ui f-+ ZI + Z2. 

Suppose that there exists j, 1 ::; j ::; n, for which iii ':/:. h + 2, (*). Then we have 

I'(Z, [ZI+.o,)==) = 1 but!l(u,[i'I+z,)",) = 1- L !l(u, [ii;) .. ). From the assump-
Uj~[Zl+Z21 !:! 

tion (*) we have that L Il(U, [u;)_) > 0, which implies !leU, [ZI + 2'2)_) < 1. 
iij~(Zl+Z2J!:! - -

This is a contradiction with the assumption that Z f-+ u. This provides us with considering 

one form only from Corollary 36. 

Finally, by Proposition 34 and the induction hypothesis we have that for each i, 1 ::; i ::; n, 

ui :::::= Zl + Z2 from which we obtain u :::::= z. 

5. z::::::: ZI -t:l-7rZ2 for some basic prBPA terms ZI and Z2: because there exists a equivalence class 

f{ E pn/ ~, I{ c:: 'DP, such that !liz, K) oj ° we suppose z""' z;, 1 ::; i::; p, are all possible 

probabilistic transitions to elements of f{, for some p E IN, p ~ 1. From Corollary 36, because 

z rt B+, we have that 

or 

for some n E IN, "; E (0,1),1::; j::; n, such that for each i, 1::; i::; p, Il(Z,Z;) = L ";, 
jEQ; 

Qi = {j : z; == Zi}, and for some basic term y, y rf. J(. (The case n = 1 is not possible 

because it contradicts the assumption z::::::: Zl -t:l-1tZ2.) 

The assumption z +-+ u and the previous assumption about probabilistic transitions of z 

determine the probabilistic transitions of u and from Proposition 35 we obtain: 

in the first case or 

in the second case, for some m E IN, basic term w, such that w r;:. I( and Pj E {O, IJ for each 

j, 1 ::; j ::; m. (One can note that here we allow m to be 1 which covers the case where 
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u == ul). This means that U""'--+ Uj) 1 :S j s: m) are all possible probabilistic transitions of H 

to elements of the dass [{ and J-t( u) it]) = L PI) where Qj = {I uf == u;} . . Moreo\rer we 
IEQj 

have zi *-7 iLj for each i, j. 

In the first case by Proposition 34 and the induction hypothesis we obtain that z; = uj for 

each i, j, 1 s: is: n, 1 s: j s: m, and zi = z~ for each i, k, 1 ::; £ ::; n, 1 ::; k ::; n, and u;. = ui 
for each j, I, 1 :'S j :'S m, 1 :'S 1 :'S m. Then we easily obtain: 

and 

from which we obtain z = u. 

In the second case we also have the results: zi = uj for each i, j, 1 :::; i ::; n, 1 ::; j ::; m and 

zi = z~ for each i, k, 1::; i ::; n, 1 ::; k ::; n , and uj = u~ for each j,l, 1 :::; j s: rn, 1 ::; j S; m. 

Then we have 

and 

z == zf t:t-1l1 Z~t:Io-2Z~ ... t:t-lln_1 z~ t:t-llnY = z~ t:t-1l1 z~ t:t-1l2 z1··· t:t-lln _1z1 t:t-llnY 

= z~ -t::J-:Eo,n"'lll,Y 

Using the Soundness theorem we have: z *-7 zl-t:f-ri=lll, Y and u :::: u~ q~lPj wand also 

from the assumption 2 == u it follows that z~ -t::::f};i=llliY *-7 z +--+ U +-+ u~ --t::h7;; lPj w. Moreover 
n 

M(y,K) = 0 = M(w,K) from which I'(Z( ti};~~,o,y,K) = .L<Ti and M("( ti};;"p,w,K) = 
t=l 

m n m 
L pj and also L <Ti = L Pj. Let us denote this sum by a. 
j=l i=l j=l 

We have z~ tt-o: Y +--+ u~ tt-o: wand z1 == u~ and by Theorem 30 we obtain z1 tt-o: W +-+ u~ t:t-o: W 

and zf t:t-o:Y *-7 z1 tt-o:w. Using Lemma 37 we have y *-7 W. 

Finally, we have 21 *-7 ui and Y *-7 wand by the induction hypothesis we get Z1 

y = w from which it follows that z = 1t. 

rt~ and 

o 
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3 Extension with merge and communication 

3.1 Axiom systenl 

Next., we extend prBPA with additional operators. The signature of prACP consists of the oper

ators [rom prBPA, three new binary operators: II (merge), lL (left merge) and I (communication 

merge) and encapsulation OH with H ~ A. prACP is parametrized by a communication function 

'( : A, x A, ---> A, ([2]). Notice that we use non-deterministic choice, not probabilistic choice, 

in the expansion of the merge operator, contrary to [5]. The axiom of new operators are given in 

Table 5 with a, bE A, and" E (0,1). 

alb = -yea, b) CF 

xllY =xiLy+yiLx+xly CMI 

aiLx = a· x CM2 

a·xiLY =a·{xlly) CM3 

{x+y)iL z = xiL z + Yllz CM4 

{xtr,.y)iLz = xiLztr,.yiL z PrCM! 

alb.x =(alb)·x CMS 

a . x I b ={alb)·x CM6 

a·xlb .y =(alb)·(xlly) CM7 

(xtr,y)lz =xlztr,ylz PrCM2 

x I (ytr,z) = x I ytr,.x I z PrCM3 

iJH(a) =a if a'" H D! 

oH{a) =E if a E H D2 

8H{x + y) = iJH(X) + 8H{Y) D3 

OH(X . y) = OH(X) .OH(Y) D4 

OH{Xtr,.y) = 8H{X)tr,OH(y) PrD! 

Table 5. Additional axioms for prACP. 

VVe can note that the distribution laws of alternative composition w.r.t. communication merge 

a.rc not included in this axiom system. Instead of these laws we add the rules in Table 6. 

By the following example we show the reasons why we have this restriction in DyPR. 
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z = z + z =} (x + y) I z = x I z + y I z 

z = z + z =} z I (x + y) = z I x + z I y 

Table 6. Dynamic Processes Rule (DyPR) 

Example 2. ·het·-us~assume that the distribution laws of alternati.ve"comp'ositiortw'.'r .t~ CO'riiilltillf-~' 

cation merge hold and let us compare two processes: (a+b) I (ctt-.d) and a I (ctt-.d)+b I (ctJ:Td). 

For the first of them by PrC M3 we have: 

(a + b) I (ctt-.d) = ((a + b) I c) tt-. (( a +b) I d) = (a I c + b I cJ tt-. (a I d +b I d). 

For the later Oile by the assumed distribution laws we have: 

a I (c tt-. d) + b I (c tt-. d) = (a I c tt-. a I d) + (b I c tt-. b I d) = 

(a I c+ b Ic)tt-.z(a Id+ b I c) tt-.(1_.) (a I c+ b Id)tt-.(l_.)(a Id + b I d). 

It is easy to conclude that these two processes are different. The second process has tvolO Slllll

ll1ands which are the alternative composition of two processes each of which has been obtailled by 

communication with a different atomic action in the probabilistic choice ct:t-7rd. Such summands 

do not occur in the first process. o 

But if a probabilistic choice occurs between equal processes (or bisimilar) then this problem 

does not occur. For this reason the condition z = z + z is given in the rule. This condition is 

fulfilled by all processes which cannot do probabilistic steps to different equivalence classes. 

Theorem 40. (Elimination theorem of prACP) Let p be a closed prACP term. Then there is a 

closed prBPA term q such that prACP f- p = q. 

Proof. Let P be a closed prA CP term. The theorem is proven by induction case distinction on 

the structure of p. 

1. pEA, : then p is a closed prBPA term; 

2. p == Pl' p, for certain closed prACP terms P1 and p,: by the induction hypothesis there exist 

closed prBPA terms q, and q2 such that prACP f- P1 = q, and prACP f- p, = Q2. Then we 

have prACPf- p = Pl' P2 = q,' q, and q, . q, is a closed prBPA term; 

3. P == P1 + p, for certain closed prACP terms P1 and p,: this case is treated analogously to 

case 2; 

4. p =- pdLp2 for certain closed prACP terms PI and "P2: by the induction there are closed 

prBPA terms q, and q, such that prACP f- P1 = q, and prACP f- p, = q,. By Theorem 9 

there are basic terms 1'1 and r2 such that prBPA r ql = 1'1 and prBPA r q2 = 1'2. But thell 

also, prACP f- P1 = r, and prACP f- P2 = r, and prACP f- P1lLp, = r,lL r,. By induction 
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on the structure of basic term 1'1 we prove thai there is a closed prBPA term l' such that 

p1'ACPI- "dLr2 = r. 
4.1 1'1 == a E Ali; then 1'dlJ2 = alLr2 = a· 1'2 and a· 1'2 is a closed p1'BPA term; 

4.2 1'1 == a· 1'~ for some a E A and basic term r~: then rIll 1'2 = a· 1'~ll 1'2 = a· (1'~ 111'2). By the 

induction hypothesis there exists a closed p1'BPA term s such that p1'ACP I- 1'; 111'2 = s 

and a . s is a closed prBPA term; 

4.:3 1'1 == r~ + i~' for some basic terms r~ and 1'1': then TIll 1'2 = (T~ + r~') lL 1'2 = 1'~ II 1'2 + 1'~' II 1'2. 

By the induction hypothesis there exist closed p1'BPA terms s' and s" such that p1'A CP I

r~llr2 = s' and prACP~ 1'~'lLr2 = S". Then prACP~ rdlT2 = s' +5" and 5' +8" is a 

closed prBPA term; 

4.4 1'1 == ri tt" r~ for some basic terms 1'~ and r~ and 1i E {a, 1}: then rIll 1'2 = (r~ tt7r r7)1L 1'2 = 

1'i Uf2 -t:f-7r 1'i'll 1'2· By the induction hypothesis there exist closed prBPA terms s' and 5" 

such that p1'ACP I- rilLr, = s' and p1'ACP I- r~lL1'2 = s". Then p1'ACP I- r,lL1', = 
s'tt7r s" and s'tt7r s" is a closed p1'BPA term; 

5. p == PI I P2 for certain closed p1'ACP terms PI and p,: by induction there are closed prBPA 

terms q, and q2 such that p1'ACP I- PI = q, and p1'ACP I- P2 = Q2. By Theorem 9 there 

a.re basic terms 1'1 and 1'2 such that piBPA f- q1 = 1'1 and p1'BPA f- q2 = 1'2' But then also, 

p1'A CP I- Pl = 1'1 and p1'ACP I- P' = 1'2 and p1'A CP I- PI I P2 = 1'1 11'2. By induction on the 

structure of basic terms 1'1 and 1'2 we prove that there is a closed prBPA term l' such that 

p1'A CP I- 1'111'2 = r. 
5.1 1'1 == a E As and 1'2 == b E As: then p1'ACP I- 1'1 11', = a I b = I'(a, b) and I'(a, b) is a 

closed p1'BPA term; 

.5.2 1'1 ~ a and 1'2 ~ b . r~ for some a, b E Ab and basic term r~: then prACP I- 1'} 1'1'2 = 

(a I b)· 1'~ and (a I b). 1'~ is a closed p1'BPA term; 

5.3 1'1 ~ a 'ri and 1'2 ~ b for some a, b E Ali and basic term 1'i: this case is treated 

symmetrically to the previous case; 

5.4 1'1 ~ a, 1'i and 1'2 ~ b· rS for some a,b E Ali and basic terms ri and is: then p1'ACPf

"1 11'2 = (a I b)· (1'i II r~). By induction there is a closed p1'BPA term s such that p1'ACP I

,,; II 1'~ = s. So p1'ACP I- 1'111'2 = (a I b) . (1'i II 1'~) = (a I bJ . s and (a I b) . s is a closed 

p1'BPA term; 

5.5 1'1 ~ r~ + r~ for some basic terms r~ and r~': according to the structure of 1'2 there are 

two cases: 

(aJ if 1'2 E B+ then "2 + 1'2 = 1'2 (by Proposition 6) and by DyPR we obtain prACP I-

1'1 11'2 = (1'i + 1'n I 1', = 1'j 1"2 + 1'~ I 1',. By the induction hypothesis there are closed 

prBPA terms s' and s" such that p1'ACPf- 1'~ 11'2 = s' and p1'ACPf- ii'Ir2 = 5", So 

p1'ACP f- 1'111'2 = ii 11'2 + it I 1'2 = s' + sl! and s' + sl! is a closed prBPA term; 

(b) if 1'2 E B \ B+ then for some n E IN, n ::0: 2 there exist Ui E B+ and ITi E (0, 1), for 

1 :s; i:S n such that 1'2 ~ ttl tt7r}tt2rr7r2 ... Un_l tt7rn _ 1 Un· Moreover because Ui E 8+ 
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we have that Ui + Ui ::::: Ui for each i, 1 ::; i ~ n from which we obtain the following: 

prACPf-1'l (1'2::::: (ri +rnl(Ultf-7rlU2-t:f-7T2 ... Un-lti-7Tn_lUn) 

== (l'i + Ti') lUI tt-7TI (ri + ,n I U2rr7T2 ... tt-Xn _ 1 (ri + Tn I Un 
= (1'; I U, + r~ I U,) tt" (r; 1"2 + r~ I U2) tt" ... tt'n_' (1'; I Un + r~ I Un). 

By the induction hypothesis there exist basic prBPA terms Si,S~/, 1 < l < n such 

that pTA CP f- ri lUi :::: s~ and prACP f- Ti' \ tii :::: si'· Then we obtain: 

prACPf- 1'111'2::::: (si + SJ')tt-7Tl(S~+ S~)tt-1l"2 ... (S~_l +s~_l)tt-1J"n_l(s~ + s~~) and ,. . 

(si +SntJ-7Tl(S~"'+S~)tt-;2 ... (S~_l +s~~_l)t::t-7rn_l(s~ +s~) is a closed prBPA term; 

5.6 '2 == '2 + 1'~ for some basic terms 1'2 and 1'~: this case is treated symmetrically to 5.:j; 

5.7 1'1 == r~ rr:n- rif for some basic terms r~ and Ti' and ir E {O,l) and 1'2 is of arbitrary form: 

then pTA CP f- 1'1 I 1'2 = (1'~ tt-7r 1'~/) \ 1'2 = 1'~ 1 1'2 tt-1r 7'~' 1 r2· By induction there are closed 

prBPA terms s' and s" such that prACP f- r; Ir2 = s"'and 'prACP f-'r~ IT2 =' s". So 

prACPf- 1'111'2 =1'~ Ir2tt-1rr~17'2 = s'tt-1r s" and s'tt-1fs" is a closed p1'BPA term; 

5.8 1'2 == 1'2tt-1r1'~ for some basic terms 1'; and 1'~ and 7r E (0) 1) and 1'1 is of arbitrary form: 

this case is treated symmetrically to the previous Oile; 

6. l' '= p, II P2 for certain closed prACP terms p, and P2: then the result follows from 3..XiOlll 

GMI and cases 4. and 5; 

7. p'= OH(P,) for a certain closed prACP term 1', and H ~ A: by the induction hypothesis 

there exists a closed p1'BPA term qi such that prACP f- PI = ql. By Theorem 9 there is a 

basic term r, such that prBPA f- q, = r, which implies prACP f- 1', = r,. By induction 011 

the structure of the basic term 1'1 we prove that there is a closed p1'BPA term l' such that. 

prACP f- oH(r,) = r. 

7.1 1', '= a E A,: then if a E H, oH(r,) = 5 and 5 is a closed prBPA term. If a ric H then 

8H(1'I) = a and a is a closed prBPA term; 

7.2 r, '= a·r; for some a EA and basic term r;: then oH(r,.) =oH(a·r;) = OH(a) ·OH(r;). 

By the induction hypothesis there exist closed prBPA terms s' and s" such that prACP f

OH(a) = s' and prACP f- oH(rD = s". Then prACP f- oH(r,) ~ s' . s" and s' . s" is " 

closed prBPA term; 

7.3 r, '= r; + r~ for some basic terms ,.; and r~: then oH(r,) = OH(r;) + OHern. By 

the induction hypothesis there exist closed prBPA terms s' and s" such that prA CF f

&H(r;) = s' and prACP f- &H(rD = s". Then prACP f- &H(r,) = s' + s" and s' + s" is a 

closed p1'BPA term; 

7.4 1'1 == 1'~ tt-1r1'~1 for some basic terms 1'i and 1'i' and 7r E (0,1): then 

OH (r,) = off(r;) tt,ou(rn. By the induction hypothesis there exist closed prflPA terms 

s' and s" such that prACP f- off(r;) = s' and prACP f- OH(rn = s". Then ]>rACP f-

8H (1't} = sl-l::::hrs" and Sf tr1r S" is a closed p1'BPA term. o 
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3.2 Structured operational semantics of prACP 

III ]JrACP as in prBPA we need to distinguish static from dynamic processes. Indeed, we obtain 

the term model of prACP as an extension of the term model of prBPA, that is, by extension of 

t.he signature and the set of deduction rules of the term deduction system given in Section 2.2. 

We consider the signature: EprACP= (A, U;{, ,+,., ti-" II,lL, l,aH)' 

Analogously, we extend the sets of static and dynamic processes as follows: 

Definition41. A set of static processes SP(prACP) in prACP is the set of all closed terms over 

t.he signature of prACP, EprACP = (A, , +, ., ti-" II, lL, I, aH). 

An auxiliary subset of SP(prACP), denoted by D(prACP), is defined as follows: 

1. A, ~ D(prACP); 

2. 8,t E D(prACP) =;. s+i,sli,aH(s) E D(prACP); 

3. s E D(prACP), i E SP(prACP) =;. 8· i, 8lLi E D(prACP). 

A set of dynamic processes VP(prACP) over the signature EprACP is defined inductively as 

follows: 

1. ;{, ~ VP(prACP); 

2. S, i E VP(prA CP) =;. 8 + i, 8 Ii, alI (8) E VP(prACP); 

3. S E VP(prACP),t E SP(prACP) =;. 8 'i,8lLi E VP(prACP). 

By PR(prACP) we will denote the set of all static and dynamic processes in prACP, that is 

PR.(prACP) = SP(prACP) U VP(prACP). 

We ext.end the map <p in Section 2.2 t.o <p : D(prACP) ~ VP(prACP) as follows: 

1. <pta) = a for each a E A,; 

3. <p(8+i) = "'(8) + ",(i); 

5. ",(8 I i) = "'(8) I ",(i); 

2. <p(s ·t) = ",(s) ·t; 

4. "'(8lLt) = ",(8)lLi; 

6. ",(alI(8)) = aH("'(s)). 

The operational semantics for the new operators in prACP is defined by the deduction rules 

given in Table 7 where a, b, c range over A and H ~ A and the definition of the probability 

distribution function (Definition 42) extended over the new terms containing the new operators. 

Definition42. The probability distribution function I' : PR(prACP) x PR(prACP) ~ [0, 1] is 

defll1cd with the equalities given in Definition 12 and the following: 

I'(p II q, x' lL q + y' lLp + x" I y") = I'(p, x')I'( q, Y')I'(p, x")p( q, y"), 

l'(plL q, x'lL q) = I'(p, x'), 

I'(p I q, x' I x") 

p(aII(p), aH(x')) 

= I'(p, x')I'(q, x"), 
= p(p, x'). 
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p~ x P"""" x,q"'-"" Y 

. a b a b 
X -+ P,Y -+ q, ,,((a, b) = c X -+ p, y -+ y',,),(a,b) = c 

xlY-""Pilq xlY-""p 

x ~ J, y ~ q, 'Y(a, b) = c X -: -/, y -s. -vi, ')'(a, b) = c 

xly--'=.q xly-=-v 

x ~ p, a rt. 1f x ~ .j, a f/:. H 

DH(X) ~ OH(p) aH(X) ~ V 

Table 7. Operational semantics of prACP. 

Example 3. In Figure 3 we give an example of parallel composition of probabilistic processes 

using labelled transition systems. We denote e = a I c and f = b I c. 

" :1 ~ 
c 

Fig. 3. Parallel composition. 
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Proposition43. Let p, q E SP(prACP) and Mi, N i , Ki , M C;; PR(prACP) for i = 1,2. Then: 

I. !l(p II q, M& M, + NtlL N, + K 1 I f{,) = 1'(1', M,)I'(q, N , )I'(p, [(, )I'(q, f{,) where 

MtlLM2 + NdLN2 + [{,1K, = 
{mdLm,+ntlLn,+kllk,: m,EM"m2EM2,n,EN"n2EN2,k,EK"k2E 

J(,}; 
2. p(plLq,M&M,) = p(p,M,) where MllLM, = {m&m, : m, E M"m, EM,}; 

3. I'(p I q, M, 1M,) = pep, M')P(q, M,) where M, 1M, = {ml 1m, : m, E M
" 

m, E M2 }; 

;,. p(OlI(p),OH(M» = l'(p,M) where oH(M) = {OH(m) : mE M}. 

Proof. 1. We use the abbreviations: 7 for (ml,m2,nl,n2,k 1,k2), r for (ml,q,nl,p,k 1,k2), L 

for M, X M, X N, X N, X K, X K, and L' for M, x {q} X N, X {p} X K, X K, 

Then \ve have 

l'(pllq,M&M2 + N,lLN2 + [(,1K,) = 
p(p II q, {m&m, + n,lLn, + k, I k, : (ml' m" n" n" k" k2 ) E L}) = 
L Il(p II q, mIll m, + n& n, + k, I k,) = L I'(pll q, m,lLq + n,lLp + k, I k2) = 
lEL tEL' 

L /l(p, m,)/l(q, n,)/l(p, k , )I'(q, k,) = -, 
I EL' 

L L L L I'(p, m')I'(q, n,)l'(p, k,ll'(q, k2 ) = 
InlEll'l1 nlENl k1EJ{1 k2EK2 

( L /l(p,ml»)( L I'(q,n,»)( L I'(p,k l»)( L l'(q,k2») = 
mlEM I ttlENI klEKI k2EK2 

/1(1', Jvh)/l(q, N, )I'(p, [{,)/l(p, [{,). 

2. Using the definition of the probability distribution function we obtain: 

Il(plLq, M&M,) = /l(plLq, {m&m, : m, E M
" 

m2 EM,}) = 
L /l(plLq,m,lL m,) = L l'(plLq,m,lLq) = 

(ml,m2)EM 1 xM2 mlEM1 ,m2=q 

L /l(p, m,l = /l(p, M,). 
7nIE.MI 

:1. Using the definition of the probability distribution function we obtain: 

Il(plq,M,IM,) = /l(plq,{m,lm, : m, E M"m, EM,}) = 
L /l(p I q, m, 1m,) = L L I'(p, m,)/l(q, m,) = 

(ml,m2)EM t xM2 mlE.Ml m2EM2 

(L I'(p,m,))( L l'(q,m2») = I'(p, M,)/l(q, M,). 
Inl EAft m2EM2 

4. Using the definition of the probability distribution function we obtain: 

11.(OlI(P), oH(M» = I'(OH(p), {OH(m) mE M}) = 

L /l(OH(p), OH(m» = L /l(p, m) = /l(p, M). o 
nlEM mEM 

Definition44. The probabilistic bisimulation in prACP is defined in the same way as in prBPA. 
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TheoreIll45. t-+ is a congruence relation on prACP. 

Proof. With respect to II : Let x,y,z and w be PR(prACP) terms such that x _ y anel 

z :t:: w. So, there exist probabilistic bisimulations Rl and R2 such that xR1y and ZR2W. "\Ve 

define a relation R in the following way: 

R = Eq(am U 13m U R, U R,), 

where 

am = ((1l,llq,sllt) : p,q,s,t ESP(prACP),(p,s) E R,,(q,t) ER2 }, 

13m = {(ulL q + vlLp + u' I v', III t + klL s + I' Ik') : p, q, s, t E SP(prACP), 

ti, li,l, k,u' , v',l', k' E'DP(prACP), 

(p, s), (U, I), (u', I') E R" (g, t), (v, k), (v', k') E R,} 

and where Eq means equivalence closure of the given relation. 

Suppose (p II g, s II t) E R for some· p, giS, t E SP(prACP) and p II g ~ m for some m E 

VP(prACP). According to the definition of the operational rules it follows that for certain 

u, v, u' , Vi E 'DP(prACP), p ..........,. u, q ..........,. v, p"""""" u' and q ..........,. Vi and m =:: uli q + vlip + H'l u'. 

Then we have that for some l,k,l',k' E 'DP(prACP), s ..........,. I, t ..........,. k, s ..........,. [', t ~ k' and 

(u, I), (u', I') E R, and (v, k), (v', k') E R,. It follows that s II t ~ n where n '" IILt+kILs+ 1'1 k' 

and by the definition of R we have that (m, n) E R. 

Suppose (ulL g+vILp+u' I v', III HkIL s+I' I k') E R for some u, v, u', v', I, k, 1', k' E VP(prA CP) 

and ulL g + vlLp + u' I v' ~ ,. for some a E A and r E SP(prACP). Then from the definition of 

the operational rules the following cases can occur: 

1. ulL q ~ r: then 

1.1 u ~ r', for some r' E SP(prACP) such that r' .::::: rill q: then we have I ~ 0' for some 

0' E SP(prACP) such that (r', 0') E R" from which lILt ~ 0' lit. So IILt+kIL s + I' Ik'-"'
o'lit and (r'llq,o'lll) E R; 

1.2 u ~ J and r '" g: then we have I ~ J from which lILt ~ t. So lILt + klLs + I' I k' ~ t, 

and (q, t) E R; 

2. vlip ~ r: this case is similar to the previous one; 

3. u ' lv' ~ r: then 

3.1 u' ~ r', v' ~ r" for some r',r" E SP(prACP), b,c E A such that r(b,c) = a and 

r == r' II r": then [' ~ 0' 1 k' ~ 0" for some 0', a" E SP(prA CP) such that (r' 1 0') E R1 

and (r",o") E R,.1t follows that l'lk' ~ 0'110", so IILt+kILs+I'lk' ~ 0'110" and 

(1"11 r", 0' II 0") E R; 

3.2 u' ~ V, v' ~ r" for some b, C E A such that f(b , c) = a and r == ],"; then i' ~ V: 
k' ...:,. 0" for some 0" E SP(prACP) such that (ril, a") E R 2 . It follows that l' I k' ....::.. 0"1 

so lILt + klLs + I' I k' ~ 0" and (1''',0'') E R; 

3.3 u' ~ r', v' ~ J for some b,c E A such that ')'(b, c) = a and r == r': this case can be 

proved in a similar way as the previous one. 
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Suppose (vll q+vllp+v' I v', III t+kll s+I' I e) E R for some v, v, v', v', I, k, I', k' E VP(p1'ACP) 

and HlL q+vlLp+u/l Vi ~ V for some a E A. This transition is possible only in the case u' I Vi ~ V, 
that is 11' ~ V, v' ~ V for some b, c E A such that ')'(b, c) = a. By the assumption we have that 

I' -". .j, k' -". .j, so I' I k' c:, .j and III t + kll s + I' I k' c:, .j. 
Suppose rRr, for some 1',1', E SP(p1'ACP) and M E P1l(p1'ACP)/R,M c:; VP(p1'ACP). 

vVe consider only the case ram'l, the cases ,RIrl and rR2'l are trivial. From the assumption 

ret",'·' it follows that l' == P II q and Cj == s II t for some p, q, s, t E SP(p1'ACP) such that pR,s, 

qR.,t. Moreover, from the previous discussion about the probabilistic transitions of p II q and s II t 
we obtain that if p II q "" v then there exists v such that 8 II t "" v and uf3",v, and vice versa. 

Moreover because M = U Mi, Ii 0, for some equivalence classes Mi E P1l(p1'ACP)/f3m, we 
iEf 

are allowed to consider only (3m equivalence classes. 

As we are interested in reachable classes from p II q and s II t, we assume that there IS an 

el emcnt Ui lL q + Vi lip + ui ! v~ E Mi such that p .-.......+ Ui) q .-.......+ Vi) P .-.......+ ui and q .-.......+ v~) so Mi = 

["i Il q + villp + v; I v:J~m· Moreover from the definition of f3m we get easily Mi = [U;]R, lL [qlR, + 

[llilR, Il [PlR, + [V;lR, I [vilR,. Then using Proposition 43 we obtain: 

I'(p II q, Mi) = I'(p II q, [vilR, Il [qlR, + [V;]R, Il [PlR, + [vilR, I [V;lR,) 

= I'(p, [vilR,)I'(q, [V;]R,)I'(p, [vilR,Ji'(q, [vilR,) 

= I'(s, [uilR,)p(t, [V;]R,)p(8, [vilR,)p(t, [VilR,) 

= p( 8 II t, [vilR, Il [tlR, + [V;]R, Il [8lR, + [vilR, I [vilR,) 

= 1'(81It, [v;llt +V;ll8+ vi Ivil~m) = 1'(8I1 t ,Mi) 

where the last equality holds because pR,8 and qR,t which implies 

(uillt + vill s + u; I vDf3m(uill q + villp + u; I vD, and 

[Ui lL t + Vi lL s + vi I v;l~m = [Vi lL q + v;llp + vi I v;l~m . 
By Proposition 20 we obtain: 

iEM iEM 

We proved that if x <-+ y and z <-+ w then there exists a bisimulation R such that (x II z)R(y II w), 

which implies (x II z) <-+ (y II w). 

With respect to lL : Let x, y, z and w be P1l(p1'ACP) terms such that x <-+ y and z == w. 

So) there exist probabilistic bisimulations RI and R2 such that xR1y and ZR2W. We define a 

relation R in the following way: 

R = Eq(a U f3 U am U f3m U R, U R,), 

where 

(Y = {(pllq,sllt) : p,q,s,t E Sp(p1'A CP) , (p,s) E R,,(q,t) E R,}, 

f3={(vllq,vllt) q,tESP(p1'ACP), v,vEVP(p1'ACP), (v,V)ER,,(q,t)ER,}, 

and O'm and i3m are defined as before. 
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Suppose (plL q, slLt) E R for some p, q, S, 1 E SP(prACP) and plL q ~ u for some 11 E 

VP(prACP). Then from the definition of the operational rules it follows I,hat there exists 

u' E DP(prACP) such that p ~ u' and u == u'lLq. It follows that for some v' E DP(prACP), 

s ~ v' and (u', v') E R, and also slL 1,,-, v'lL t. Moreover (u'lL q, v' lL I) E R. 

Suppose (ulLq,vlLI) E R for some u,v E DP(prACP) and ulLq -"+ r for some a E A and 

r E SP(prACP). Then from the definition of the operational rules it follows that either 

1. u -"+ r' for somer' E SP(prACP)':lUch that r == fliq: t~"n u ~o'f','r ~~l!'e?' E/f'pj,}!.r·~CfJ 
such that (r',o') E R

"
from which vlLl -"+0'111 and (r'llq,o'llt) E R, or 

2. u -"+..j and r == q: then we have v -"+ ..j from which IlLl -"+ t and (q, t) E R. 

The case uti q ~ V cannot occur. 

Suppose rRr, for some T, r, E SP(prACP) and M E PR(prACP)/ R, M <:: DP(prA CPl. We 

consider only the case rOTl, the cases rRITl and rR2Tl are trivial and the case TO'7nl'l follows 

from the previous proof. From the assumption mr, it follows that r == plL q and r, == slL t for 

some p, q, 5, t E SP(prACP) such that pR1s, qR2t. Moreover, from the previous discussion about 

the probabilistic transitions of plL q and slL t we obtain that if plL q ~ u then there exists u 

such that slLt ..........,. v and u{3v, and vice versa. Moreover because M = U Mil I #- 0, for some 
iEI 

equivalence classes M; E PR(prACP)/ (3, we consider only (3 equivalence classes. 

As we consider reachable classes from pli q and sll t, we assume that there is an element 

u;lLq E M; such that plLq ~ ll;lLq and p ~ u;. In this way we obtain that M; = [ll;lLqJp· 

Moreover from the definition of (3 we get M; = [u;jR,lL[qjR,. Then using Proposition 4:1 we 

obtain: 

p(plL q, M;) = p(plL q, [U;jR, lL [qjR,) = pep, [U;jRJ = pes, [U;jR.} = 

p(slLt, [u;jR,lL[tjR,) = p(slLt, M;) 

where the last equality follows from the assumption qR2t which implies (u; lL q)(3( u;[l t). 

By Proposition 20 we obtain: 

iEM iEM 

We proved that if x ;-; y and z ;-; W then there exists a bisimulation R such that (xlL z)R.(YlL w), 

which implies (xlLz) ~ (YlLw). 

With respect to I : Let x, y, z and w be PR(prACP) terms such that x ;-; Y and z ~ w. 

So, there exist probabilistic bisimulations Rl and R2 such that xR1y and ZR2W. 'Ve define a 

relation R in the following way: 

R = Eq(a U (3 U am U (3m U R, U R2), 

where 

a= ((plq,slt) : p,q,s,t E SP(prACP), (p,s) E R , ,(q,t) E R.,}, 

(3 = {(u I v, II k) : u, v, I, k E DP(prACP), (u, I) E R
" 

(v, k) E R,}, 

and am and f3m are defined as before. 
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Suppose (p I q, sit) E R for some p, q, s, t E SP(prACP) and pi q ~ m for some m E 

DP(prACP). According to the definition of the operational rules it foJlows that for certain 

II,V E DP(prACP), p~ u, q ~ v and m == u Iv. Then s ~ I, t ~ k for some I, k E DP(prACP) 

such that (u, I) E R, and (v, k) E R2 . It foJlows that sit ~ II k and (u I v, II k) E R. 

Suppose (u I v, II k) E R for some II, v, I, k E DP(prACP) and 111 v ~ r for some a E A and 

r E SP(prACP). Then from the definition of the operational rules the following cases can occur: 

1. u ~ 1", V ...:.. 1'" for some b, c E A and 1",1'" E SP(prA CP) such that r(b, c) = a and 

,. == 1" II 1''': then 1-'. 0' and k ~ 0" for some 0', 0" E SP(prACP) such that (r', 0') E R, and 

(1''', 0") E R, from which II k ~ 0'110" and (r' II 1''', 0' II 0") E R; 

2. u -'. J, v -"+ 1''' for some r" E SP(prACP), b, c E A such that ,,(b, c) = a and l' == ,"': then 

I -'. J and k -"+ 0" for some 0" E SP(prA CP) such that (1''', 0") E R2 from which II k ~ 0" 
and (1''',0") E R; 

:.l. u -'. 1", V -"+ J for some 1" E SP(prACP), b, c E A such that ,,(b, c) = a and r == 1": this case 

is similar to the previous one. 

Suppose u I v ~ J. It follows that u -'. J and v -"+ J for some b, c E A such that ,,(b, c) = a: 

then I -'. J and k -"+ J from which II k ~ ,J. 

Suppose 1'Rr, for some 1',1'1 E SP(p1'ACP) and ME PR(prACP)!R,M <; DP(p1'ACP). We 

consider only the case 1'a1'l, the cases 1'Rl"l and rR2rl are trivial and the case ramrl follows 

from the previous proof. From the assumption ra1'l it follows that l' == pi q and 1'1 == sit for 

some p, q, s, t E SP(prA CP) such that pR,s, qR2t. Moreover, from the previous discussion about 

the probabilistic transitions of p I q and sit we obtain that if p I q ~ u then there exists v such 

t.hat sit..........,. v and u/3v, and vice versa. It allows us to consider only equivalence classes of /3, 
because M = U Mi, I -F 0, for some equivalence classes Mi E PR(prACP)!fJ. 

iEI 
As we consider reachable classes from pi q and sit, we assume that there is an element 

<Ii I v; E Mi such that p I q ~ Ui I Vi. In this way we obtain that Mi = [Ui I v;]p. Also, from the 

definition of fJ we get Mi = [uilR, I [v;jR,. Then using Proposition 43 we obtain: 

J1.(p I q, Mi) = J1.(p I q, [uilR, I [V;JR,) = J1.(p, [uilR,)J1.(q, [vilR,) = J1.(s, [u;jR,)J1.(t, [v;jR,) = 

J1.(s It, [uilR, I [V;JR,) = 1'( sit, Mi). 
By Proposition 20 we obtain: 

J1.(plq,M) = I>(plq,Mi) = I>(slt,M;) =J1.(slt,M). 
iEM iEM 

We proved that if x <-+ y and z <-+ w then there exists a bisimulation R such that (x I z)R(y I w), 

which irnplies that (x I z) <-+ (y I w). 

With respect to OR : Let x and y be PR(prA CP) terms such that x <-+ y. So, there exists 

a. probabilistic bisimulations R1 such that xR1y. We define a relation R in the following way: 

R = Eq(o- U fJ U Rd, 
where 
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IT = {(OH(p), OH(q)) p, q E SP(prACP), (p, q) E Rd, 

(3 = ((OH(U), OH(V)) U, v E 'DP(prACP), (u, v) E Rd. 

Suppose (OH(p),OH(q)) E R for some p, q E SP(prACP) and OH(p) "" u for some u E 

DP(prACP). According to the definition of the operational rules it follows that for certain u' E 

'DP(prACP), P"'" u' and U '" OIl(U'). Then we have that for some v' E 'DP(prACP), q"" v' and 

(u', v') E R, and also OH( q) "'" OH( v'). Moreover, OH( u') (3 OIl ( v') which implies OIl ( u') R OIl ( v'). 

Suppose (OH(U),OIl(V)) E R for some u, v E 'DP(prACP) and OIl(U) ~ r for some a E A 

and" E'DP(prACP). From thedefinition-'ofthe ~perational Tules Wfdllows'tniil' if'l£'fr',{i,'c!» 

there exists s E SP(prACP) such that u ~ sand" '" OIl(S). Then for some t E SP(prACP), 

v ~ t and (s, t) E R, from which we have OIl(V) ~ OH(t) and OIl(S) " OIl(t). From here we get. 

OIl(S) R BIl(t). 

Suppose BIl(U) ~ J for some a E A which means a rt H. Then it follows U ~ J and v".. J 
from which OIl(V) ~ J. 

Suppose rRr, for some r, "I E SP(prACP) and M E PR(prACP)/R, M <:; 'DP(prACP) 

vVe consider only the case rarl, the case r Rl rl is trivial. From the assumption r<:lTl it follows 

that " '" OIl(p) and "1 '" OH(q) for some p, q E SP(prACP) such that pR,q. Moreover, from 

the previous discussion about probabilistic transitions of OIl(p) and OH(q) we obtain that if 

8H(p) ~ U , then there exists v such that GlI(q) ~ v and U(3V, and vice versa. It allows liS to 

consider only equivalence classes of (3, because M = U Mil I i= 0, for some equivalence classes 
iEI 

M, E PR(prACP)/(3. 

As we consider reachable classes from OH(p) and aH(q), we assume that there is an elemenL 

OIl(U,) E M, such that OH(P) ~ OII(U,) and so M, = [OIl(U;)]p. Also, from the definition of (3 

we get Mi = OH([Ui]R,). Then using Proposition 43 we obtain: 

p(OH(p), Mi ) = p(OIl(p). OIl([Ui]R,)) = pep, [U']R,) = p(q, [U;]R,) = 
p(OH (q), OH([U;]R,)) = p( OH(q), Mi ). 

By Proposition 20 we obtain: 

iEM iEM 

We proved that if x <-+ Y then there exists a bisimulation R such that oIl(x)RoIl(Y), which 

implies that OIl(X);-+ OIl(Y). 0 

Lemma46. If x E SP(prACP) and x ~ x', then x' E'DP(prACP). 

Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Proposition 23. o 

Lemma 47. If x E 'DP(prACP) then x,=, x + x. 

Proof. It follows directly from the definition of the operational rules of prA CPo o 

Lernma48. If x, y, z E 'DP(prACP) and x + Y <-+ z then x + z <-+ z and y + z <-+ Z. 
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Proof. As x, y, z E VP(prACP) we consider only the action transitions of the processes. The 

proof that the right side (each action transition of z) is simulated the by left side (x + z) is 

Lrivial. The proof that Lhe left side (x + z) is simulated by the right side (z) follows from the 

assumption x + y i--+ Z and the definition of the operational rules. o 

Remark. If x, y, z E SP(prACP) this property does not hold in general. 

The following lemma matches probabilistic transitions of processes x and x + x. As we find 

the proof as too technical we give an example which may make the idea behind the proof more 

understandable. 

Exantple 4. Let us consider process 

a.nd we investigate possibilities of reaching a class [y + y] ~ from x + x for some process y such 

tha.t X"""'-"t y. The following lemma says that always exists a process y such that x + x """'-"t y + y is 

t,he only possible probabilistic transition from x + x to [y + y] ". . (;) 

In the given example one can note easily that this is true for processes a, b and a + c. But 

for classes: [a + b + C]". and [a + b]". we have the following: 

;c ~ a + b + c =} x + x ~ Ii + b + c + a + b + c, 
;r ~ a + b, x ~ a + c ~ x + x ~ a + b + a + c and 

a+b+c+a+b+c-a+b+a+c, 
which means that [a+ b+c] -= is reached from x+x trough different processes. A similar situation 

is with [a + b] ". , that is: 

x~a+b=}x+x~a+b+a+b, 
x~ a,x"""'-"t b~ x+x'""'-+ a+b and 

ii, + b + a + b _ a + b. 
Tn the following proof we use the iteration on the number of reachable processes from x which 

is a finite number. Then starting from one of them, more precisely from the index of one of these 

processes, in each iteration, we increase the set of indexes in the following way: if we denote 

a+b+c as Xl, a+b as X2 and so on, b as Xs, we start from II == {I}. In the next step we add to 

II t.he indexes of two processes for whose non-deterministic sum is bisimilar with a + b + c, for 

example, 2,3 E 12 because a + b + a + c::::: a + b + c. 
Tn the next step, we consider processes a +b(= X2) and u+ c(:::;:: X3) and two pairs of processes 

whose non-deterministic sum is bisimilar to a + b and a + c, respectively. In such a way we form 

the next set of indexes 13 = J, U {4, 5}. 

The main idea is to prove that J, \ h 0/ ~ as well as fa \ J, 0/ ~, under the assumption that 

such a term y in (;) does not exist (assumption (*) in the proof) and independently of the choice 

of a starting process. 0 
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Lemma 49. Let x be a closed prACP term such that x....,.... Xl, x ............ X2, ... , X "'-"l- Xn! n 2: 1 are all 

possible probabilistic transitions of x and jar each i, j, 1 ::; i :S n , 1 ::S j ::; n, if i i- j then l;i 'i:.. Xj. 

Then there exists an m, 1 :S m :S n such that x + X'-""'+ Xm + Xm is the only possible probabilistic 

transition of x + x to equivalence class [xm + xm] ::::. . 

Proof. We start the proof from the negation of the conclusion of the lemma for which we will 

prove that leads to a contradiction to the assumption about probabilistic transitions of x. 

, r Let. us ,;:ssUipe th~Lx r......+ ,;PI I,X "'--+ X:L) .•. }.X :---+ ,Xn J n 2: L ar~._alLpossible probabilistic tr.a.llsi7" 

tions of x and for each £,j, 1:S i:S n,l:S j:S n, if i 1: j then Xi ':::/::.Xj. It follows that X'"'-'l- Xi, 

1 :S i :S n, is the only possible probabilistic transition of x to equivalence class [Xi]:::::: which 

implies that if y E [XiJ::: and x ~ y then Xi == y. (0) 

Let us assume that the conclusion does not hold, that is: 

Vi: 3j, I: x + x ~ Xi + x/ & Xi + x/ =: Xi + Xi & (Xi t Xi Vx/ t Xi) 

First, we consider processes Xl. From (*) it follows that there exist il,jl such that 

X + x ~ XiI + xit and Xii + xit == Xl + Xl and (Xii '¥= Xl or Xit '¥= Xl)' (**) 

From Proposition 48 it follows that XiI + Xl +-+ Xl and xit + Xl +-+ Xl and at this point we know 

{Xll Xii + Xl, xit + xd ~ (Xl]::::::' By II we denote the set of all indexes of processes which have 

been already taken into consideration, that is It = {I, i" il}. 

Second, we consider processes Xit and xit. From assumption (*) it follows that there exist. 

i ll ,i l2 such that 

x + x ~ Xi ll + Xi l2 and Xi ll + Xi 12 +-+ XiI + Xii and (Xill '¥= Xi t or Xi t2 '¥= XiJ 

and there exist j11, j12 such that 

( 1) 

x + x ~ Xill + XiI':.! and xhl + Xit2 +-+ xit + Xii and Xiii '¥= xit or Xit2 '¥= xit. (2) 

Using the Congruence theorem (Theorem 45) and Proposition 48, from (1) we obtain: 

Xi" + Xi, + X, ;-; Xi, + x, =: x, which implies Xi" + X, ;-; x, for k = 1,2. 

In a similar way we obtain xia + Xl t-+ :1::1 for k = 1,2. 

In this step we have 

{XI,Xi 1 +XI,Xit +X1,Xi ll +Xl,Xi I2 +xI,xill +xI,Xi12+ x t} ~ [xd~, 
{XiJ,Xi ll +Xi l ,Xi12 + Xi l } ~ (XiJ::::::, 

{xh,xill + Xit,Xit2 + xit} ~ [xit]~, 

and we form the new set of indexes h as h = It U {i11 ,i12,ju,it2}' 

Next, we will prove that .({i ll ,i12 ,jll,j12} c: {I,i"il}), that is 1, \ It # 0, which means 

that in the second step at least. one new process has been taken into consideration. Investigating 

the various cases can occur, we will prove that assumption {ill ,i12 ,jl1;j12} ~ {l,il ,jd leads 

to a contradiction. Moreover, taking into account that: 

(a) if we assume that Xi ll == Xi l2 == Xit then we obtain: Xii::::: Xi ll +Xi12 +-+ Xit +Xh +-+ xit which 

implies Xii:::: xit and also, Xl +-+ Xii + XiI t-+ Xit + Xit t-+ xit which implies Xl == xit and this 

contradicts (**) 
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we make the following restriction: 

(a) Xi ll :t Xh or Xi 12 :t xii; 

(b) Xi ll :t XiI or Xi I2 == Xi! and Xju 1= xh or Xj12 1= xh; 

(c) we do not consider symmetrical cases, their correctness may be proved in a similar way as 

the presented one. 

\Ve have to consider the following cases: 

1. if J:i ll == Xi I2 == Xl, then Xii i-+ Xiu + Xi 12 +-+ Xl + Xl +-+ Xl which implies XiI == Xl' (3) 

1.1 If Xjll == Xl (independently of XiI2)' then XiI i-+ Xjl1 + XiI2 t--+ Xl + XiI2 =: Xl which 

implies xi< == Xl and from (3) it follows Xi, == Xl == Xi< which contradicts (**). 

1.2 If Xjl1 == XiI and Xh2 == XjI) then it is case 1.1 because of (3). 

For all cases left we have that Xi ll 1= Xi l2 and Xjll 1= XiI2' 

2. if Xi" == Xl and Xi" == Xi" then Xi, <-+ Xi" + Xi" <-+ Xl + Xi, <-+ Xl which implies 

(4) 

2.1 If Xjl1 == Xl (independently of XjlJ we obtain xh t--+ Xjl1 + Xh2 t--+ Xl + Xh2 i-+ Xl which 

implies XiI == Xl and from (4) it follows XiI == Xl == XiI which contradicts (**). 

2.2 If Xj" == Xi, and Xj" == xi< then Xi< <-+ Xj" + Xj" <-+ Xi, + Xi< <-+ Xl which implies 

xi< == Xl and from (4) it follows Xi, == Xl == Xi< which contradicts (**). 

:~. if Xi ll == Xl and Xi I2 == xiI, then XiI t--+ Xi ll + Xi I2 t--+ Xl + XiI t--+ Xl which implies 

Xi, == Xl. (5) 

:3.1 If Xjl1 = Xl (independently of Xh2) we obtain Xii t--+ XjIl + XiI2 t--+ Xl + xiIz t--+ Xl which 

implies xi< == Xl and from (5) it follows Xi, == Xl == Xi< which contradicts (**). 

:3.2 If Xjll == XiI and Xj12 == xh then XiI t--+ Xjl1 + XiI2 t--+ XiI + XiI t--+ Xl which implies 

a:h == Xl and from (5) it follows XiI == Xl == XiI which contradicts (**). 

The next case covers all situations where {Xi ll ,Xi I2 ,Xjll,xiI2} ~ {xil,xiI}' 

4. if Xi 11 == XiI and Xi I2 == xh J then Xi! t--+ XiII + Xi l2 t--+ XiI + Xii t--+ Xl which implies 

(6) 

The only possible case is the following: if Xjll == XiI (independently of XiI2) then XiI t--+ Xjl1 + 
:tiI2 t--+ XiI + XiIz t--+ Xl + XiI2 t--+ Xl which implies XiI == Xl and from (6) it follows XiI = Xl == 
XiI which contradicts (**). 

\Ve point out that in cases 1.1,2.1,3.1 and 4. where process Xjl1 == Xl, results do not depend 

on process a:iI2 and for that reason we do not take alternatives of this process into account. 

By this we proved that at least one of processes XiII' Xi 12 , Xjll and XiI2 is different from Xl, 

:ri] and xh, that is h \ It i= 0. 
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In the third step we consider Xi ll , Xi l2 , Xjll and Xj12 and processes that exist from (*) for 

them. We form the set 13 and in a similar way by case distinction we can obtain that Is contains 

at least one new index. 

By repeating this procedure n - 1 times (in the worst case) we will obtain that lIn-II = n - I, 

that is {1,2, ... ,n} \In_1 #0. Let m E {1,2, ... ,n}\In_1 . Then from (*) it follows that there 

exist ml and m2 such that 

x + x""'-"'" X m1 + X m2 & X m1 + X m2 ~ Xm + Xm & (Xml :t Xm V X m2 :t Xm) . 

. Fnom,the previous discussiOll',' 'xm~ "01 Xin2 must be'a new "process whos~' i'rt'd€xndoes'-licfC"'O'cchr _\ 

in In-I, but such a process does not exist. By this we have proved that the assumption (*) 

contradicts the condition of the lemma about n probabilistic transitions made by x. Thus, there 

is a Xm such that x + x ""'-"'" Xm + Xm is the only possible probabilistic transition of x + :c to 

equivalence class [Xm + x m1 ~ . o 

Lemma 50. Let x be a closed prACP term such that x .:::= x + x. Then if X""'-"'" x' and x ~ x" for 

some x', x" E VP(prACP), then x' ~x". 

Proof. Without loss of generality we can suppose that x is a term such that x does at most one 

probabilistic transition to an equivalence class. From Lemma 49 it follows that exists a process 

y such that x .-.....+ y, and x + x .-.....+ y + y is the only possible probabilistic transition of x + :1: 

to equivalence class [y + y] ==. We will prove the lemma by proving that p(x, y) = l. It follows 

easily from the assumption x f-' x + x which implies p(x, [y] ==) = p(x + x, [y] ==). Having thilt. 

p(x, [y] ==) = p(x, y), p(x + x, [y + y] ==) = p(x + x, y + y) = p(x, yJ2 and [y] == = [y + y]". we 

obtain p(x,y) = l. o 

Theorem 51.· (Soundness) Let p and q be PR(prACP) terms. If prACP + DyP R f- p = q then 

pf-'q. 

Proof. This theorem can be proved easily by construction of a suitable equivalence relation for 

e~ch ¥iom which relates the left and right side of an associated, axiom. 

CF: We define a relation R in the following way: 

where we denote shortly ,( a, b) = c. 

We observe that the only possible probabilistic transition is c.-.....+ C and a I b .-.....+ a I b, respec

tively. An action termination for both terms, c and Ii I b is possible only if c "" 6. Then we 

have: c ....s. .J and a I b ...s y'. For the probability distribution function we get: J-1( C, c) = 1 and 

p( a I b, Ii I b) = 1, and the conclusion about R equivalence classes follows from the assumption 

(c, Ii I b) E R. 

CMl: We define a relation R in the following way: 
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Suppose (1' II q)R(plL q + qlLp + 1'1 q) for some 1', q E SP(prACP) and p II q "" u for some 

II E DP(prACP). Then from the definition of the operational rules it follows that P"" u', q "" v', 

P ""-+ 1.l' and q ""-+ v" for some u', v', !til, v" E DP(prACP) such that u == !t'll q+v' lLp+u" I v". Then 

also plL g "" u'lL q, qlLp "" v'lLp and p I q "" u" I v" from which we obtain that plL q+qlLp+p I q "" 

lI'lL q + v' lLp + u" I v". Moreover (u' lL q + v' lLp + u" l·v")R(u'lL q + v' lLp + u" I v"). 

Suppose that plL q + qlLp + p I q "" u for some u E DP(prA CPl. Then from the definition 

of the operational rules we obtain that plL q .......". u', qlLp .......". v' and p ) q .......". W for some u' , v', w E 

VP(prACP) such that u == u' + v' + w. It follows that p""""'" U", q .......". v", p""""" w' and q.........,. w" 

for some ul!, v", w', w" E DP(prACP) such that u' == !t"lL q, VI == v"lLp, w == w' ) w". Then also, 

p II q"" u"lLq + v"lLp + w' I w". Moreover (u"lLq + v"lLp + w' I w")R(u"lLq + v"lLp + w' I w"). 

Suppose (1' II q)R(plL q+qlLp+p I q) for some p, q E SP(prACP) and M E PR(prACP)! R, M <; 
DP(prACP). From the previous discussion about the probabilistic transitions of these terms we 

get that if u E DP(prA CP), then p II q "" u iff plL q + qlLp + p I q ~ u. From Proposition 31 we 

oMain pep II q, M) = p(plL q + qlLp + p I q, M). 

CM 2: We define a relation R in the following way: 

R = Eq ({(alLp, a . p) p E SP(prACP)} U {(iilLp, ii . p) : p E SP(prACP)}). 

vVe look at the transitions of both sides at the same time. Observe that alLp and a . p can 

only do alLp "" a· p and a· p ~ a· p, respectively, and (illLp)R(il· pl. 

Observe that alLp and a . p for some p E SP(prACP) can perform only an action transition 

alLp ~ p and a . p ~ p, respectively. Moreover pRp. 

Tn order to prove that p(alLp, M) == p(a· p,M) for each M E PR(prACP)!R we only need 

to notice that p(alLp, iilLp) = 1 and p(a· 1', a· p) = 1 and illLp EM iff il· l' E M. 

CM3: We define a relation R in the following way: 

H = Eq ({(a plL q, a· (1' II q)) : 1', q E SP(prACP)} U {(a· plL q, a· (1' II q)) : 1', q E SP(prACP)}). 

Suppose (a. plL q)R(a . (1' II q)) for some 1', q E SP(prACP). Then from the definition of the 

operational rules it follows that the only possible probabilistic transition for each of these terms 

is: II· 1'lL q ~ a . 1'lL q and a . (1' II q) "" il . (1' II q). Moreover by the definition of R we have that 

(il I'll q)R(il . (1' II q)). 

Observe that a· plL q and a· (1' II q) for some 1', q E SP(prACP) can perform only one action 

t.ransition, viz. a· I'll q -"> l' II q and a· (p II q) -"> l' II q, respectively. Moreover (p II q)R(p II q). 

From the previous discussion about the probabilistic transitions of a . I'll q and a . (1' II q) it 

follows that for each M E PR! Reither p(a. I'll q, M) = pea . (I'll q), M) = 1 or 

II(a. I'll g, M) = p(a. (p II q), M) = o. 
CM4: We define a relation R in the following way: 

R= Eq({((p+qllLs,plLs+qlLs) : p,q,sESP(prACP)} 

U {leu + v)lL s, ulL s + vlL s) : u, v E DP(prACP), S E SP(prACP)}). 
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Suppose ((p+ q)lL s)R(plJs + qlJs) for some p, q, s E SP(prA CP) and (p + q)lL s ~ 11 for some 

U E 'DP(prACP). Then from the definition of the operational rules it follows that (p + (I) ~ u 

for some v E DP(prACP) such that u == vtL s and also p .........,. VI and q .........,. v" for sonle VI] 'v" E 

'DP(prACP) such that v '" v' +v". Then we obtain that plLs ~ v'lLs and qlLs ~ v"lLs and also 

plL s + qlL s ~ v' lL s + v" lL s. Moreover we have that ((v' + v")lL s)R( v' lL s + v" lL s). 

Suppose that plL s + qlL s ~ u for some u E 'DP(prACP). Then from the definition of the 

operational rules it follows that plL s ~ v and qlL s ~ w for some v, w E 'DP(prACP) such that 

u "'··v + w.·And also p ~ v' and q~ w', for some v'; w"E 'DP("prAep) such'tllat~v' ~"v'l[s"aiid 

w '" w'lLs. Then we obtain that p+q ~ v' +w' and also (p+q)lLs ~ (v' +w')lLs. Moreover 

we have that ((v' + w')lLs)R(v'lLs + w'lLs), 

Suppose ((u + v)lLs)R(ulLs + vlLs) for some u,v E 'DP(prACP), s E SP(prACP) anel 

(u + v)lLs ~ p for some a E A and p E SP(prACP). Then from the definition of the opera

tional rules it follows that u + v ~ p' for some p' E SP(prACP) such that p '" p'lL s. Then either 

u ~ pI and in this case we obtain uli s ~ p, or v ~ pI which implies vtL s ~ p. In each of these 

cases we have that uli s + vli s ~ p. Moreover pRp. 

If ulL s + vlL s ~ p for some a E A and p E SP(prACP), then either ulL s ~ p, from which it 

follows that u ~ p' for some p' E SP(pl'ACP) such that P'" p'lLs, or vlLs ~ p, from which we 

obtain that v ~ p' for some p' E SP(pl'ACP) such that p '" p'lL s. In each of these cases we have 

that u + v ~ p' and also (u + v)lL s ~ p. Moreover pRp. 

Suppose ((p + q)lLs)R(plLs + qlLs) for some p,q,s E SP(prACP) and ME PR/R,M <;; 
'DP(prACP). From the previous discussion about the probabilistic transitions we get that: 

(p + q)lL s ~ (u + v)lL s iff plL s + qlL s ~ (ulL s + vlL s) for some u, v E 'DP(prACP) such that 

p .........,. u and q .........,. v. Moreover, using the definition of the probability distribution function we 

obtain: 

J1((p+q)lLs,(u+v)lLs) = J1(p+q,u+v) = J1(p, u)J1(q, v) and 

J1(plL s + qlL s, ulL s + vlL s) = J1(plL s, ulL s)J1(qlL s, vlL s) = J1(p, u)J1(q, v). 

,The result J1((p + q)lL s,M) = 1,(plL·s + qlL s, M) follows from Proposition 31. 

PrCM1: We define a relation R in the following way: 

Suppose ((ptl-.q)lLs)R(plLstl-.qlLs) for some p,q,s E SP(prACP) and (ptl-.q)lLs ~ u 

for some U E 'DP(prACP). Then from the definition of the operational rules it follows that 

(ptl-.q) ~ v for some v E 'DP(pl'ACP) such that u'" vlLs. Two situations can occur: 

1. p""""'" v: then from the definition of the operational rules it follows that plis""""", vlis and also 

plistr1rqlis""""", u. Moreover uRu. 

2. q""""'" v: then from the definition of the operational rules it follows that qli s.........,. vli s and also 

ptLst:t-1rqlis""""'" u. Moreover uRu. 
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Suppose that plLstl-,qlLs "-> u for some u E DP(prACP). Then from the definition of the 

operational rules it follows that one of the following situations is possible: 

1. z;ll S "-+ u: then from the definition of the operational rules we have that p "-+ V for some 

v E DP(prACP) such that u == vlLs and also ptl-,q ~ v. Then we have (ptl-d)lLs "-' vlLs, 

that is (ptl-,q)lL s "-> u. Moreover uRu. 

2. qll S "-+ u: then from the definition of the operational rules we have that q "-+ V for some 

v E DP(prACP) such that u == vlL s and also ptl-,q "-> v. Then we have (ptl-,q)lL s "-> vlL s, 

that is (ptl-,q)lLs"-> u. Moreover uRu. 

Suppose ((ptl-,q)lLs)R(plLstl-,qlLs) for somep,q,s E SP(prACP) and M E PRjR,M <;; 
DP(prACP). From the previous discussion about the probabilistic transitions of (ptl-,q)lLs and 

11lL s tI-, qlL s we have that (ptl-, q) lL s ~ vlL s iff plL s tI-,qlL s "-> vlL s. Moreover, 

fi( (ptl-, q)lL 5, vlL s) = I'(ptl-, q, v) = 1r1'(p, v) + (1 - 1r)I'(q, v) and 

II(plL s tI-.qlL s, vlL s) = 1r1'(plL s, vlL s) + (1 - 1r)I'(qlL s, vlL s) = 1r1'(p, v) + (1 - 1r)I'(q, v). 

It follows that 1'((ptl-,q)lLs, M) = l'(plLstl-,qlLs, M). 

CM5: We define a relation R in the following way: 

R=Eq({(a·plb,(alb).p) : PESP(prACP))U{(il·plb,cp) : PESP(prACP))) 

where we denote shortly 'Y(a, b) = c. 

Suppose (a. pi b)R((a I b) . p) for some P E SP(prACP). Then from the definition of the 

operational rules it follows that the only possible probabilistic transition for each of these terms 

is: (/.1' I b "-' ".p I b and (a I b)·p "-> c·p. Moreover by the definition of R we have that (a.p I b)R(c,p). 

Suppose that (a. P I b)R(c. p). If c::::: l then both terms cannot perform any action transition. 

If c 't 6, then both terms can perform only a c-action transition as follows: ii . pi b ~ p and 

C . p ~ p. ·Moreover pRp. 

From the previous discussion about the probabilistic transitions of a . pi band (a I b) . p we 

have that I'(a. plb,a· plb) = 1 and I'((alb). p,c' 1') = 1 and a· plb E M iff c· p E M. 

From here it follows that for each M E PRj Reither 1'( a . p I b, M) = 1'(( a I b) . 1', M) = 1 or 

II(U' pi b, M) = /1((a I b). p, M) = O. 

CM6: We define a relation R in the following way: 

R=Eq({(alb.p,(alb)p) PESP(prACP))U{(alb.p,c.p): PESP(prACP)}) 

where we denote shortly 'Y(a, b) = c. 

The proof that R is a bisimulation relation is similar to the proof of axiom CM5. 

CM7: We define a relation R in the following way: 

R = Eq ({(a.p I b·q, (a I b)·(p /I q)) : p, q E SP(prACP)}U{(a.p I b.q,c.(p /I q)) : p, q E SP(prACP)}) 

where we denote shortly 'Y(a, b) = c. 
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Suppose (a.p I b·q)R(( a I b ).(p II q)) for some p, q E SP(prACP). Then from the definition of the 

operational rules it follows that we need to consider only the following probabilistic transitions: 

a .-.....;;. a and b .-.....;;. b and also a . p .-.....;;. a . p, b . q .-.....;;. b . q. Thus, a . pi b . q .-.....;;. a . pi b . q and 

(alb) ·(pllq)~i',(pllq). Moreover (ilplb.q)R(i'·(pllq))· 

Suppose that (il . P lb. q)R(i' . (p II q)). If i' =' ;5 then both terms cannot perform any action 

transition. If c :t ;S, then both terms can perform only a c-action transition as follows: 

il· plb. q -.:. pllq and c· (pllq) -.:. pllq· Moreover (pllq)R(pllq) 

From the, previous discussion about the' probabilistic trahsiti6'ns o"f'a 'pl'b" !(and( d'lb) ·ffJ II q) .• '. 

we have that p(a·plb'q,a·plbq)= 1 and p((alb),(pllq),c,(pllq)) = 1 and aplb.q E Ai iff 

c,(pllq) E M.Itfollowsthatforeach M EPR/Reitherp(a·plb·q,M)=p((alb)·(pllq),M) = 1 

or I,(a ·plb·q,M) =p((alb) '(pllq),M) = O. 

PrCM2: We define a relation R in the following way: 

Suppose ((Ptl-d) I s)R(p I stl-,q I s) for some p, q, s E SP(prACP) and (ptl-,q) I s ~ 11 for 

some u E 'DP(prACP). Then from the definition of the operational rules it follows that ptl-,q ~ v 

and s.-.....;;. w for some v, wE 1JP(prACP) such that u:::: v I w. Two situations can occur: 

1. p ~ v: then from the definition of the operational rules it follows that pis ~ v I wand also 

pis tI-, q I s ~ u. Moreover uRu. 

2. q ~ v: then from the definition of the operational rules it follows that q I s ~ v I wand also 

pi stl-d I s ~ v I w. Moreover uRu. 

Suppose that pi stl-,q I s ~ u for some u E 'DP(prACP). Then from the definition of the 

operational rules it follows that either 

1. pis ~ u: then p ~ v and s ~ w for some v, w E 'DP(prACP) such that u =' v I wand 

ptl-,q ~ v and also (ptl-,q) I s ~ v I w, that is (p i::lic q) I s ~ u. Moreover uRu. 

2. q I s ~ u: then q ~ v and s ~ w for some v, w E 'DP(prACP) such that u =' v I wand 

Ptl-d ~ v and also (ptl-,q) I s ~ v I w, that is (ptl-, q) I s ~ u. Moreover uRu. 

Suppose ((ptl-,q) I s)R(p I stl-.q Is) for some p,q,s E SP(prACP) and M E PR/R, Ai C; 

'DP(prACP). From the previous discussion about the probabilistic transitions we get that: 

(ptl-,q) I s ~ v I w iff pi stl-,q I s ~ v I w. Moreover 

P((Ptl-d) I s, v I w) = p(ptl-,q, v)p(s, tv) = (-,:p(p, v) + (1 - 1r)p(q, v))p(s, w) and 

p(p I stl-,q I s, v I tv) = 1rp(p I s, v I w)+(l-1r)p(q I s, v I tv) = 1rp(p, v)p(s, w)+(l-1r)p(q, V)/l(S, w). 

It follows that P((Ptl-d) Is, M) = p(p I stl-,q I s, M). 

PrCM3: We define a relation R in the following way: 
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III a similar way as in the proof of axiom PrCM2 we can prove that R is a bisimulation relation. 

Further, we give the proof of soundness of Dy PR rule. In contrast to previous proofs, in which 

we construct a relation for which we prove that it is a bisimulation relation, in this proof we use 

as a bisimulatioll relation +-l>. 

Let s E SP(prACP) such that s <--' s + sand W = {Wi: Wi E VP(prACP),s "-' w;}. By 

Lemma 50 we have that for each w, w' E W, w :::::: WI. Moreover pC s, vV) = 1. 

We will prove that for arbitrary p, q E SP(prACP), (p + q) Is ~ pis + q I s. 

Let 11S suppose that (p+ q) Is "-' 1l for some u E VP(prA CP). We have that p+ q "" 11', S "" W 

for some ll' E VP(prACP), wE W such that 11 =' 11' I wand also there exist v, v' E SP(prACP) 

sHch that P'"'--" tI, q ~ tI', ttl :::::: v + Vi. Then we obtain pis ~ v! wand q! s "-+ v' ! wand also 

)J I s+q Is"" v I w+v' I w. We proved that if (p+q) Is"" (v+v') I W then p I s+q Is"" v I w+v' I w. 

According to the definition of bisimulation relation we need to prove 

(v + v') Iw ..... V Iw + v' I w. (1) 

Let us suppose that pis + q I s ~ u for some u E VP(prACP). It follows that there exist 

11',11" E SP(prACP) such that pis"" u', q I s ~ u" and u =' u' + u". Then it follows that 

there exist tI, VI E SP(prACP), w, WI E W such that p "-+ V, S ~ w, q ~ v', s .-......;. w' and 

11' =' 'U I IV, u" =' v' I w'. Thus, p + q "" v + v' from which (p + q) Is"" (v + v') I w. With this we 

pl'Oved that if l' I s + q Is"" v I w + v' I w' then (1' + q) Is"" (v + v') I tv. Moreover we need to 

prove that (v + v') I tv :::t v I w + v' I w'. (2) 

One can see that (1) is a special case of (2). According to this it is sufficient to prove case 

(2). 

Suppose that (v + VI) I tv ~ P for some a E A and p E SP(prACP). It implies t.hat there 

exist b, c E A and p',p" E SP(prACP) such that v + v' !:, p', w -", p" and I'(b, c) = a and 

p :::::: pI II p". Then either v ~ p' or v' ~ pl. In the first case we obtain that v I tv ~ pI II p" and also 

v I w + v' I w' ~ pi II p" and pI lip" +-l> p'li p". In the second case by the fact that w +-l> w' we obtain 

that Wi ~ p~ for some p~ E SP(prACP) such that p" +-l> p~. Then we obtain v'lw' ~ p'llp~ 

and also v I tv + v' I tv' -". p' II p~. By the Congruence theorem (Theorem 45) we obtain that 

p' II p" :::t p' II p'{ . 

Suppose that v I tv + v' ltv' -". p for some a E A and p E SP(prA CPl. It follows that v I w -". p 

oru' 1111' -". p. In the first case we have that there exist b, c E A and p',p" E SP(prACP) such 

that v !:, 1", tv -", p" and '((b, c) = a and p =' p' lip". Then we have that v + v' !:, p' and also 

(v + v') I IV -". p' II p". Moreover p' II p" ..... p' II p". In the second case we have that there exist 

b,cE A and p',p~ E SP(prACP) such that v !:'P', tv' -", p~, I'(b, c) = a and p=,p'llp~. By the 

fa.ct t.hat w f--1- WI we obtain that w ~ p" for some p" E SP(prA CP) and p" +-l> p~. Then we obtain 

v + 'u' -'" p' and also (v + v') I w -". p' II p". Moreover by Theorem 45 we have p' II p" +-+ p' II p;'. 

Herewith we proved (1) and (2) are valid. 

Let us consider the value of /l((P+ q) Is, M) and Il(P I s + q I s, M) for M E PR(prACP)/ <-+, 
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M ~ VP(prAGP). From the previous discussion about the probabilistic transitions of (1'+ 'I) I s 

and 1'18 + q I s we have that: 

1. if (p + q) I 8 ~ u then u =' (v + v') I w for some v, v' E VP(prAGP) and w E W. Then 

1'18 +qI8~ v Iw+v' Iw and (v + v') Iw-v Iw+v' Iw; 
2. if l' 18 + q I 8 ~ v I w + v' I w then l' I 8 + 'I I 8 "" v I w + v' I w' as well and moreover 

v I w + v' I w ~ v I w + v' I w' for each w' E W. 

It follows that, (".oj, v') I wE M iff.v I w +v' I wE M iff v I,w +.,'·1 w' E·M for w' E'W ,- -p) 
Under the assumption that M is a reachable class from (1' + q) I sand 1'15 + 'I 18 we define 

the following subsets of M: 

Mw ={(v+v')lw : v,v'EVP(prAGP)jU{vlw+v'lw' : w'EVl~v,v'EVP(prAGP)}, 

for each w E W. It is obviously that if mE M \ ( U Mw) then both ~((p + 'I) I 5 ~ m) and 
wEW 

~(p I s + q 18""' m) and moreover if w 10 w' then Mw n Mw' = 0. Then for each w E W we have: 

1'((1' + q) I 5, Mw) = 1'((1' + 'I) 18, {(v + v') I w : v, v' E VP(prAGP)}) = 

L l'((p+q)18,(V+v')lw) = L l'(p,v)l'(q,V')1'(8,W) (4) 
v,v' v,v' 

and 

I'(p I s + q Is, Mw) = I'(p 18 + q I 8, {v I w + v' I w' : w' E W, v, v' E VP(prAGP)}) = 

L I'(p I s + 'I I 5, V I w + v' I w') = L I'(p, v)l'(q, V')1'(8, W)/.(8, w') = 
v,v',w' v,v',w' 

L I'(p, v)l'(q, V')1'(8, w)( L 1'(8, w'» = L ,,(1', v)p(q, V')p(8, w)p(s, W) = 
V,v' w' v,v' 

L pep, v)l'(q, v')I'(s, w). (5) 
v.' 

Fron', (4) and (5) we obtain that for each w E W, l'((p+q)18,Mw) = p(pI8+qls,Mw) and 

using Propsition 21 we obtain: 

1'((p+q)18,M)=I'((p+q)18, U Mw)= L 1'((p+q)18,Mw) = L l'(pI8+qls,Mw ) = 
wEW wEW wEW 

l'(pI8+qI8, U Mw )=I'(pI8+qI8,M). 0 
wEW 

3.3 Conservative extension theorem. Completeness of prACP 

In order to prove the Completeness theorem of prAGP we use the method proposed in [22, :3, 7] 

which is based on an analysis of the operational semantics of both, prBPA and prACP. Morc 

precisely this method is based on an analysis of the form of the deduction rules which built 

the operational semantics, and the operationally conservative extension property as well as the 

equational conservative extension property which says that the added operators II, lL, I and [) 

do not yield any new identities between prBPA terms. Briefly, we will give the basic concepts of 

this approach and some necessary definitions and theorems which are taken from [3] and adapted 

to the presented problem. 

Let 2) be a signature, V an infinite set of va.riables, Tr a set of relation symbols and T;., a set. 

of predicate symbols. We denote the set of closed terms over E by G(E) and the set of (open) 
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terms by O(E). If P E Tp , RETe and s, I, U E O(E) then we call the expressions Ps, IRu 

(positive) formulas. 

As in our operational semantics negative premises do not appear) we consider only positive 

formulas. 

Definition52. A term deduction system is a structure (L') D) Tp) Tr) with L' a signature and D 

H 
a set. of deduct.ion rules. A deduction rule d E D has the form - with H a set of formulas and 

C 
C a formula. The formulas from H are called hypotheses of d and C is called the conclusion of 

d. If the set of hypotheses of a deduction rule is empty we call such a rule an axiom. 

Often instead (E, D, Tp , Tc) we will write shortly (E, D). 

Definition53. Let T = (E, D, Tp , Tc) be a term deduction system. Let I and J be index sets 

of arbitrary cardinality, let Ii, Sj, I E O(E) for all i E I and j E J, let Pj , P E Tp be predicate 

symbols for all j E J, and let R i , RETe be relation symbols for all i E I. A deduction rule 

d E D is in path format if it has one of the following four forms: 

{PjSj : j E J} U {liRiYi i E I} 

f(XI, ... , xn)RI 

with fEE an n-ary function symbol, X = {Xl, ... , Xn}, Y = {Vi : i E I} and XU Y C; V a 

set. of distinct variables; 

j E J} U {liRiYi i E I} 

xRI 

with X = {x}, Y = {Vi i E I} and X U Y C; V a set of distinct variables; 

j E J} U {liRiYi i E I} 

with fEE an n-ary function symbol, X = {Xl, ... )Xn }, Y = {Yi 

set of distinct variables or 

j E J} U {liRiYi i E I} 

Px 

i E I} and X UY C; V a 

with X = {x}, Y = {Vi : i E I} and XU Y C; V a set of distinct variables. 

If in the above four cases var( d) = XU Y we say that the deduction rule d is pure. 

VVe say that a term deduction system is in path format if all its deduction rules are in path 

format. We say that a term deduction system is pure if all its deduction rules are pure. 
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Definition 54. Let Eo and E, be two signatures. If for all operators f E Eo n E, the arity of 

f in Eo is the same as its arity in 171 , then the sum of Eo and 171 , notation Eo EB 171 , is defined 

and is equal to the signature Eo U 171 . 

Definition55. Let To = (Eo, Do) and 7" = (E"D , ) be two term deduction systems with 

predicate and relation symbol T; and T; respectively (i = 0, 1). Let EoEllE, be defined. The SUIll 

of To and T
" 

notation To Ell T
" 

is the term deduction system (Eo Ell E
" 

Do U D,J with predicate 

and relation sYlTI.qols T~ U Ti ,and Tr
o U Trl, respectively. 

According to this concept and the problem we are faced with, in the following we consider the 

term deduction system T(prBPA) = (EprBPA' DprBPA) with the term deduction rules given in 

Table 4, the term deduction system Tex == (EprACP, Dex) with the term deduction rules given 

in Table 7 and the sum of these systems, the .term deduction system T=.(.EprACPi DprACP) 

with the term deduction rules given in Table 4 and Table 7. 

Definition 56. Let T = (E, D) be a term deduction system and let F be a set of formulas. The 

variable dependency graph of F is a directed graph with variables occurring in F as its nodes. 

The edge x ----j. y is an edge of the variable dependency graph if and only if there is a relal,lon 

tRs E F with x E var(t) and y E var(s). 

The set F is well-founded if any backward chain of edges in its variable dependency graph 

is finite. A deduction rule is called well-founded if its set of hypothesis is so. A term deduction 

system is called well-founded if all its rules are well-founded. 

It is not hard to verify that the following lemmas are valid. 

Lemma57. The term deduction system T(prBPA) is a pure well-founded term deduction system 

in path format. 0 

Lemma58. The term deduction system Tex is a pure well-founded term deduction system til 

path format. o 

Definition59. Let To = (Eo, Do) and T, = (E
" 

D,) be two term deduction systems with 

T( E, D) = To Ell T, defined. Let D = D(Tp, T, ). The term deduction system T is called an 

operationally conservative extension of To if for all s, u E G(Eo), for all relation symbols n E ~. 

and predicate symbols P E Tp, and for all t E C(E) we have 

T I- sRt q To I- sRt 

and 

T I- Pu q To f- Pu. 
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Now we give a theorem providing us with sufficient conditions so that a term deduction 

system is an operationally conservative extension of another one. This is a restricted version of 

the theorem (Theorem 2.4.l5) formulated in [3]. 

Theoren160. Let To = (Eo, Do) be a Jlure well-founded term deduction system in path format. 

Lei T, = (E" D, ) be a term deduction system in path format. Then if T = To Ell T, is deJ~ned 

then T is an operationally conservative extension of To_ o 

As It conclusion of Lemma 57, Lemma 58 and 60 we obtain the following result: 

Lemllla61. The term deduction system T(prACP) is an operationally conservative extension of 

Ihe lerm deduction system T(prBPA). 0 

As the main aim is to prove the equational conservativity of two theories, it is needed to 

connect this property with the notion of operationally conservative extension proved above. 

And this method provides this relation using as an intermediate step, the notion of operational 

cOllservativity up to an equivalence relation ip. Here, ip equivalence is some semantical equivalence 

that is defined in terms of relation and predicate symbols only. 

Definition62. Let To = (Eo, Do) and T, = (El' Dr) be two term deduction systems with 

T(E, D) = To Ell Tl defined. If we have for all s, t E C(Eo) 

we sa.y that T is an operationally conservative extension of To up to ip equivalence, where t.p is 

some seman tical equivalence relation that is defined in terms of relation and predicate symbols 

only. By s =<.p t we mean that sand t are in the same ip equivalence class. The superscripts EEl 

and 0 are to express the system in which this holds. 

As we need to get an operationally conservative extension up to the probabilistic bisimulation, 

\ve need to check if this relation is defined "in terms of predicate and relations symbols" . Besides 

the fourth clause in Definition 17, the probabilistic bisimulation is defined obviously in terms of 

predicate and relation symbols. Then from the previous theorem for operationally conservative 

extension we obtain that for each closed prBPA term s, its term-relation-predicate diagrams in 

both T(prBPA) and T(prACP) are the same. And also for these terms the probability distribution 

function is defined in the same way in both T(prBPA) and T(prACP), which provides us with a 

conclusion that the fourth clause in Definition 17 does not disturb the notion of the probabilistic 

bisilllulation in terms of predicate and relation symbols only. 

Next, we give few results more which finally lead to the completeness property. 

Theorem 63. Let To = (Eo,Do) and Tl = (E1,Dl) be two term deduction systems and let 

T(E: D) = To EEl Tl be de:Fned. 1fT is an operationally conservative extension of To then it is also 
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an operationally conservative extension up to 'P equivalence, where r.p is an equivalence relation 

def"ned exclusively in terms of predicate and relation symbols. 0 

Lemlua 64. Term deduction system T(prACP) is an operationally conservative ext.ension lip 10 

the probabilistic bisimulation of term deduction system T(prBPA). D 

Definition65. Let Lo = (Eo, Eo) and L, = (1,'" E,) be two equational specifications and let. 

EoEllE, be defined .. Thesum LoEllL, of Lo and L, is the equatiorial specification eE6\BEi, EouE\ r 

Definition 66. Let Lo = (Eo, Eo) and L, = (E"E,) be two equational specifications and lef, 

Eo EEl El be defined. We say that L is an equationally conservative extension of Lo if for all 

s, t E ClEo) 

L f- s = t '* Lo f- s = t. 

Theorem 67. Let Lo = (Eo,Eo) and L, = (E"E,) be equational speci~cation and let L = 

(1,', E) = Lo Ell L, be de~ned. Let To = (Eo, Do) and T, = (1,'" D,) be term deduction systems 

and let T = To Ell T,. Let 'P be an equivalence relation that is de~nable in terms of predicate 

and relation symbols only_ Let La be a complete axiomatization with respect to the 'P equivalence 

model induces by To and let L be a sound axiomatization with respect to the r..p equivalence model 

induced by T. If T is an operationally conservative extension of To up to r..p equivalence then L 

is an equationally conservative extension of Lo. o 

Lemma68. prACP is an equationally conservative extension of prBPA I that iS I ift and s arc 

closed prBPA terms, then 

prBPA f- t = s '* prACP f- t = s. 

D 

Theorem 69. If in addition to the conditions of Theorem 67 the equational speciFcation L has 

the elimination property for LOI the we have that B is a complete axiomatization with respect to 

the r..p equivalence model induced by the term deduction system T. D 

Now from the previous results and from Theorem 39~ Theorem 40 and Theorem 51 we obta.in: 

Theorem 70. (Completeness) 1ft and s are closed prACP terms, then 

t..., s =? prACP+ DyPR f- t = s. o 
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4 Extension with infinite processes 

In this section we extend the theory by the notion of infinite processes. First, we give a definition 

of recursive specification and guarded recursive specification. A standard way to treat infinite 

processes is dealing with their finite projections. For that reason, secondly, we extend prBPA by 

the projection operator and then in the term model, in an appropriate way, we match infinite 

processes and their finite projections. This concept of recursive specification is taken from [2] 

and omitted proofs may be found there. 

Definition 71. A recursive equation over prBPA is an equation of the form 

x = s(X) 

\vhcre S(LY) is a term over prBPA containing variable X, but no other variables. 

A recursive specification E over prBPA is a set of recursion equations over prBPA. By this 

we mean that we have a set of variables V and an equation of the form 

x = sx(V) 

for each LY E V, where sx(V) is a term over prBPA containing variables from the set V. 

V contains one distinguished variable called the root variable. 

Definition 72. A solution of a recursive equation X = s(X) in some model of prBPA is a process 

I' by which the equation is satisfied, that is p = s(p) holds in the model. 

A process p is a solution of a recursive specification E in some model of prBPA if after 

substituting p for the root variable of E, there exist other processes for the other variables of E 

such that all equations of E are satisfied. 

jf E is a recursive specification with root variable X, then (X IE) denotes a solution of this 

specification. 

Definition 73. Let s be a term over prBPA containing variable X. We call an occurrence of X 

in S guarded if s has a sub-term of the form a . t, where a E A and t a term containing this 

occurrence of X; otherwise we call the occurrence of X in s unguarded. 

vVe call a term s completely guarded if all occurrence of all variables in s are guarded and 

\Ve call a recursive specification E completely guarded if all right hand sides of all equations of 

E are completely guarded terms. 

A term s is a guarded, if there exists completely guarded term t such that prBPA I- s = t. 
A recursive specification E is guarded, if ,'·re can rewrite E to a completely guarded specifi

cation, by use of the axioms of prBPA and by repeatedly replacing variables by the right-hand 

side of their equations. Otherwise, E is called unguarded. 
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4.1 Projection 

Next, we extend prBPA with projection operator IIn , which helps in an approximation of infinite 

processes. The axioms of the projection operator are given in Table 8 with n E N 1 n ~ 1, (f E Ao 

and p E CO, 1). The new process algebra is called prBPA with projection, prBPApw 

.-, ., 
fIn(a) =a 

fIl(a·x) =a 

PRJ 

PR2 

Iln+J(a·x) = a·fIn(x) PR3 

fIn(x+y) = fIn(x) + fIn(y) PR4 

fIn(xtrpy) = fIn(x)tlpfIn(y) prPR 

Table 8. Axioms for projection operator 

Lemnla 74. If s is a basic term and n E N) n 2: I) then there exists a closed prBPA term t s'llch 

that prBPApro f- Iln(s) = t. 

Proof The proof is given by the double induction on n and the structure of s. 

For n = 1 we have the following: 

l. if s == a E A, then the conclusion follows from axiom P R1; 

2. if s == a· SI for a E Ao and some basic term 51: then prBPApro I- 111{S) = a and a is a closed 

prBPA term; 

3. if s == s,Os, some basic terms s, and s, with 0 E {+, trp}: then prBPApeD f- Il,(s) 

Il,(s!lDfI,(82) and from the induction hypothesis there are closed prBPA terms t, and I, 

such that prBPApeD f- Il,(s,) = t, and prBPApro f- fI,(s,) = t,. Thus, we obtain prBPAp,'o f

Il,(s) = t,Dt, and t,Dt, is a closed prBPA term. 

For n > 1 we have the following: 

l. if s == a E A, then the conclusion follows from axiom P R1; 

2. if s == a· 8, for a E A, and some basic term s,: then prBPApeo f- Iln(s) = a . fln~,(sd 

and by the induction hypothesis there exists a closed prBPA term t, such that prBPAp,'o f

lln-l (st) = tl' Thus, we obtain: prBPA pro I- IIn (8) = a· il and a· il is a closed prBPA term; 

3. if s == s,Ds2 for some basic terms s, and 8, with 0 E {+, tip}: then prBPApro f- fln(s) = 
Iln(8,)DIln(s,). From the induction hypothesis there are closed prBPA terms t, and /., snch 

that prBPApeD f- fln(sd = t, and prBPApeD f- fln(s,) = t,. Thus, we obtain prBPAp,'o f

Iln(s) = t,Dt, and t,Dt, is a closed prBPA term. 0 
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Theorem 75. (Elimination of the projection operator) Let s be a closed term over the signature 

of prBPApro ' Then there exists a closed prBPA term t such that prBPApeo I- s = t. 

Proof. By the induction on the structure of s and using the Elimination theorem in prBPA we 

obtain: 

l. if s = a E A, then the conclusion follows directly; 

2. if .') == 81082 for some closed prBPApro terms 81 and 82 with 0 E {" +, tip}: then by the 

induction hypothesis there are closed prBPA terms t} and t2 such that prBPApro r 81 :::::: t1 

and prBPApro r 82:::::: t2' Then we obtain prBPApro f-- s:::::: t10t2 and hOt2 is a closed prBPA 

term. 

:l. if s = lIn(sJ) for some n ~ 1 and closed prBPApeo term SI: then by the induction hypothesis 

there is a closed prBPA term rl such that prBPApro r 81 :::::: n. From the Elimination theorem 

in prBPA we have that prBPA r r1 :::::: tl for some basic term t1. Then, from Lemma 74, 

there is a closed prBPA term t such that prBPApeo I- lIn(rJ) = t. The conclusion follows 

since prBPApro I- s = lIn(sJ) = lIn(rl) = lIn(tJ) = t. 0 

Pl'OPOSitiOIl76. Let 8 be a closed prBPApro term. Then there exists n E N) n 2 1 such that 

l'THPApro I- lIkeS) = s. for each k ~ n. 0 

1n the next subsection we will introduce infinite processes as solutions of (guarded) recursive 

specifications. For that reason it is necessary to establish some extra principles (rules) which 

rela.tes the notion of a (guarded) recursive specification, its solution and finite projections of the 

solution. The main goal is to prove that each guarded recursive specification determines exactly 

one process, that is, it has the unique solution in the term model. Following the approach in [2] 

we obtain this result combining two principles given below, RDP- and AIP-. We note that the 

definition of bounded non-determinism is not given here, it can be found in [2]. Informally, process 

p ha.s bounded non-determinism if the set of all reachable processes from p in n transitions, n 2 1) 

(including both probabilistic and action transitions, in our case) is finite. The main reason why 

we do not work explicitly with the bounded non-determinism is that we treat guarded recursive 

specifications only and, as it will be shown later, each guarded recursive specification determines 

a process which has bounded non-determinism. Thus, we deal with the following principles: 

Definition 77. The Recursive Definition Principle (RDP) is the following assumption: every 

recursive specification has a solution. 

Defillitio1l78. The Approximation Induction Principle (AlP) is the following assumption: a 

process is determined by its finite projections, that is, 
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Definition 79. The Restricted Recursive Definition Principle (RDP-) is the following assump

tion: every guarded recursive specification has a solution. 

Definition80. The Restricted Approximation Induction Principle (AIP-) is the following as

sumption: a process is determined by its finite projections, that is, 

(Vn::O: 1 : IIn(x) = IIn(Y) & x has bounded non-determinism) =? x = y. 

Definitieu8·1 .. The· Recursi ve· Specification Principle (RSP)' is tlte'foll6wing' assu1'hption:' every 

guarded recursive specification has at most one solution. 

4.2 Term model with infinite processes and projection 

In Section 2.2 and Section 3.2 we presented the term models of prBPkand prA@P, respectively, 

which have the completeness property for closed term. Next, we extend the domain of these 

models by adding new constants which present solutions of guarded recursive specifications. \Ve 

consider guarded recursive specification only because, as it will be proved later, they define a 

unique process. By this it has not been made a severe restriction because all real concurrent. 

systems of interest may be described using guarded recursion only. Also, we extend the domain 

with finite projections and using them we approximate infinite processes. "'ole follow the same 

schema as before and define a subset of the set of all processes which contains dynamic processes, 

that is processes which may execute action transitions only. Thus, we define the domain P and 

two auxiliary subsets in the following way: 

Definition82. The set of static processes, notation Psp, is defined as: 

1. A, c:: Psp; 

2. If E is a guarded recursive specification and X is a variable of E, then (XIE) E Psp; 

3. Ift,5 E PSP then t· 5, t + 5, ttlp5, IIn(t) E P SP for each p E (0,1) andn::O: 1. 

We define the following auxiliary set Po: 

1. A, c:: Po; 

2. t E Po, 5 E P SP =? t . 5, II net) E Po for each n 2': 1; 

3. t, S E Po =? t + 5 E Po. 

Definition83. The set of dynamic processes, notation PvP , is defined in the following wa.y: 

1. A, c:: PDP; 

2. t E PDP, 5 E PSP =? t· 5, IIn(t) E PDP for each n ::0: 1; 

3. t,5 E PDP =? t + 5 E PDP. 
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Definition 84. P = P sp U PvP. 

Definition85. In a similar way as it is done in Section 2.2 we define a map <p : Po ---+ Pvp as 

follows: 
1. \0(0) = a for each (J E A,; 

2. \O(s· t) = \O(s) . t; 
Again, we denote shortly <p(s) == s. 

3 \O(H t) = \O(s) + \O(t); 

4. \O(IIn(8» = 11,,(\0(8». 

Definition 86. The term model with infinite processes and finite projections, denoted by prP == 
p S1' / ,...., , is defined with the operational rules in Table 4, Table 9 and Table 10 and the 

probability distribution function determined by Definition 87 which is an extension of Definition 

12 and the bisimilation as it is defined by Definition 17. Here (tx IE) is the right hand side of 

the equation for X in E, with every occurring variable Y replaced by (YIE). 

(txIE) ~ u 

(XIE)~u 

Table 9. Deduction rule for recursion. 

a 
x~p 

p~x 

IIn(x) ~..; 

a 
x~p 

Table 10. Deduction rules for projection 

Definition87. (Probability distribution function) The function given in Definition 12 is ex

t.ended to J1 : p x P -+ [0,1] with 

J1(XIE),u) = J1((txIE), u) 

J1(lI,(a),lI,(a» = 1 

IL(lIn(a. x), lIn (a . x» = 1 

J1(lIn(P + q), lIn(u + v» = J1(lIn(p), lIn(u»J1(lIn(q), lIn(v» 

J1(lIn(ptlpq), lIn(u» = pJ1(lI" (p), lIn(u» + (1- plJ1(lIn(q), lIn(u» 
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Remark: One can see that SP C Psp, VP C PvP and D C PD. Moreover, the form of 

terms belonging SP is the same as the form of terms in P sp, and the same holds for the other 

sets. For these reasons, from now on, we will write SP instead of Psp, VP instead of PDP, PR 

instead of P and D instead of PD, except in situations where the distinction between these sets 

is necessary. As the assumption of closed terms in proofs of properties in Section 2.2 (including 

the proof of the Soundness theorem as well as the Congruence theorem) has not been u.sed at all, 

by this we make valid all propositions in Section 2.2 (where all properties concern closed terms 

only) in P. 

Theorem 88. (Soundness theorem) Let x and y be PR processes. JfprBPApco f- x = y tilen 

x=y. 

Proof In addition we prove the soundness of the axioms for the projection operator. 

PR1: We define a relation R in the following way: 

From the operational rules it follows directly that a"'-+ a and JII(a)"'-+ ITI(ii) and (JII(ii), ii) E 

R. For action transitions ii ~..; and JI I (") ~..;. 

From the definition of the probability distribution function we have: Il(a, a) = 1 and 

p(JII(a), JII(a)) = 1, that is pta, [a]R) = p(JII(a), [ITI(a)]R) = 1. For any other R equivalence 

class M, pta, M) = p(JII(a), M) = O. 

PR2: We define a relation R in the following way: 

R=Eq({(JII(a.p),a),(JII(ii.p),a) : PESP}). 

For probabilistic transitions it follows from the operational rules that JII(a. p)"'-+ JII(a' p) 

and a "'-+ a and (JI I (a· p), ii) E R. For action transitions it follows that a ~ ..; and JI I (ii . p) ~ ..;. 

From the definition of the probability distribution function we have: pta, a) = 1 and 

p(JII(a· p), JII(a . p)) = 1, that is pta, [ii]R) = p(JII(a. p), [JII(ii. p)]R) = 1. For any other R 

equivalence class M, pta, M) = p(JII(a· p), M) = O. 

PR3: We define a relation R in the following way: 

Suppose lln+l(a· p) "-"1- W for some w E VP. From the definition of the operational rules iL 

follows that w == JIn+1 (u) for some u E VP such that a . p "'-+ u, from which u == Ii . p. TheIl 

a· JIn(p)"'-+ Ii· JIn(p) and (JIn+I(Ii· p), a· JIn(p)) E R. 

As a· JIn(p)"'-+ a· JIn(p) it the only possible probabilistic transition of a· JIn(p) we have that 

it is simulated by transition JIn+l(a· p)"'-+ JIn(ii· pl. 
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From the definition of the operational rules it follows that the only possible action transitions 

are the following: lI,,+l(it· p) --".lI,,(p) and it ·lIn(p) --".lIn(p). Moreover, (lIn(p), lIn(p)) E R. 

Action termination is not possible for both processes (even for n = 1). 

From the definition of the probability distribution function we have: 

J1.(lln+1 (a . )J), 1I,,+1 (ii . p)) = 1 and 1'( a . 1I n(P), it . lIn(p)) = 1, that is 

flU! ,,+1 (a. p), [ll n+1(a . P )]R) = fJ(a . 1I n(P), [a . 1I "(p)]R) = 1. For any other R equivalence class 

111, fJ(a. lIn (p) , 111) = fJ(lI,,+l(a· p), M) = O. 

PR4: We define a relation R in the following way: 

Suppose lI,,(p + q) ~ w for some w E DP. From the definition of the operational rules it 

follows that w '" lIn(u) for some a E DP such that p + q ~ u. It follows u '" U1 + a, for 

some U1, U, E DP such that u '" a1 + u, and p ~ a1 and q ~ u,. Then lIn(p) ~ lIn(uJ) and 

Il"(q) ~ ll,,(u,) from which lI,,(p) + lIn(q) "" lIn(uJ) + lIn(u,). Moreover, 

(1I,,( U1 + u,), 1I"( U1) + 1I" (a,)) E R. 

Suppose lIn(p) + lI"(q) "" z for some z E DP. From the definition of the operational rules 

it follows that there are Zl, z, E DP such that z '" Zl + z, and lI,,(p) "" Zl and lIn(q) "" z,. It 

implies that Zl ~ II n( 11.1) and Z2 ~ II n( 11.2) for some 11.1,11.2 E DP and also p '"'-"1- 11.1 and q '"'-"1- 11.2. 

Then, p + q"" "1 + '" and lI,,(p + q) "" 1I,,(U1 + u,). Moreover, 

(lIn(uJ) + lI"(,,,), 1I,,(U1 + u,)) E R. 

Suppose 1I ,,( u + v) --". p for some a E A and p ESP. From the definition of the operational 

rules it, follows that this transition is possible only if n > 1. Then p == IIn-l(q) for some 

q E SP such that 11. + v ~ q. This transition implies that 1l. ~ q or v ~ q, from which 

fIn(u) --". lI"_l(q) or lI"(v) --". lIn-1(q). In both cases it is that lI,,(a) + lIn(v) --". lIn _ 1(q). 

Moreover, (lI,,_l(q), lln_1(q)) E R. 

If 1I" (u) + II n ( v) --". p for some a E A and p E SP, then from the definition of the operational 

rules it follows that ll,,(a) --". p or lln(v) --". p. Then following the operational rules we have 

t,hat in both cases n > 1 and p '" lI,,_l(q) for some q E SP such that u --". q in the first case 

and v ~ q in the second case. In both cases 11. + V ~ q such that p == IIn-1(q), from which 

lI"(,, + v) --".lI"_l(q), and moreover (lI"-l(q), lln-1(q)) E R. 

Suppose lI,,(a + v) --". J for some a E A, We investigate two possible situations: 

1. if n > 1 then 1I" (u + v) --". J iff u + v --". J iff u --". J or v --". J iff 1I" (u) --". J or 1I" (v) --". J 
iff lI,,(u) + lIn (v) --". y'. 

2. if n = 1 then from 1I 1 (a + v) --". J one of the following follows 

2.1 a + v --". J from which u --". J or v --". J, and also 1I1(a) --". J or lI"(v) --". J. In both 

cases lIn(u) + lI,,(v) --". J; or 

2.2 11. + v ~ l' for some r ESP, from which 11. ~ r or v ~ 1", and also II1(u) ~ ...; or 

lI,,(v) --". J. Tn both cases 1I,,(,,) + ll,,(v) --". J. 
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If II,(u) + II,(v) !',,j in a similar way we can obtain that either U+ v!',,j or u + v!',,. for 

some r E SP and in both cases II, (u + v) !', ,j. 

Using the definition of the probability distribution function we obtain: 

I'(IIn(P + q), IIn(u + v)) = l'(IIn(P), IIn(u))I'(IIn(q), IIn(v)) and 

I'(IIn(P) + IIn(q), IIn(u) + IIn(v)) = I'(IIn(P), IIn(u))I'(IIn(q), IIn(v)). The result follows from 

Proposition 31. 

prPR: We define a relation R in the following way: 

Suppose IIn(ptJpq) "'-' w for some w E l)P. From the definition of the operational I'llies it 

follows that w == IIn(u) for some u E l)P such that ptJpq"'-' u, from which P"'"' U 01' q ~ u. 

Then IIn(P)"'-' IIn(u) Or IIn(q)",-, IIn(u), and in both cases IIn(P) trpIIn (q) ~ IIn(u). Moreover, 

(IIn(u), IIn(u)) E R. 

Suppose IIn(P) trp lIn (q) "'-' z for some z E l)P. From the definition of the operational rules 

it follows that IIn(P)"'-' z or IIn(q)",-, z. Then for some z, E l)P such that z == IIn(zr) ei(,jIel· 

P'"'-"'" Zl or q ""--+ Zl· In both cases we obtain lln(ptt-pq) ---.....+ z. 

Using the definition of the probability distribution function we obtain: 

I'(IIn(ptrp q), IIn(u)) = pl'(IIn(p), IIn(u)) + (1- plI'(IIn(q), IIn(u)) and 

I'(JI n(P) trp IIn ( q), lIn ( u)) = pl'(IIn(p), II n( u)) + (1- p)II(II n (q), II n( u)). The result follows from 

Proposition 31. 0 

The following two propositions can be proved easily and they show that each process in our 

model has bounded non-determinism, with the meaning described before. This provides us wit.h 

the result that in PR there is no difference between AlP and AIP- principles. 

Proposition89. If P E PR then the set {u p"'-' u} is Fnite. o 

Proposition 90. If u E PR then the set {p u !', p, a E A} is Fnite. o 

Next, we give the notion of head normal form and using the Soundness theorem we prove 

that each definable process has a head normal form. Having this property we may deal easily 

and get useful properties for infinite processes (for example, Proposition 93 which is used in the 

proof of the Congruence theorem). 

Definition 91. We say a process p has a head normal form if there is an n EN, processes Pi 

and probabilities Pi, 1 ::; i ::; n such that 

and for each i, 

Pi = L aij . Pij + L bik 

j<s, k<ti 
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for certain Sj, ti E N with Si + ti > 0, atomic actions aij, bik and processes Pij. 

A process p is definable if p can be obtained from the atomic actions from A and 0 by means 

of the operators of prBPA and guarded recursion. 

Lenllna 92. Each de~nable process has a head normal form. 

Proof· The proof is quite similar to the proof in [2J. The only difference in proof is for probabilistic 

choice for which the conclusion follows directly from the definition of head normal form, and for 

non-deterministic choice where distribution laws should be applied. o 

Remark. It is easy to see that each D process p has a head normal form as following: 

P = L aij . Pij + L bik 

j<Si k<t; 

for certain Si, ti E N with Sj +ti > 0, atomic actions aij, bij and processes Pij. And each dynamic 

process 11 E VP has a form: 

j <S; k<t; 

for certain Si J ti E N with Si + ti > 0, atomic actions aij, bij and processes Pij· 

We will refer to this special head normal form as dynamic head normal form, for both. 

Proposition 93. IfpESP and U E VP thenl'(p,u) = I'(IIn(p),IIn(u)) forn E N, n e: 1. 

Proof. It follows directly from a head normal form of p, the operational rules and the definition 

of the probability distribution function for projection. o 

Corollary 94. For arbitrary set M <; PR and n e: 1, I'(p, M) = I'(IIn(P), IIn(M)). 

Next we prove the congruence property of +--+ with respect to the projection operator. Later 

on, using the results that have been obtained we prove that AlP holds in the term model and 

combining this result with Lemma 101 and Lemma 96 we obtain the uniqueness of solution of a 

guarded recursive specification in pr P . 

In advance we will give a few remarks to make the proof more understandable. The first 

part, about transitions, both probabilistic and action, is given in the standard way. The last 

part, considering J.l function and equivalence classes of the relation R which has to be proven 

to be a bisimulation r'e"lation, depends of the definition of relation R. We choose relation R in 

such a way that for each equivalence class [X]RlJ l1n ([X]Rl) is an R-equivalence class for a given 

bisimilation relation Rl (see the next example and the proof of the Congruence theorem). We 

give an example which describes informally the results used in this part of the proof. 
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Example 5. Let us consider the following two processes: p = a -t:f-.!. a . p and , 
q = a -I::::I-:d a + a) -t::I-l. a· (a t:l-l. a· q). We have p +---7 q because the following relation is a bisilIlulatiotl: 

6 6 3 -

R, = Eq ({( a, a), (a, a + a). (a p, a . (a th a . q)), (a th a . p, a th (a + a) -t:h a . (a -t:h a . q)), 
.. 3 3 6 6 3 

(a, a), (a, ii+ a), (a . p, a (a ~ a . q))}). 

We construct relation R, as it is given later in the proof, and obtain: 

R = Eq({(lIn(a), lIn(a)), (lIn(a), lIn (a + a)), (lIn (a . p), lIn(a. (a tJ-t a . q))), 

(lIn(atha· p), lIn(ath(a + a)tJ-la. (atJ-,a' q))), (lIn(a), lIn(a)), (lIn(a), lIn(a + (L)), 
3 ..• ~.,. •.• 6., .. 6 .. 3 .... _ ."" .. ,_ •• "' .• _.( .. ,;, 

(lIn(ii.p),lIn(a.(atJ-t a ' q))) : nEN,n? 1}). 
We obtain easily that: [ii]R = {ii}, [a]R, = {a, Ha}, [lI ,(a)]R = {1I1(a), 1I1(ii+a)} = 1I,([iilR,) 

and [a . p]R, = {a . p, a(a th a . q}), , 
And 

f1(p, [a]R,) = f1(p, a) + f1(p, a + ii) = f1(a tJ-l a . p, a) + f1(a.tha. p, ii + ii) = ~, , , 
f1(1I 1 (p), [ll 1( ii)]R) = f1(1I , (a tJ-l a . p), 1I,( a)) + f1(1I 1 (a tJ-l a . p), 1I, ( ii + ii)) = ~. , , 

In a similar way using the definition of the probability distribution function about recursion we 

obtain: 

f1(p, [a,p]R,) = f1(p, a,p)+f1(p, a(a tha.q)) = f1(a tha·p, a,p)+f1(atJ-la.p, ala tha·q)) = ¥ 
:;I 3 3 3 ' 

and 

f1(lI , (p), [lI ,(a· p)]R) = 1,(lI, (atha' p), 1I,(a· p)) + f1(lI,(atha· p), 1I1(ii(ath a · q))) = ~. 
3 3 3 

Thus for each equivalence class M = [a]R, it can be proven that f1(p, [a]R.l = f1(1I1(P), [17 1(u)]R) 

and f1(q, [a]R,) = f1(17, (q), [17, (a)]R) and having f1(p, [a]R,) = f1(q, [a]R,) the result follows. 

That this is not the case in general we consider relation:::::: instead of R. Thus, having that 

17, (a) <-+ 1I, (a. p) and a <:to.. p we obtain f1(p, [a] "') = f1(p, a) = IL(a~a. P, a) = ~, but 

f1(1I1(P), [lI , (ii)] "') = f1(lI, (a ~a . p), 17, (11)) + f1(17, (a ~ a . p), 1I1(a p)) = ~ + ~ = 1. 0 

Theorem 95. (Congruence theorem) +----7 is a congruence relation on prP, that is ..---"- is ({ 

congruence relation with respect to +, " t:tp and IInl for p E (O, 1) and n E N, n 2: 1. 

Proof. Once more we emphasise that the proof of Theorem 30 (the Congruence theorem of 

prBPA) has been adapted for definable processes as described in Remark on p. 68. We just need 

to prove that ::::: is a congruence relation with respect to II n operator. 

Let us suppose that x +----7 y which implies that there exists a bisimulation relation RI such 

that XR,y, We need to construct a relation R such that 17n(x)R17n(y) which is a bisimulatioll. 

We consider a relation 

R = ((lIn(l'), lIn(q)) : p, q E SP & (p, q) E R
" 

n E N, n ? I} 

U {(lIn (1l), 17n(v)) : a,v EVP & (a,v) E R
" 

n E N,n? I}. 

We note that Rl is an equivalence relation implies R is an equivalence relation too. 

Suppose lIn(p)R17n(q) forsomep,q E SP such thaipR,q and lIn(P)~ a for some 1l EVP. 

Then from the definition of the operational rules it follows that a == Un Cu') for some u' E VP 
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such that p""'-'+ u l
. Then q""'-'+ VI for some VI E VP and u'R1v l

, from which IIn(q) ""'-'+ IIn(v l
). 

Moreover because u'R,v' it follows ITn(u')Rfln(v'). 

Suppose ITn(u)RITn(v) for some n > 1 and u,v E VP such that uR,v and ITn(u) -.':. P for 

some a E A and P ESP. From the definition of the operational rules it follows P '" ITn-l(p') for 

some p' ESP such that u ~ pl. Then v ~ q' for some q' E SP such that pi Rlq' from which 

lIn(v) -.':. ITn-l(q') and iln_l(p')RITn_l(q'). 

Suppose that lIn(u) ~ J for some a E A and URIV. Dependent on n there are two possibil

ities: 

1. For any n using the operational rules from IIn(u) ~ J we obtain that u ~ V from which it 

follows that v -.':. V and also iln(v) -.':. V. 
2. If 11 = 1 then from IT,(U) -.':. V we obtain that u -.':. p for some p ESP. Then as n.R,v it 

follows that for some q E SP, v ~ q and pRl q from which using the operational rules we get 

IT,(v) -.':. V· 

Now let. us assume that (ITn(P), iln(q)) E Rand M E VP / R. From t.he prevlOUS proof 

for probabilistic transitions we have that M is a reachable from IIn(P) iff there is a process 

lIn(u) E M such that ITn(P) "'" ITn(u). Thus, M = [ITn(U)]R' Moreover, there is a process 

ITn(V) E M such that ITn(q) "'" ITn(v). Also, from the definition of R we obtain that v E 

[U]R, iff ITn(v) E [ITn(U)]R, which means that there is a bijection between [U]R, and [ITn(u)]R

Combining this result and Proposition 93 we obtain that /1(p, [U]R,) = /1(ITn(P), [ITn(U)]R) and 

also I'(q, [V]R,) = ,,(lIn(q), [IJn(V)]R). And since [U]R, = [V]R, and [ITn(U)]R = [ITn(V)]R and 

1'(1', [U]lI,) = ,,(q, [V]R,) the conclusion follows. o 

Let us summarize the items which have been introduced up to now. We introduced infinite 

processes as solutions of guarded recursive specifications. Then we gave the notion of a definable 

process and showed that these processes have a head normal form (Lemma 92). One can note 

t.hat only definable processes have been added to the domain of the new term model. Using this 

property in addition we can work with the head normal form of processes, which is very suitable. 

Also, we explained that in this model there is no difference between AlP and AIP- because 

each process has bounded non-determinism. In the rest of the section we show that each guarded 

recursive specification has a unique solution in prP. 

LClllma96. RDP- holds in prP. o 

Proposition 97. Let pEP sp. All :Fnite projections of pare bisimilar with processes from SP. 

o 

Proposition 98. Let u E PDP. All J=nite projections of u are bisimilar with processes from 1JP. 

o 
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Proposition99. Let p and q be processes such that for some n E N, n > 1, lln(P) ~ lln(q). 

Then for each k :S n, ll,(p)~ ll,(q). 0 

Theorelll 100. (Projection theorem) Let E be a guarded recursive speciFcation wdh sol~tt.-ions 

p and q. Then for all n 2 1 we have lln(P) ~ lln(q). 0 

Lemma 101. AJ~ implies RSP. o 

lxampie 6.",BE;fore giving the next theorem.we give-the.following example'-io describe,the-' idea of .... 

the proof. Let us consider the following processes: p::::: a-tl-.!a· p-tl-.!a· a· p. It is easy to check , , 
that for each n 2 3 it holds: 

pip, [a]:::) = p(lln(P), [lln(ii)] "') = t, 
fl(P, [a. p] "') = fl(lln(P), [lln(a. p)]:::) = ~ and 

fl(P, [a. a· p] "') = fl(lln(P), [lln(ii· a· p)]:::) = t, that is for each ME DP /,...., 

And this result does not hold if n = 1 or n = 2. 

Theorem 102. (AIPinprP) Ifforalln21, lln(P) .... lln(q) thenp .... q. 

Proof. Let us consider the following relation on pn: 

R= Eq({(p,q) : p,q E SP & \In 21: lln(p)+:::lln(q)} 

U{(u,v) : u,v EDP & \In 21: lln(u) ~lln(v)}). 

Let (p, q) E R for some p, q ESP. We have that p and q have a head normal form and let for 

some n EN, processes Pi and probabilities Pi) 1 :::; i ::; 11, 

(8) 

where" for each -i, 

Pi ::::: L aij " Pij + L bik 

j<9; k<h. 

for certain gi, hi EN with gi + hi > 0, atomic actions aij, bij and processes Pij and for some 

sEN, processes qi and probabilities (ji, 1:::; i::; s, 

(\J) 

v ... • here fa reach i, 

qi ::::: L Cij " qij + L dik 

j<e; k<f, 

for certain ei, ii E N with ei + Ji > 0, atomic actions Cij, dij and processes qij. And let us assume 
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Let us suppose that p "-+ tl for some process u. From the definition of the operational rules 

nnd from (8) it follows that u == Pi for some i, 1:::; i:::; n. Now define, for m 2: 1 

We can make the following observation: 

1. Because IIm(P) <-+ IIm(q) and IIm(P) "" IIm(P;) it follows that there exists a llm(v) such 

t.hat IIm(q) "" IIm(v) and llm(v) _ IIm(iJi). But from (9) we have that llm(v) == IIm(i'j,) for 

certain t, 1:::; t :::; s. Moreover, from (9) we also get that q"-+ ift and combining these results 

we obtain that ij, E 5:". By this we proved that 5:" '" 0 for each m ::> 1. 

2. For each m 2: 1, S~l ~ {Ql, ... ,qs} from which it follows that S:n are finite sets. 

:J. Sf::;:> Sj ::;:> ... , since IIm+I(Pi) -llm+l(iit) implies llm(iJi) <-+ IIm(ij,). 

From here we obtain that there exists an mEN with 

S{,,= n 5:" '" 0 
m~l 

which leads to the conclusion that there is a v EnS:" such that q "" v and IIm(v) <-> llm(u) 
m~l 

for each m ::> 1, that is q "" v and (u, v) E R. 

Let. (u, v) E R for some u, v E VP. Then u and v have a dynamic head normal form, that is 

u == L aj . Sj + L bk 

j<g k<h 

for certain g, hEN with 9 + h > 0, atomic actions aj, bj and processes Sj and 

v ::::: L Cj . rj + L: dk 

j<e k<! 

for certain e, fEN with e + f > 0, atomic actions Cj, dj and processes Tj. And let us assume 

Let us suppose that u ~ p for some process p and atomic action a. From the definition of 

the operational rules and the form of u it. follows that a:::: aj and p:::: Sj for some j, 1 :::; j :::; g. 

In a similar way as before for each m ~ 1 we define a set: 

Again we obtain that: 

1. sin'" 0 for each m::> 1 since IIm{u) <-+ IIm(v) and IIm(u) ~ IIm_l(sj) and since IIm{v) ~ 

IIm_J{rk) and IIm-l{rk):':::' IIm-l{s;) and v ~ rk for some k < e (according to the form of 

v). 

2. For each m ::> 1, 51" <; {fl"'" r,j from which it follows that 51" are finite sets. 
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Then we can conclude that n sin is a non-empty set and choose q in this intersection \ve 
j~l 

obtain that v -". q and llm(P) ~ llm(q) for each m 2: 1, that is (p, q) E R. 

At last we need to prove that for an arbitrary equivalence class M E PRj R and a pall' 

(p, q) E R, where p, q ESP, it holds It(P, M) = p.(q, M). Again we consider only reachable 

classes, that is we assume that there are elements u, v E M such that p ..........,. u and q ~ 'u. (The 

previous discussion .about. pr0babilistic transitions provides,that··u· exists if' and'-only··if .... 'U exists:') 

Thus, for U and v we have that llm(u) <-+ llm(v) and also [llm(u)]::: [llm(v)]::: for each 

m2:1. 

Up to now we have 

p.(p, [U]R) = p.(llm(P), llm([U]R)), 

p.(q, [U]R) = p.(llm(q), lln.([U]R)) and 

p.(llm(P), llm([u]:::)) = It(llm(q), llm([u]::: )), for each m 2: 1. 

Clailll There is an In E N J m ~ 1 such that 

p.(I1m(p), !lm([U]R)) = 1,(llm(P), [llm(u)]_). 

Then it follows easily that !L(p, M) = !L(q, M). This finishes the proof of the theorem. Next 

we give the proof of the claim. 

Proof of the Claim: It is easy to prove that !lm([U]R) <:: [lIm(u)]::: for each m 2: 1 which implies 

Let us suppose that p.(lIm(P), lIm ([U]R)) < p.(lIm(P), [lIm(u)]:::) from which it follows: 

Dm = [!lm(u)]_ \ lIm ([U]R) of 0. Then we obtain that there is w E Dm, Z E VP and a natural 

numbern, such that llmfp) ~ W· and 

1. w=llm(z)&p~z 

2. llm(z)~ llm(u) 

3. Z '¢ [U]R 

4. !In.(Z) :f;: !In. (u) (from 3.) 

5. IIk:-:; m : IIk(z) ~ IIk(u) (from 2. and Proposition 99) 

6. n, > m & IIn.(z) <t [lIn.(u)l_ (fcom 4. and 5.) 

7. IIn.(z) <t Dn. (from 6.) 

Moreover from Proposition 99 and since IIv : IIm+1(v) <t llm+l([U]R) =} llm(v) <t llm(["]II) 

(which follows directly from the definition of llm([U]R) ) we have that for each m 2: 1, 

(8) 
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Thus having that the set of reachable processes from p which are in D 1 , say Z = {Zi : p ~ zd, 
is a finite set from the previous discussion we obtain that for each Zi E Z there is a natural number 

n" such that IIn<,(Zi) <j:IIn<,Cu). Let denote by IT" the least of all such numbers that exist for 

Zi· From the conclusion 7. we have that Jln~i (zd ¢:. DnZi and moreover since (8) ifnz; :S nZj then 

IInzi (Zi) ¢:. Dnzj . Now as we have that Dl 2 Dn~l 2 DnZ2 ... is a decreasing sequence of finite 

sets and by taking 

we obtain that 'ifzi E Z: II,(Zi) E D, & P"" Zi =} IIm(z;) rfc Dm. It means that 

if IIm(P) "" IIm(z) then (IIm(z) E [IImCu)] '" iff IIm(z) E IIm([u]R))' o 

An extension of prACP with infinite processes can be made in a similar way following the 

approach in [2] (Section 4.5). As non new important result is obtained in this investigation, we 

omit this part. 

5 Alternating Bit Protocol 

As an example of the application of prACP we consider the Alternating Bit Protocol with un

reliable communication channels as it is described in [2]. We give a specification in prA CP of 

the constituent processes of the protocol and of the whole system. In the theory we derive the 

recursive specification of the behaviour of the protocol which can be viewed (in t.he term model) 

a.s a Markov chain. Using standard Markov chain analysis we prove some properties and do some 

performance analysis of the system. 

The protocol is modeled as four processes, (see Figure 4), one sender process S, one receiver 

R a.nd two communication channels ]{ and L. The sender sends a message to the receiver via 

t.he unreliable communication channel ]{. After having received a message the receiver sends an 

acknowledgment to the sender via channel L. A channel may transmit a message correctly or 

it may corrupt it. In order to avoid a possibility of lost a message in a channel, each message 

has attached a control bit b which is changed aIternatingly. When 5 read a datum d at port 1 

it passes 011 a sequence dO, dO, dO ... of copies of this datum, with a bit 0 appended, to f( until 

an acknowledgement 0 is received at port 6. Then, the next datum is read and sent on with a 

bit 1 appended and so on. If a channel corrupts a message it passes on 1-. Unreliability of each 

channel is specified by the probabilistic choice operator -t:t-1J', correct transmission of a message 

with probability 11' and corruption of a message with probability 1 - 11'. 

Let D be a. finite set of data and let A be a set of standard read, send and communication 

actions. We use the standard read/send communication function given by ,,(x) I s, (x) = c,(x) for 

communication port k and message x. The four processes are given by the recursive specifications 

in Figure 5. 
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3 4 

Fig. 4. Components of the' protocol'~ ," 

Sender: 
S = So . S,· S 

S6 = L r,(d)·S" (b=O,l) 
clED 

S" = s,(db) . «r6(1 - b) + r6(1-»· Sb, + T6(b» (b = 0, 1, dE D) 

Receiver: 

R = R , · Ro' R 

Rb = (L r3(db) + r,(1-». ss(b)· Rb + L r,(d(l - b»· s.(d). ss(l - b) (b = 0, 1) 

Channels: 
K= 

L 

deD deD 

L r,(db)· (s3(db)trrrs3(1-»· K 
dED,bE{O,l} 

L rs(b)· (s6(b)trps6(1-»· L 
be{O,l } 

Fig. 5. Specification of the four components of the protocol. 

The behaviour of the protocol is obtained by parallel composition of these four processes: 

ABP = tI 0 OI!(S II f{ II L II R), (10) 

wlfere H = {r.(db), s.(db) : k E {2, 3, 5, 6},d ED, bE {a, I}} is the set of encapsulated atomic 

action and t/ is the pre-abstraction operator ([1]), that renames all internal action into I. 

One may notice that this specification of ABP differs from one given in ACP in [2J, in the 

specification of the channels only. As ACP does not have a features to describe a (probability) 

dependent internal behaviour of systems, which is the case here, the authors use an extra i action 

which serves to make a choice, between the correct transmission and the corruption of a message, 

non-deterministicly. Moreover, using the full (fair) abstraction operator they prove that this 

system behaves as a one-place buffer, that is, it is a correct communication protocol. An advantage 

in this probabilistic approach, particularly in this protocol, is that the full abstraction is Hot 

necessary at all. Namely, the meaning of the probabilistic choice operator and its appropriate 

axioms cover a need of the abstraction operator in ACP. In this way, using the axioms of prACP 

only without any extra principles (like KFAR, CFAR) we obtain the recursive specification for 
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AllP, which can be considered as a Markov chain. Thus, from (10) we can derive the following 

recursive specification for ABP; 

x = L rl(d). Yd 
dED 

Yd = t· (t .s4(d)· Zu,t·t·t· Yd) 

Z =t .(t .Xupt·t·t .Z) 

The behaviour of the whole process is depicted in Figure 6. Using the standard Markov chain 

techniques we may prove various properties of this system. For example, we can prove liveness 

for the protocol by proving that the state X is a recurrent state. Moreover) as no internal actions 

have got lost, we may also compute the mean number) M( 1r), of sending a message from the 

sender needed for its corred transmission via the channels. This result is obtained by computing 

the mean first-passage time from the state Yd to the state B. In Figure 7 the obtained numbers 

arc given for different values of 1r. For example, if the probability of correct transmission of a 

message d is 0.5 then the average number of execution of the action c2(d) is 2. 

~ 

M(~) 

0.1 

x 

p 

1- P 

~ __ ~,~z~~ B , 
Fig. 6. The behaviour of the whole system. 

0.15 0.2 0.25 0.3 0.35 0.4 0.45 0.5 0.55 0.6 0.65 0.7 0.75 0.8 0.85 0.9 0.95 

10.006.675.004.003.332.862.502.22 2.00 1.82 1.67 1.54 1.43 1.33 1.25 1.18 1.11 1.05 

Fig. 7. Mean number of sending a message for different 1r. 

6 Conclusion and Future Work 

In this paper we have presented a probabilistic version of the axiom system A CP. The proposed 

probabilistic process algebra is based on the process algebra with partial choice, A CP t:t-. The 
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main idea has been to keep the standard, non-deterministic alternative composition and to add a 

family of probabilistic choice operators, t:f-7[" for each nOll-zero probability IT. The outcome of the 

probabilistic choice depends only on the internal behaviour of the system, that is, the behaviour 

of the system which is not influenced by the environment. 

The operational semantics of prACP is based on the alternating model and it has been 

defined by a term deduction system of which the signature contains an extended set of constants 

(each atomic action has a dynamic counterpart) and of which the deduction rules include two 

transition types: probabilistic and -action transition. In 'constructi'on bf the"t-erm models \v'e have 

used probabilistic bisimulation and we have shown soundness and completeness of the term model 

with respect to the proposed axiom systems. 

The extension with infinite processes is treated also. We have introduced infinite processes 

as solutions of guarded recursive specifications and using the finite projections we proved that. 

each guarded recursive specification has unique solution in the term model. 

A goal of in our work has been to find an appropriate probabilistic version of ACP where the 

interleaving axiom (CMl) is kept. It means that we followed the most direct way in the extension 

the non-probabilistic process algebra ACP with the probabilistic choice operator. Preserving our 

intuition behind non-deterministic choice and the interleaving approach to compositionality we 

proposed a new model for parallel composition of probabilistic processes. That is, the choice 

of the process that executes the next action is considered to be a non-deterministic choice. 

As communication is included in parallel composition, non-determinism occurs between three 

processes. By giving the specification of the Alternative Bit Protocol and obtaining some results 

from performance analysis or the protocol, we have shown that this model works well for certain 

systems. Unfortunately, we have found out that for some systems it does not give sufficient resuILs. 

We have got some preliminary results of ongoing work on an improved probabilistic version of 

ACP. 

Another direction in our future research is the development of algebraic verification methods 

III the given framework, which includes an algebraic method for resolving'non-determinism in 

concurrent systems in order to facilitate their performance analysis. Proposition 2 says that. the 

partial order approach, as it has been proposed in [4J for partial choice operator, cannot be 

applied here. We further mention as a possible option for future work the integration of a timed 

and probabilistic version of A CPo 
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